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Foreword
This resource guide was developed by the Kenosha Unified
School District under the leadership of Donald
Ricci, Special Education Director; Roger Andreoli, Teacher Consultant,
and eight special education teachers.
The Division for Handicapped Children is pleased to share this
publication with all teachers and others concerned
with the education of handicapped childi'en. The guide represehts
another example of continuing cooperation
between state and local educational agencies on behalf of children with
special needs.
The guide is consistent with the Department
of Public Instruction's Persisting Life Needs Approach to the
educable mentally retarded in the area of Wisconsin education.
We sincerely hope that this guide as well as
previously published guides will be utilized and modified
as apprOpriate by teachers to meet individual needs of
their pupils. Any suggestions you have for the further improvement
of these empiric resource guides should be
referred to Mr. Victor J. Contrucci, Mentally Handicapped
Section
Chief ;n the Division for Handicapped
Children.
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John W. Melcher, Administrator
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Introduction
Over the years the Division for Handicapped Children has been fortunate in obtaining the
cooperation and

contributions of teachers, administrators, supervisors and university staff members in the uesvelopment of
curriculum materials for use by Wisconsin special education teachers. These .publications have been the result
of a
concerted effort to continually improve the quality of irstruction for handicapped
1 -12
youngsters.

Two recent DubliCations, concerned with the educable mentally retarded, are the Wisconsin EMR Curriculum2,
developed under the leadership of Dr. Kenneth Blessing, Director of the Bureau for Exceptional
Children and an
accompanying Teachers Handbook3 developed as part of the implementation phase of the State Curriculum
under

the direction of Mr. Victor J. Contrueci, Program Chief, Mentally Handicapped Section, Division for Handicapped Children.

Dr. Blessing states in the introduction of the Curriculum:

"A Persisting Life Needs Approach to a Curriculum for the Educable Mentally Retarded represents a conceptualization in curricular planning and implementation involving over 250 of the std.e's special education
teachers.

It further reflects the combined and integrated efforts Df 19 curricula study committees
organized at the local district, county and university levels under the auspices of the ivision for Handicapped Children of the Wisconsin State Department of Public Instruction. ehe
period of five years
these curriculum study groups considered the characteristics and needs of the mild and border-line retarded,their interests and society's raquirements, their abilities and their limitations. This study of the
educable mentally retarded took place and was developed within the frame of reference of the persisting
life situations or needs curriculum model. This curriculum model was perceived
as being the most appropriate and flexible approach for the organization of the instructional program and for the incorporation
of the concepts of prescriptive individualized teaching. As an educational curriculum document it stipulates the curricular content Wisconsin's special educators believe appropriate for the educable retarded
as we enter the seventh decade of the twentieth century. Usage and evaluation of this curriculum will
determine its educational relevance, appropriateness and required modifications."
The purposes of the Teachers' Handbook are to familiarize the teacher with the curriculum and
to guide the
teacher in writing teaching units using the behavioral objective approach. The Handbook has been
used in a Title
VI-B Elementary and Secondary Education Act project to implement the State Curriculum

in Wisconsin schools.4

This resource guide represents the third in a series of guides published by the
Wisconsin Department of Public
Instruction, Division for Handicapped Children, using the format suggested in
the Teachers' Handbook.5,6 Other
locally developed curriculum guides using the Persisting Life Situations approach
have also been made available
during the last two years. 7'12
The purpose of this resource guide is to provide a selection of teaching units related
to Persisting Life Situation

No. 7 of the Curriculum, Learning to Earn a Living. It
is the intent of the guide to provide suggestions for
teaching of skills and attitudes related to career education at appropriate. levels. The
specific instructional
objectives of the units are

an attempt to provir'e a measurable sequencing of these skills and attitudes within the
framework of the State Curriculum. While these teaching units are offered as illustrations of
approaches being

employed, the guide is by no means exhaustive. The teaching units contained in this document
should be viewed
as prototypes for additional units rather than as complete measures of the curricular needs of the educable
mentally retarded. Each unit can be used as a point of departure within the classroom and will
perhaps require
changes suitable to a particu.lar locale, composition of the class and individual skills of the particular special
class
teacher. The bibliography of instructional materials related to this persisting life situation should
provide additional resources for altering the techniques associated with the objectives of the teaching
units. While many of
these materials have been evaluated, a sample of an evaluation format is provided
at the beginning of the Biblio-

graphy section. If you use any of these materials send
your comments to your appropriate SEIMC.*
teach in an area not covered by an SEIMC send your evaluation to:

If you

Kenneth McMahon
Instructional Media Consultant
Division for Handicapped Children
Department of Public Instruction
126 Langdon Street, Madison 53702

Comments regarding the usefulness of curricular materials are an asset to this project. Your cooperation will be
appreciated in filling out the evaluation postcard inside the front cover after you have read through and used
resource guide. The development and distribution of additional resource materials will depend on your evaluation
of these existing publications. Please send your comments to:
Thomas Stockton, Consultant
MR Currict\ilum Projects
Department of Public Instruction
Division fot Handicapped Children
126 LangdOn Street
Madison WI 53702
I
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Primary Level Teaching Units

A. Begins to learn about training fors job
I.

C. Begins to learn abu t working on the job

Work in the area

a. What is work.
b. T:ie farmer's wr,rk This is a sample
of the in-depth coverage of an
occupation which may be appropriate at this level
2. One's own abilities and limitations
a. Why people work or don't work
b. Pre-vocational competencies
(1)
Attitudes and self-awareness
(2)
Skills
B. Begins to learn about choosing and getting a job
1. School as an occupation

a: Education
b. Personal appearance, personality
and character..

2. Jobs of the family
3. School workers

Rights of the worker
2. Benefits available to the worker
3. Responsibilities of the worker
a. At home
b. At school
4. Growth in social and personal skills
a. Acceptance by classmates and adults
b. Continue interest in activities
started and broaden interests
I.
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which supplies it.

2. Given a list of personal neeis,
student can name the occupation

need each fulfills.

etc.

occupations.

Class works together to match these needs with

other needs of adults.

Students list their personal needs and teacher adds

bus.

to store in car; bus driver drives people to store in

relate them to occupations, e.g. parents drive student

Students list activities they or their parents do and

Students complete job need statements such as We
need butchers (firemen, principals, janitors) because .

Teacher shows pictures of occupations and students
take turns identifying and describing need met.

these occupations.

Class tries to imagine what families would do without

practices using them in discussions.

Each student records new vocabulary words and

etc.

Each student completes a matching exercise of
workers and the need they fill, e.g.
doctor
fixes daddy's :ar
mechanic
raises cows for milk
farmer
helps me when I'm sick

Teacher reads books and/or students view and discuss
films on occupations needed by the community.

compiles a list of occupations they have
observed on TV, in school or in community.

1. Given a list of occupations, student can describe the community
Class

Activities

Behavioral Objective

No. 7 Learning to earn a living
OBJECTIVE: A Begins to learn ahniit training fnr a joh
1. Work in the area
AIM:
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT: a. What is work?
SUBUNIT.

PLS.

Primary level

See book and film bibliographies.

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

jobs

(1)

by

or to make things.

indoor-outdoor, (2) for adults only,
children only oc;for everyone, (3)
in city-country,-(4) to help people

student can group

4. Given pictures of occupations,

adult recreation.

student can point out those that
illustrate adults working to earn
money at- 1 those that illustrate

3. Given a series of paired photos

Behavioral Objective

Students complete matching exercises using the categories and titles of jobs.

others to guess.

like and pantomimes jobs within that category for

Each student chooses the categories of jobs he would

country; to help people or make things.

Using previously compiled job lists, class categorizes
each in the four sets of categories: indoor-outdoor;
adults only, children only or for everyone; in city-

Students role play occupations and others guess an
occupation and recreation activity related to it.

Students makezdi:awings or cut out pictures showing a
particular kirid of activity as a means of earning a
living and asa means of recreation, e.g. fishing can be
commercial or sport; baseball can be professional or
little league.

occupations.

town map showing stores, student labels needs and

On a large diagram of school building, hospital or

meet. 's

Students pantomime jobs and the social needs they

list all jobs they observed.

After taking a field trip in or out of school, students

Students practire new vocabulary and illustrate new
occupations with drawings or magazine pictures on a
bulletin 'board.

work.

who come to their house to' meet a need throug:,

Each student interviews his parents about all workers

Activities

Coronet Films.

Helpers who come to our nouse

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

No. f

11. Work in the area

7 I earning to earn a living
A. Begins to learn about training for a iob

LEVEL:
Primary lPye

and his wife do.

1. Student can describe verbally
the types of work that the farmer

Behavioral Objective

and sings songs related to farm

Newlin, Edith Work horses_

Students draw murals showing farmer's work.

Each student makes his own farm scrapbook.

Using pictures and murals, class identifies. number
work involved in jobs, e.g. counting crops, rows in a
field, animals; measuring milk and grain; telling time.

etc.

milk the cow, drive the tractor, feed the chickens,

' identify, perhaps while- singing a version of Here we
go round the mulberry bush, i.e. This is the way we

Each student pantomimes a farm job and others

class.

Lensk i, Lois The little farm. Beaty,
J.Y. The farm in pictures. Stevenson, Robert Louis Farewell to farm.

See other materials bibliography.

See film bibliography, esp. Encyclopedia Britanica Films.

Annotated Resource Materials

Teacher 'cads poems and stories about farm work to

assignments to observe jobs. On return class writesthank you notes to farmer visited.

Class takes field trip to a farm with individual

related pictures.

activities. They identify all sounds and point to

Class listens to

notebook.

Each student practices vocabulary and copies it in

pictured objects and activities.

Students cut -out pictures of farm activities and
discuss them with class. They attach labels to

Class views and discusses films related to activities on
the farm.

Activities

b. The farmer's work
CENTER OF INTEREST UNITThis is a sample of the in -depth coverage of an occupation which may be appropriate at this level.
SUBUNIT-

AIM:

OBJECTIVE:

PLS.

Evaluation

class, student can identify by

announced by the teacher.

pointing to the farm building,
machinery or farm animal verbally

in

3. Given a model farm constructed

listens to records of farm animals and
machinery and points to them in the farm model.

same

Students play vocabulary building games, e.g. find all
animals whose names start with "h".

order as on the list.

collects these objects from the model in the

Teacher gives each student a list of farm objects. He

Students take turns naming all the objects in the farm
model or:in farm pictures.

classmates and tells about it.

a film or on field trip to farm. He shows picture to

Each student draws a picture of something he saw in

Class

See other materials bibliography.

clay, pipe cleaners, etc.

Groups of students are assigned to construct various
buildings, fences, animals, etc. They label their
object.

Project materials e.g. balsa wood,

guide.

See book and film bibliography.

seeds, etc.

Project materials, e.g. milk cartons,

Annotated, Resource Materials

Students construct a model farm using pictures as a

different seasons.

Class makes a bulletin board of the farm during

book and practices using them in discussions.

Each student adds new vocabulary words to note-

Students view film or read book about seasons on the
farm.

or categories.

as a

Class divides the farmer's work under each season.

Teacher leads discussion of seaSonS-using pictures
visual stimulus.

fertilizing, weeding, transplanting, harvesting).

and delegate the many jobs (watering, mulching,

Students plant assorted seeds in cut off milk cartons

ACtivities

season, student can place the type
of work within the proper category

2. Given a series of pictures illustrating the typeS of work done by
the farmer and a category for each

Behavioral Objective
Evaluation

for plant-derived

pro-

products that the farmer can sell to
get money for his work.

5. Student can verbally describe

(Similarly
ducts.)

of the animal that produced it.

products observed in class and pictures of farm animals, student can
match the product with the picture

4. Given an assortment of farm

Behavioral Objective

his

living.

Class presents-a program to invited guests (parents,
another class, etc.) showing how the farmer makes a

he can sell.

Students group farmer's work under titles of products

products, how they. are prodessed and eventually sold
to the consumer.

Teacher briefly explains how the farmer sells

Class reviews the types of work that the farmer does,
the animals and crops produced on the farm and the
products that the farm produces,

reinforce new words and associations.

Students play vocabulary and matching games to

etc. class discusses which animals produce them.

Using illustrations of leather products, wool, feathers

various dairy products are produced from cow's milk.

Class views film or has guest speaker about how

Each student records and uses vocabulary words.

animals by store name and source.

Students label pictures of food products derived from

Activities

fl

I

See film bibliography.

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

No.

meets

lists ways working
material, social and emotional needs.

3. Student

a person's being unemployed, e.g.Jack of of

Class discusses working for advancement, interest,
security, benefits, working conditions, relations with
other people, salary, prestige, power, independence.

material, social and emotional needs mentioned.

Using student interview list, teacher points out the

Class discusses if everyone must work.

Teacher describes current employment situation in
locality.

child-care, lack of education or specific sk
being
laid off;.strike, physical disability, inability to do the
job, inability to get along with co-workers, lengthy
illness, lack. of transportation, lack of jobs in a
community.'

,able

Teacher leads class discussion of common reasons' for

employment.

Student role plays the various attitudes and responsibilities suggested by the list, of reasons:

Students list some material needs which they receive
because some adult at home works to earn a living for
tne family.

Class makes a composite list of reasons and discusses
them.

Each student interviews adults at home about why
they work outside the home. He reports this to class.

Activities

2. Student names reasons for un-

adult to work outside the home.

1. Student states a reason for an

Behavioral Objective

7 Learning to earn a living
OBJECTIVE: A-..Begins to learn about training for a job
2. One's own abilities and limitations
AIM.
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT- a. Why people work or don't work
SUBUNIT-

PLS.

Primary level

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

Behavioral Objective

Each student takes part in a work situation and tries
to identify the needs it meets.

about the material, social and emotional rewards of
their work.

Students interview community or school workers

Using a list of activities, student names two people:
one for whom the activity is fun and the other a job:
strawberry picking, driving a vehicle, cleaning the
chalk board, washing dishes, baking, digging in the
dirt.

Activities

.

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

No.

school rules regularly.

2. Student obeys classroom and

Primary level

_Adventures of the lollipop dragon.

Students give their reactions to following rules.

self-development -kit.
Science Research Associates.

Focus on

ROA's Films.

See film bibliography.

See film bibliography esp. Coronet
Films and Encyclopedia Britanica

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Class views and discusses film on rules.

sponses about following the rules.

school rules. They form new rules if necessary to
establish trust and respect of authority. Teacher
should provide consistent negative and positive re-

Students discuss the effectiveness of classroom and

Teacher stresses that rules are made to help us as well
as to help others. Students provide examples to show
this stressing safety.

Class defines rules and regulations

Students role play situations-ofMishandling another's
property and the consequences involved.

Class views and discusses films on taking care of one's
things.

own belongings and know where they are.

Teacher requires that each student take care of his

property.

just as you would expect others to respect your

possession and of respecting the property of others,

concepts of mine and theirs, of

memory and label.
Teacher stresses

Students practice finding their own belongings by

1. Student can identify and take

Activities

care of his belongings and those of
other people.

Behavioral Objective

7 Learning to earn a living
A. Begins to learn about training for a iob
OBJECTIVE:
2. One's own abilities and limitations
AIM:
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT. b. Pre-vocational competencies
(1) Attitudes and self-awareness
SUBUNIT-

PLS.

Evaluation

.1,

in a

his jeers or tomilv -- by

cleans up area when through

5. otlili
accepts responsibility
for completing simple tasks and

saying he is pleased.

teat,

4. Student ev.nre,
tb VIP"

practices common
courtesies as everyday habits.

3. Student

Behavioral Objective

at accomplishment and recognition,
e.g.

Julfort reasons.

w.orker keeping his -work area clean for safety and

situation, teacher points out time spent by each

On a class field trip or when seen in a film about a job

clean-up activities.

Each student takes a turn as inspector of classroom

Class establishes work and clean-up rules for independent work.

televised Emmy Awards.

pleasure

Students role play receiving an award and expressing

ments on other's objects.

In show and tell sittiations, each student shows his
object to everyone for comments and himself com-

I ,..acliet encourages each studwil to evaluate his own
work . and express a reaction or judgment, .e.g.
neat-messy, complete-incomplete, mostly rightwrong, etc. Also, if teacher
\f9Ork,
he allows student to comment on teacher's critique.

Teacher provides opportunities for student to work
with each of his peers to encourage friendship
development and multiple interactions.

Students make a bulletin board' on common
courtesies and htW to make friends.

Class lists courtesies which they expect from friends.

Teacher observes individual behavior and comments
on it to student in private.

Teachermakes a list of who is next to encourage
student to become responsible for finding out when
his turn is and for recognizing his name.

Students demonstrate common courtesies. Each student practices taking turns ancLsharing.

Activities
Annotated Resource Materials
Ey,

tion

7. Student seeks adult aid in resolving personal or interpersonal woo-

of other students.

6. Student can courteously and
effectively monitor work activities

Behavioral Objective

teach,

discusSiOli uf

and suggest methods to resolve them.

Students role play common interpersonal problems

Class

views film or teacher reads stories aloud
concerning how to resolve interpersonal conflicts.

seeking adult help with problems.

ro'

situation, e.g.
stacking dishes, putting away books or toys, watering
plants, etc.

these tasks, each student is assigned a turn at being
the class monitor of a class work

After all students are used in regularly performing

the classroom tasks..

Each student has the opportunity to perform each of

Activities

See film bibliography.

Annotated Resource Materials

Evaluation

No.

3. Student can verbally name common household and classroom objects, parts of the body and pieces
of clothing.

2. Student uses speech to make his
personal needs known.

1. Student can communicate
verbally personal data.

Behavioral Objective

Teacher encourages accurate naming of objects.

What is this called?

Students play naming games, e.g. This is a --- or

emotions.

Class views and discusses films on controlling one's

of verbal expression.

communicate but can only point, nod or pantomime
what they want. Afterward class discusses the value

As an experiment, whole class does not speak to

Teacher discourages socially unacceptable forms of
communication, e.g. shouting, stomping, shoving,
pointing.

needs, e.g. to be left alone, to close a window because
of a draft etc.

Class discusses the need to express verbally one's

adult.

Pairs of students role play a lost child and a helpful

Students practice reading aloud into a tape recorder
their personal data. They then listen to themselves to
judge the verbal clarity.

student carries this with him at all times.

Each student has his parents complete a card with
name, age, home address and phone number and
names and phone numbers for emergencies. Each

identifying oneself, when asking directions.

personal data when asked, e.g. when lost, when

Teacher explains importance of being able to relate

Activities

7 Learning to earn a living
OBJECTIVE A. Begins to learn about training for a job
2. One's own abilities and limitations
AIMS
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT b. Pre-vocational competencies
SUBUNIT: (2) Skills

PLS.

Primary level

See film bibliography.

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

make an emergency call.

5. Student can use telephone to

activities, discussions and assembly
line type activities.

4. Student participates in group

Behavioral Objective

ations, class

give

examples

of what constitutes

an

Teacher demonstrates dialing and use of phone and
all students practice.

Each student practices number recognition and eyehand coordination.

take.

Teacher connects examples to specific actions to

emergency and what type of help they would want.

Students

Class views film or teacher explains the usefulness of
,a telephone in reaching help in an emergency.

learning.

Teacher reads book to class or shows film about
participating in school for enjoyment and better

Students experiment with doing the job backwards
and discover some steps must be sequential to
complete project correctly.

Class makes a several step project by assembly line
techniques. One group does the tasks while another
observes how individuals must cooperate and are
interdependent. Then the two groups switch roles.

discussions etc.

Students take turns in show and tell s

Teacher encourages individuals to participate with
others by providing emotional support, small peer
groupings, puppets, fantasy, interesting projects and
field trips, etc.

objects correctly.

Students complete worksheets matching titles and

When unusual items are introduced, teacher provides
a printed lz,bel and states name aloud often to
reinforce.

Activities

Going to school is your joh, Journal
Films Inc.

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

third

relay

'

use and care of simple tools.

8. Student can demonstrate safe

directions.

7. Student can correctly follow
verbal (or written) sequential step

person.

6. Student can correctly
verbal instructions to a

Behavioral Objective

activities

involve much motor-coordination

require using the tools.

Small groups of students work on projects which

tools.

Each student practices lifting, carrying and using the

Students name jobs in which the tools are used.

Each student records spelling and uses of tool along
with a small drawing in notebook.

Teacher demonstrates use of several simple tools.

practice.

Class

tions.

Students practice following several step instructions
in worksheet, class routine and instructional situa-

Teacher uses'similarly worded instructions often until
students are very familiar with what to do.

Students play Simon says.

tions.

As a group, class follows verbal or written instruc-

the class.

Class plays game of passing on a message to others in

hears.

Each student practices repeating exactly the words he

letters and words.

Students practice audial discrimination with sounds,

how to use various types of phones,e.g. pay, princess,
touch tone.

On a field trip, teacher points out and demonstrates

Studerits role play emergencies in which they would
phone for help.

Activities
I

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

math skills.

10. Student

can

perform

basic

filing, sweeping, washing, b-ushing.

stacking, sorting, inserting, lifting,

9.. Student can display these basic
vocational skills: folding, carrying,

Behavioral Objective

During class discussions of various jobs, students are
asked to identify workactivities which involve math
skills, e.g. making change, getting to work on time,
computing wages and hours, counting rows of each
crop, etc.

complete practice worksheets.

Students play games which involve math skills and

Teacher integrates basic math skills such as counting
and telling time with other class activities.

Over time, each student is given tasks which include
the skills until he builds a proficiency with them.

Each student is given individual instruction in
performing all skills.

Teacher devises tasks which require the basic skills
listed.

Activities
Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

No.

names

skills he

can

2. Student orally gives reasons how
going to school can help him
choose and get a job.

learn in school.

1. Student

Behavioral Objective

being employees of teacher.

getting old and retiring (wear different hats and move
around classroom to labeled areas).

for grade, junior and senior high school, working
parttime, working as an assistant, working alone,

Each student walks through a career getting diploma

paid.

Employer requirek job performance in order to be

Students role play

applies to an office or factory worker.

on time at school. Teacher shows how the same

teacher has students point out what time school starts
and ends, and what time they must leave home to be

going to school and to a job. Using a play clock,

Students or teacher points out similarities between

skills and abilities.
,

discusses what job requirements they are
learning, e.g. follow instructions, return
materials to storage area, conserve not waste materials, practice safety, share responsibilities, specific
already

Class

skills he has learned in school.

Each student makes an experience chart showing

Class visits a higher level classroom. The older
students discuss with them in what ways the classes
differ. Likewise, in a visit to a younger class, students
note where they are ahead in their learning.

learned.

In show and tell, each student explains a skill he has

Teacher leads class discussion on skills they learn in
school, e.g. to read and write, follow instructions, be
courteous and punctual, etc.

Activities

7.Learninq to earn a living
OBJECTIVE: B. Begins to learn about choosing and getting a job
1. School as an occupation
AIM.
a. Education
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT:
SUBUNIT:

PLS.

Primary level

Going to school is your job, Journal
Filths Inc.

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

make a bulletin board on this illustrated with their
drawings or magazine pictures.

cannot do at home.

5. Student

is

\

j

able

to finish

an

8.- Student is able to work at a
given task without supervision for a
specified time period.

assignment.

Students work on several timed activities or games
stressing the amount of time allowed for the activity.

Teacher establishes certain times of the day when
students are. to work without supervision on homework or individual projects.

Students complete worksheets or picture games and
hand them in when they are finished.

Teacher encourages students to seek help if they
cannot finish their work.

assignments. Students discuss other reasons to cornplete their work.

Teacher points out that a good worker finishes his

Class views and discusses or teacher reads to them
about learning to get along with others.

the home. Teacher consults with parents and arranges
to include tasks of this nature in classroom duties.

Students list work they would like to learn to db in

is similar to each school job he does.

Each student identifies the type of job at home that

at school.

a better member ()Phis family.

Students make a list of ways in which they can help

4. Student names ways in which

going to school can help him to be

work.

Teacherpoints out that in school each person has
more friends available with whom to talk, play or

classroom project or activity.

In show and tell, each student explains his favorite

Class discusses what they like to do at school. They

enjoysdoing at school which he

Activities

3. Student describes activities he

Behavioral Objective

I

See film bibliography.

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

7, Student can name a skill that he
wants to learn to do which he has
seen other children doing.

Behavioral Objective

Teacher uses these lists to suggest readiness and task
development activities for student practice.

Each student keeps a diary of all things others must
do for him and of skills he sees other children doing.

Class discUsses what they wOc'd like to become and
,what they would like to learn.

Activities
Annotated Resourc,. Materials
Evaluation

No.

7 Learning to earn a living

and those around him.

cleanliness is important to himself

3. Student can tell reasons why

Nurse aids teacher in providing students with individual comments on their appearance and possible ways
to improve it.

his appearance to his ability and the
teacher's satisfaction.

front of

a

mirror. Teacher makes comments

clothes.

Students compare the smell of soiled and of clean

Class reviews lesson on personal hygiene. Nurse and
school dental hygienist are good resource personnel.

appearance of others.

On field trips, students observe and comment on the

regularly.

in

Each student evaluates himself with this list standing

student evaluates the appearance using the checklist.

Using pictures of poorly groomed children, each

Class compiles a list of good grooming pointers.

Class views and discusses a film on good grooming.

2. Student can check his own
appearance in mirror- and correct,

Each student constructs a picture of a social situation
with cut up magazines which show people incorrectly
dressed. He shows this to the rest of the class which
points out the inappropriate items.

Groups of students prepare bulletin boards entitled
This is what we wear to church (school, partifs, play)
illustrated with clothing catalog pictures.

Students discuss clothes appropriate to certain occasions, e.g. work, parties, visiting relatives.

1. Shown a series of pictures of

children in different social situations, student can tell ways in
which appearance is not proper to
the situation.

Activities

Behavioral Objective

OBJECTIVE:
B. Begins to learn about choosing and getting a job
1. School as an occupation
AIM
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT: b. Personal appearance, personality and character
SLI
NIT-

PLS.

Primary level

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

class any

and personality.

his peronal interactions, character

demonstrates selfawareness by realistically describing

5. Student

each

student about his
character and personality.

person&

interactions,

Teacher or school counselor has private talk with

group discusses and compares replies.

In small group discussions each student supplies
endings to open-ended statements about self and

Each student describes a fantasy person he would like
to become. He has this person act in playlets through
the use of puppets.

themselves more aware of themselves.

Students use self-development kits to help make

Guidance Services Inc.

Developing understanding of self
and others (DUSO) kit. American

these words are used in classroom situations, students
call attention to times they are used.

Class makes list of courtesy words and phrases. As

kit.

Focus on self-development
Science Research Associates.

See book bibliography.

Students practice introducing and greeting people and
other formal behavior with adults or strangers.

Teacher reads stories about honesty, respectfulness
etc. and class discusses and applies to their situations.

Students discuss acceptable classroom behaviors and
role play how to improve unacceptable behaviors by
others.

constructive criticism.

Class discusses tactfulness in giving and receiving

carry the flag today,
Charlie? Holt, Rinehart, Winston
1966.

Did you

lot of things. C.R.

Gibson and Co. Caudill, Rebecca,

a

Kindness is

Teacher keeps anecdotal records to remind student of
his past good behavior.

Press, 1955. What do I say? Simon
Whitman and Co. Echblach, E.

Yashima, Taro Crow Boy, Viking

See film bibliography.

Annotated Resource Materials

and on the part of classmates.

Teacher sets aside time each day for "friendliness and
courtesy reports." Students are encouraged to make
constructive comments on others behavior.

ness.

Class views and discusses films on personal cleanli-

Students make a bulletin board of cleaning aids.

washing one's hands and face.

A group of students give a class demonstration of

Activities

and other behavior on his own part,

observations he notes regarding
courtesy, respectfulness, honesty

4. Student reports to

Behavioral Objective
Evaluation

No.

father's occupation and can list
orally the duties he does on his job.

2. Student can state the title of

outside the home.

head of the household to work

1. Student states a reason for the

Behavioral Objective

Each student learns to pantomime tasks in his father's
occupation. Others guess the job.

Teacher invites one or more class fathers to speak to
class about their occupations.

class views films.

Teacher reads class stories about fathers at work or

Each student finds a picture or makes a drawing of a
person in his father's occupation which he labels with
the job title.

At next class, each student reports the information he
has learned. A composite list is assembled.

employer, type of job, typical duties).

Each student is assigned to interview the main
breadwinner of the family about his job (name of

briefly describes each.

Students list all the occupations they know. 'leacher

Teacher may need to give families advance warning
via letter of the contents of this unit.

pletes list of basic needs if student cannot identify.

Each student names an item on which he knows his
parents spend money for the family. Teacher com-

tive.

Students discuss who in the household earns a living
for the family. This is generally the father but often is
the mother, foster parents, older sibling, other rela-

Class defines the phrase earning a living.

Activities

7 Learning to earn a livi g
B. Begins to learn about choosing and getting a job
OBJECTIVE:
AIM:
7 Jobs of the family
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT'
SUBUNIT:

PLS.

Primary level

See book and film bibliography.

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

of

the home.

McKay, Inc. 1969.

Teacher reads class a story about a working woman.

See film bibliography.

Annotated Resource Materials

Brownstone, Cecily. All kinds of
mothers. New York, N.Y.: David

j

Class views and discusses films about women at work.

various occupations and make a bulletin board.

Students find 'pictures showing women working in

Each student draws a picture of his mother working
outside of or at home.

Class discusses reasons for women to work, e.g. earn a
living, illness of father, earn extra money, career,
service-volunteer work, self-expression, selfrealization.

Teacher asks how many students' mothers work
outside of the home. These students are assigned to
interview mothers: why and where.

Students practice describing their father's job.

father. Students guess.

Teacher conducts a game of I am thinking of
someone who ... using occupations of each student's

others to guess.

Each student pantomimes an occupation fc.. the

Students examine pictures of the various occupations
they have discussed and name them.

Each student draws a ptcture of his father in front of
his place of employment.

5. Student can verbalize- reasons

.

map and labels the

fathers. On field trip

teacher points out if they pass any of these places.

Teacher locates on a city
employers of all students'

Each student memorizes some information about his
father's job.

discusses their experiences.

act and what to expect to see. Afterwards, class

Teacher arranges a field trip to a class father's place
of employment where he takes them on a brief tour.
In preparation for trip, teacher tells students how to

Activities

wily some mothers work outside of

4. Given a verbal description of
father's occupation, student can
identify it as his father's job.

3. Student can state name
father's place of employment.

Behavioral Objective

Evaluation

If applicable, student names any

lists verbally the
specific roles and responsibilities of
family members including himself.

9. Student

home.

any job he may have outside the

8. If applicable, student
describes

involved.

job his siblings may have outside
the home and some of the duties

1.

6. If applicable; student can
identify by name the place of employment of his working mother
and some duties involved in her job.

Behavioral Objective

Class discusses if they could handle some of the adult
responsibilities.

Students pantomime various family roles.

Each student makes an experience chart showing
what each member of his family does.

home responsibilities are.

Each student draws a picture of each family member
and surrounds them with pictures showing what their

Class views film or teacher reads book to class about
the usual roles of family members.

A group of students make a bulletin board about jobs
for young students_

Students role play these jobs.

Students list jobs people their age might be able to

do.

Students pantomime various jobs for others to guess.

Students draw pictures of their siblings' working.

An older sibling speaks to class about his job and why
he works.

Students describe their siblings' job to class.

them about possible jobs.

Students with older siblings are asked to interview

others guess.

Students role play duties of various occupations and

Class arranges to visit the working place of a class
mother for a tour.

employment.

On field trip, class passes and sees these places of

Students with working mothers interview them about
their work and report to class.

Activities

ing Service.

They need me. Educational Read-

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

No.

preference among the

k\e

class discusses results for students!

Students ro(e p(a,( being he(pfu( and unne(ofu( and

ares

Re describes the person \Q \he. class and \ells 't&

Each student draws a picture of a school worker he

school helpers which make them
helpful,

personal

a

likes.

describes

expresses

Teacher prepares an interest inventory worksheet to
help understand students' interests.

Each

student
various jobs.

Students role play the various school jobs.

qualities and skills possessed by

3. Student

2. Given a list of school tasks,
student indicates those for which he
is most suited by interest or ability.

guess.

Students practice pantomiming these tasks and others

School workers demonstrate their jobs for class.

Students volunteer experiences when a school helper
helped them. Students recreate these in role playing.

Class views films about the work of school helpers.

teacher, principal, teacher's aide, nurse, counselor,
cafeteria workers, janitor.

around the school.

Class defines and lists examples of school helpers, e.g.

in and

1. Student names people who can

help him perform tasks

Behavioral Objective

SUBUNIT:

Activities

7 I earning to earn a living
B. Begins to learn about choosing and getting a jnh

IGO
AIM.
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT

OBJECTIVE-

PLS.

Primary level

House.

School cafeteria workers. Eyegate

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

cr,

task.

4. Student points out how he can
help others with a given school

Behavioral. Objective

students.

Students role play a school helper being helped by

Each student chooses a school job to investigate and
asks the school helper what type of help they would
like from students. He reports back to class.

he has helped someone finish a task.

Using the list of class duties, each student tells how

Activities
Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

No.

Student describes conditions

could not do without great difficulty,
e.g.

completed work to the teacher when he is unsure that
it is done correctly.

Each student follows the routine of showing his

Teacher encourages students to ask for help in doing
and evaluating tasks.

3. Having completed a task, student

and receiving help when needed.

Class views film or teacher reads story about giving

moving a large box.

alone

Pairs of students perform tasks which one person

Teacher leads class discussion of differing abilities due
to age, size, weight, strength, experience.

able changes.

Teacher runs experiment in varying the environment
in which the class works. Class discusses any notice-

chosen.

thing they like to do. Class discusses the setting

Students draw pictures of themselves doing some-

where they spend most of their day.

Students make list of their likes and dislikes about

Teacher reads class book about working or playing in
a different setting. Each student decides if he would
like to live that way.

Activities

asks adult if he has done the task
correctly.

student asks for assistance.

2. Given a task beyond his ability,

work.

under which he likes to play and

1.

Behavioral Objective

CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT
SUBUNIT.

7 Learning to earn a living
C. Begins to learn about working on the job
OBJECTIVE:
1.
Rights
of the worker
AIM:

PLS.
Primary._ level

See tilm bibliography.

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

dents are rewarded for task completion but others are not.

4. Student explains why some stu

Behavioral Objective

Class distinguishes between situations in which they
are expected to do well (social behavior) and those
for which they can expect specific praise (new
learning situation).

Students discuss if they must be rewarded all the time
or if maintaining a good performance can be
sufficiently rewarding.

As an experiment, teacher alternates extrinsic rewards
and verbal praise with no overt status symbol. Class
discusses whether they noticed the difference or felt
less rewarded when they were only praised.

Teacher encourages students to evaluate their own
work.

Activities
Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

No.

e.g.

punctual,

Each student makes an experience chart comparing
his present work habits with those listed for adults.

and

which they should develop,
thorough, neat, poised etc.

Students list work habits which good workers have

Each student evaluates his role and work habits.

person performing a specific job.

when he has a job.

Students run a class store or restaurant with each

2. Student relates ways in which his

to receive best.

Each student describes the types of rewards he likes

not receive immediately, e.g. weekly award for good
behavior or learning, bicycle at birthday if good etc.

Students discuss the types of rewards whicYi one does

leader.

Students list common adult volunteer jobs and why
people do them. e.g. library or school aide nursing
home or hospital aide or visitor, Girl or Boy Scout

done.

class discusses if jobs must be rewarded overtly to be

Using list of classroom duties and inspection chart,

ence.

needed, improving abilities and skills, gaining experi-

Students make a list of rewards other than money,
e.g. enjoyment, companionship, feeling useful or

Class defines and gives examples of privileges involved
in classroom duties.

Activities

.present work habits can help him

1. Student describes benefits other
than money for working.

Behavioral Objective

CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT
SUBUNIT.

7 Learning to earn a living
OBJECTIVE- C. Begins to learn about working on the job
2. Benefits available to the worker
AIM.

PLS.

Primary level

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

others.

student can describe in what ways
he benefits from the work of

Class views a film about the assembly line process.

team morale.

team and discuss the results for productivity and

Students role play an uncooperative member of the

assembly line.

Each student tells his reactions to working on an

During class store or restaurant operation, duties are
divided among small groups of student. Each student
is involved in at least one such cooperative, assembly
line division of labor.

3. Given a class exercise in dividing

work among a group of students,

Activities

Behavioral Objective

I

See film bibliography.

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

outcomes if household tasks are not
performed in the home.

3. Student describes verbally the

2. Student lists duties pertaining to
a given room in the home.

home.

i. Student names and demonstrates
household duties he can perform at

Behavioral Objective

0

removed from the group, those remaining discuss the
effect on family members and other chores.

student chooses a job to play. As. each student is

Class plays a_ game of Family jobs minus one. Each

iferbally describe the changes seen.

messy room and then the cleaned up room and

Given pairs of pictures, each stt pnt can point to the

Student describes a room that has not been cared for.

Teacher shows film about family sharing of responsibilities. Class applies this to their families.

tells the chores that must be done in a giv"eQLosam.

Using a house diagram or doll house, each student

Class views and discusses films on household chores.

Student completes a worksheet matcning chores and
cleaning equipment with rooms in the house.

Given pictures of messy rooms, each student takes a
turn pointing out a chore that must be done.

Each student pantomimes a task and others guess.

household chores using magazine pictures.

A group of students makes a bulletin board about

Students take turns demonstrating household chores
and explaining each step as they do it.

Students discuss why they can't do the other chores,
e.g. physically too small, too heavy, too dangerous.

Students list household chores and indicate which
ones they already do.

Activities

7 Learning to earn a living
PLS. No.
OBJECTIVE: C. Begins to learn about working on the job
AIM: 3. Responsibilities of the worker
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT- a. At home
SUBUNIT:

ographies.

See film and other materials bibli-

- - --

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL: Primary level

Evaluation

1

teacher

points out how workers

Students play a riddle game and others guess the
name of the object, e.g. I am gray and used to clean
the blackboard. What am I?

the room on the

placement
diagram.

in

necting each object to its proper

diagram of the classroom showing
furniture, student draws lines con-

conserve their materials. He explains that employers
or those people who pay for materials expect those
who use them to avoid waste.

On field trips,

Students learn to recycle some school supplies.

Students guess how much objects cost and how much
their class consumes. Teacher explains costs and
amounts in terms relevant to students' experiences.

Teacher demonstrates proper care of class supplies,
stressing safety and minimizing waste.

Each student completes worksheets ;notching classroom chores to cleaning equipment.

best school helper.

Class runs a school cleanup campaign with posters
and litter monitors at recess. Teachers award prize to

the names of those who-do class chores well.

Each student points to the items in the room named
by the teacher or another student.

a

,

Teacher posts a helpers chart and puts stars next to

.'.

Student pantomimes chore and others guess

\

Each student checks off the ones he can ,Iready do.

Students list all possible room duties.

Activities

worksheet depicting
the classroom and a

3. Given
articles in

2. Student states reasons for proper
care of classroom supplies.

1. Student names and demonstrates
tasks he can do in the classroom.

Behavioral Objective

No,

7 Learning to earn a living
OBJECTIVE: C. Begins to learn about working on the job
AIM:
3. Restamibilities of the worker
a. At school
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT
SUBUNIT:

PLS.

Primary level

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

helper.

5. Student gives examples of the
results of not being a good school

of a task in sequential order.

4, Student describes performance

Behavioral Objective

of litter and careless

accidents may be caused by carelessness.

A group of students make a poster showing how

good school helpers.

Students write slogans to help remind students to be

Class plays game of Classroom jobs minus one. Each
student plays the role of a classroom chore or supply.
As each is removed from group, class discusses the
effect on class members and other activities.

Students note how many of the classroom chores are
related to cleaning up or tidying up Vie room.

Class might decide to run a school clean-up campaign.

Students keep a diary of all untidiness they See in one
day. In class students discuss what to do.

Students cut out pictUres
.accidents and make poster.

Students practice explaining tasks in sequential order.

various steps of a task.

Students number in correct order pictures of the

Teacher purposely performs a task in the wrong order
and lets students point this out and correct.

points out what must be done first to complete task.

For tasks which are def..,itely sequential, teacher

Each student takes a turn describing how to do a task
while a second student does the-task. Class watches
and points out errors and good points.

by name.

in the bag without seeing them and identifying them

Teacher fills a bag with classroom objects. Each
student plays the sensory game by feeling the objects

Activities

Gudy sequence ca'

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

is

encouraged to tell others if they

happened and how long it took to recuperate.

Students who have had accidents tell class how it

they watch are safety conscious.

On field trips, teacher and aides require safety rules
be closely followed. Teacher points out how workers

appear to be doing something unsafe.

Each student

to use good safety practices.

Teacher devises tasks for students that require them

Teacher demonstrates each of the safety rules.

hazardous -items, how to
move a very heavy object, behavior
on stairways and in halls, handling
hot liquids or pots and other rules.

carry

6.

Class views and discusses films on safety.

Activities

Student- demonstrates each of
the following safety rules: how to

Behavioral Objective

See film bibliography.

Annotated Resource Materia;::

Evaluation

No.

7 Learning to earn a living

2. Student demonstrates habits he
could develop or improve that
would help make his behavior more
socially acceptable.

playing with others in a group.

1. Student names personality traits
that are important in ,voi king and

Behavioral Objective

reviews common courtesies and role plays

Teacher reads stories about badly behaving students
and class points out th'e problem and how to solve it.

Students role play unsociable people and others
point out the bad behavior and how to correct it.

Positive social behavior is rewarded and encouraged.

Teacher has conference with misbehaving students to
discuss the problem and work towards resolution.

person's

If available, teacher video-tapes class during some
activity. Class views tape and comments on each

Students role play conflict situations and discuss how
to resolve them.

Students tell their experiences with fair play, taking
turns, sharing, fist-fighting, etc.

After working on a group project, students discuss
whom they enjoyed working with the most and why.

various work situations involving them.

Class

Each student interviews a school helper about what
work habits and attitudes are important in their jobs.

and adults.

Students list qualities they like and dislike in friends

Activities

OBJECTIVE C. Begins to learn about working on the lob
4. Growth in social and personal skip
AIMCENTER OF INTEREST UNIT- a. Acceptance by classmates and adults
SUBUNIT.

PLS.

Primary level

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

Cr)

No.

Learning to earn a living

correctly a new game.

4. Given free time, student learns
(with teacher's guidance) to play

3.

After field trip, student uses
correctly new vocabulary words or
terms, indicative of trip experience
in verbal description of trip.

present work.

of his work from earlier in this or
the previous year to example of

growth in his academic work
through comparison of an example

2. Student comments verbally on

1. Student independently continues
interest in an assigned activity for a
minimum time period

Behavioral Objective

It it
se

lidd 1t ip I

,dent

projects.

Class earns free time to work on individual or group

of a new game. Student practices new game.

Teacher guides student in learning rules and actions

Teacher provides vocabulary reinforcement with vocabulary lists, word-object matching sheets, film or
filmstrip, related art projects etc.

Class discusses expenelitlw,
tells somettlitici he saw or h

various objects.

names

lict
discussion
n the hill hilltielitS make a

On trip, teacher or guide points out and

'on
oxpoci 1,,
list of thiiigs to uui

t

Each student makes an experience chart comparing
his former with his current knowledge and skills.

Student complies his former ability in math with his
current work.

WI,- teacher, student verbally compares examples of
his printing and cursive writing.

together in a booklet on school.

for a week. At end of week, he puts information

Each student keeps a diary about class news each day

Student begins and completes a long terra art project,
e.g. clay Jr paper mache sculpture, gift for parents.

Student selects or is assigned a room duty for a week.
Teacher observes students attention level throughout.

Activities

LEVEL: Primary level

Annotated Resource Materials

C. Begins to learn about working on the job
OBJECTIVEAIM4. Growth in social and personal skills
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT b. Continue interest in activities started and broaden interests
SUBUNIT-

PLS.

Evaluation

Intermediate Level Teaching Units

A. Develops ability to train for a job
1. Work in the area
2. One's own abilities and limitations
a. Why people work or don't work
b. Pre-vocational competencies
(1)

Attitudes and self-awareness

45

47
Skills
B. Develops knowledge about choosing and getting a job
1. Requirements for employment
49
a. Education
(2)

b. Self-care
2: Ways of getting a job
3. Services and agencies that assist in job
finding
C. Develops knowledge about working on the job
1. Rights of the worker
2. Benefits available to the worker
3. Responsibilities of the worker...
4. Growth in personal skills
a. Acceptance by classmates and adults
b. Continues interest in activities
started and broadens interests

51

55
56

57
60
.62
64

66
37

No.

Magazines and mour ring paper.

Students make posters with magazine pictures to

Student draws a work pyramid to ,,,how variety and
interdependence of jobs involved in producing a
product.

Students practice describing the production process
by playing What am I? (after describing the origins.
and intermediate steps, others guess what final
product is).

show the production of familiar items.

See film bibliography

Class views and discusses films or filmstrips about the
production of variou, products

involved.

See Sextant Systems, Inc. in Other
materials bibliography.

Using classroom or familiar objects, class compiles the
list of steps in its production and who might be
involved in the work, e.g. food, clothing, books.

Class practices describing jobs by playing Who am I?
game (after describing job, others guess occupation).

Occupational cards from Peabody

Each student pantomimes job and others guess title:
Language Development Series.

Magazines and mounting paper.

other materials, esp. ROA.

See book, film bibliographies and

Evaluation

Intermediate Level

Students cut out magazine photographs and label the
occupations illustrated. Class uses these in game
situations to reinforce vii ribulary and descriptions of
occupations.

Class views films, uses audio- visual materials or reads
stories on various occupations.

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

2. Given an end product or result,
student can verbally trace back
through its evolution naming all
intermediate processes and people

dent can identify each by name and
briefly describe.

1. Given occupational cards, stu-

Behavioral Objective

7 Learning to earn a living_
A. Develeasabilitv to train for a job
OBJECTIVE:
I. Work in the area
AIM:
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT.
SUBUNIT:

PLS.

and

denionstrate
tasks and/or related skills.

describe

basic

4. Given a job title, student can

people or things.

izzm

\tN setNeith cs

Each student practices orally describing and demonstrating the tasks of a job.

at home.

C..\ ass vz\z,Ves ttNese \'a &s

desaidabn for 61s own use.

'aet\ %\.\NetA. \\%\.% %eve N.z.% as pat of z )thz

involved.

Class

visits various work situations and watches
workers do their jobs, noting the variety of tasks

guess job title.

Students pantomime the tasks of a job and others

Class views and discusses films which shoi^, the marl,
tasks involved in common jobs.

Using magazine pictures, students take turns identify.
ing jobs by name and categorizing them.

idea related jobs. The clothing is a product of various
thing related jobs. The sales clerk is a service
personnel, a people related job.

written and illustrated by a writer and artist, both

shopping in' a food or clothing store, getting gasoline
for the car, etc. As each person does a job, it is
labelled by occupation and as service or product or
related to ideas, people or things. For instance, the
newspaper advertisement about the clothing sale is

Groups of students enact a familiar activity, e.g.

fr.

or product and as related to ideas, people or things.

can categorize them as (a) service or
.Class views and
services.

Using occupation cards from above exercises, teacher
introduces two ways of grouping the jobs, as service

3. Given several job titles or
pictures illustrating, jobs, student

product and (b) related to ideas,

Activities

Behavioral Objective

See film bibliography.

I

esp.

Aeirl
uchld lolls
Inc., Centron Educational Films

See film bibliography
Corp., Ai
fiiirr

Ideas, people, things, Wisconsin
State Employment Service.

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

can

can

name several businesses in town
which employ this position.

7. Given a job title, student

describe the role of this work in the
community.

6. Given a job title, student

5. Given a job title, student can list
the duties of the worker.

Behavioral Objective

Class becomes familiar with the major industries of
the community. Each student practices naming a
company and its types of workers.

home.

Teacher helps to point out unusual businesses which
hire workers discussed, e.g. zoo, repair store, nursing

must hire.

class about what sorts of workers various businesses

Vocational counselor or local employer speaks to

panies hiring various occupations.

Using the telephone directory, groups of students
work together to compile the names of other com-

Using the occupational cards, students identify those
occupations held by their parents and relatives. Class
makes a list of companies for which they work.

Class views and bases discussion on films or filmstrips
about serving community needs.

he needs.

Each student makes an experience chart of what
goods and services he needs on a typical day. He then
lists the types of jobs which provide him with what

them.

community needs and the occupations that supply

Class discusses and lists goods and services that their

Students read resource materials about various jobs to
complete the list of duties.

class.

On a class field trip, each student is assigned a worker
to interview about the duties of his job. He reports to

all the jobs.

Using previously prepared occupational cards, students practice in small groups naming and describing

Activities

Education, Inc.

See film and other materials bibliographies, esp. Society for Visual

ographies

See book and other materials bibli-

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

10. Given a series of job descriptions, student can supply job titles.

properly.

Class plays Who am I? by giving job description and
others guess job title.

groups.

Students practice describing and naming-jobs in small

tasks.

Students increase familiarity with jobs discussed by
class by interviewing workers in that job, making a
poster of their-duties and learning to pantomime their

and matching games.

Class plays vocabulary and job description guessing

explain these terms to the rest of the class.

Each group compiles a list of vocabulary (e.g. tools,
tasks, clothing etc.) common to a group of jobs. They

a related field, e.g. food preparation, construction,
fire fighting.

can

Class divides into interest groups to investigate jobs in

related vocabulary, student
match jobs and vocabulary

9. Given job titles and a list of

Each student selects a job he might be interested in
holding and determines what training and qualifications he would have to acquire to be eligible for it.

Students interview parents and acquaintenances with
jobs to find out the qualifications for various jobs.

Each student adds specific information about qualifications to his job and task descriptions.

Vocational counselor explains the basic training and
qualifications for most jobs. He provides vocational
material on various jobs of interest to the students.

Activities

work

the position.

the training and qualifications for

8. Given a job title, student can list

Behavioral Objective

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

No,

7 Learning to earn a living

the class.

class.

explain each in their notebooks.

stocks; roomers; and extra job.

Franklin Watts, Inc. 1967.

Earning Money. New York, N.Y.:

Rossomando, Federic, Florence
Leventhal and Marilyn Stzymaszek,

Students copy these lists and . necessary notes to

They need me, Churchill Films.

Spitze, Hazel Taylor and Patricia H.
Rotz, Where Does the Money Go?
Austin, T.: Steck-Vaugh Co. 1969.

wages; selling property; rent from other property;

In small groups, students gather information about
one of the sources of supplementary income. Each
student practices the material by giving a report to

can explain one of them to the

Federal

Fathers work, Mothers work too,

the

work, allowances earned; services in lieu of

bonuses

Glass discusses and lists on blackboard possible
sources of supplementary family incomes. Possible
answers are: savings bonds
U.S.; savings interest;

Teacher shows film on family employment.

from

Albert Whitman & Co.

Government on the several welfare
programs and social security.

Chicago:
1967.

Pamphlets

Barr, Jene, What can money do?

Inc.

Wis.: Visual Education Consultant,

Why do people work? Madison,'

Westchester, II.: Benefic Press.

How people earn and use money.

Annotated Resource Materials

Intel

Class discusses and lists on blackboard sources of
earned family income. Possible answers are: father's
employment; mother's employment; sibling's employment; ADC-Aid to dependent ,:ihildren; or social
security.

Discussion emphasizes working to earn money to pay
for necessities of . life but also points out social and
emotional needs met by working.

why they work and report back to class.

Groups of students interview school workers as to

Students volunteer examples of their work experience
and why they did it.

Class defines work and lists familiar examples.

Activities.

3. Given the class list of supplementary income sources, student

several

sources of supplementary
family income.

main sources of earned income and

2. Student can state orally the

1. Student can discuss reasons for
working.

Behavioral Objective

A. Develops ability to train for a iob
OBJECTIVE.
,AIM:
2.
abilities and limitations
a. Why people work or don't work
CENTER OF INTEREST UNITSUBUNIT:

PLS.

Evaluation

can

give

reasons for

Each student completes arithmetic worksheets using
wage per hour to compute pay.

Teacher leads game employing speedy application of
these rules to example occupations.

with receiving either a wage or a salary.

wage and salary. He provides the students with
generalized rules linking type of work and skill level

sal

Vocational counselor explains the difference between

open-ended definitions of wage and

Students role play reactions to such a situation in
their family.

jobs.

Using the telephone directory, class compiles a list of
social public and private agencies which help families
in need of the necessities of life and which help find

agencies which help people who are unable to work.

School social worker speaks to class about social

Students with some experience with unemployment
share information with the class.

insurance helps the injured.

security helps the unemployed and how disability

Vocational counselor briefly explains how social

why peoplt.N. are unable to work.

School social worker speaks to class about reasons

Class discusses situations in which a person who
normally works might be unemployed.

compose a questionnaire to use in interviewing
persons receiving these types of income.

For further information, individual students can

Activities

5. Student can correctly complete

can name social
agencies which aid families who p.:c
unable to work.

5. Student

unemployment.

4. Student

Behavioral Objective

What people do Childcraft Vol. 10

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

No.

verbalizes

areas

in

which he has noticed physical and
mental growth in himself.

2. Student

the class.

1. Student names ways in which he
is different from another student in

Behavioral Objective

ciates.

See 'book bibliography, especially

mental, physical and emotional abilities.

If available, students bring in photographs of themselves to illustrate their growth.

and/or anecdotal records.

Teacher or guidance counselor discusses with individuals areas of growth shown in examples of past
academic work, the progress chart, emotion cards

American Guidance Service and
Science Research Associates.

Cosgrove, Marjorie, Discovering
Yourself, Science Research ,Asso-

ways he has grown, including height, weight, skills,

Each student writes an experience chart on the many

moods and emotions.

Child's world, color study prints of

AIMS Instructional Media Services

Students describe themselves as they remember they
were at an earlier age.

Conversations stress that everyone is unique and yet
similar to others.

Class reads book or views films and discuss similarities
and differences to people seen.

Guidance:

and other countries:

Working with others.

Service.

Straus

Students point out external similarities and differences with young people in other parts of the U.S.

Farrer

Promise of the

Does color really make a difference? AIMS Instructional Media

Giroux.

K.

N.Y.:

Rosalie

rainbow,

Fry,

also.

See books and film bibliographies

Evaluation

Intermediate Level

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

ences and similarities.

points and weak points to point out further differ-

Students compare their experiences, interests, strong

and hair, etc.

and different. -Students compare themselves with
others in the class as to height, wei ht, color of eyes

Class discusses and points out how students are alike

Activities

7 Learning to earn a living
OBJECTIVE
A, Develops ability to train for a lob
2. One's own abilities and limitations
AIM
b. Vocational competencies
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT(I) Attitudes and self-awareness
SUBUNIT-

PLS.

athletes,

Ea

4. Student demonstrates feelings of
self-worth and pride in the work he
does and the skills he learns.

people cannot become
doctors, musicians etc.

3. Student lists reasons why some'

Behavioral Objective

to work or
store, class sets

up
its

own store and

individuals apply math, physical abilities, vocabulary,
manners, etc. to running it.

grocery

useful outside class. For instance after a field trip to a

is

everyday situations, teacher en-

courages students to feel that what they learn

ing

By providing opportunities to apply academic learn-

Teacher uses filmstrips to guide class discussion of
self-worth.

Teacher observes individual students as they work
and when their work is evaluated by others. He
encourages individuals to discuss and evaluate their
own work.

Students decide if some of these abilities can be
learned or develop.'

tics.

class about jobs which require particular characteris-

Local employer or vocational counselor speaks to

Students name jobs\which require unusual or articular physical abilities; e.g. football player-strength and.
weight; surgeon-intelligence and dexterous hands;
athletes-speed and strength; musician-musical ability.

Class discusses the personal limitations which stem
from the differences between people.

bicycle, etc..

or football, learning to balance and now riding a

dancing; throwing a ball and now playing basketball

Each student relates present activities with initial
learning experiences, e.g., skipping and now folk

Activities

Life in the teens. Success MOtivation Institute.

`

Making friends series how-'do you
rate. BFA Educational Films

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

9

No.

7 Learning to

barn a living

tional preparation.

school and relates them to voca-

qualities he practices at home or in

2. Student can describe personal

home which ca- serve as vocational
preparation.

I. Student demonstrates specific
skills he can learn and practice at

Behavioral Objective

I

h in 01111Ch They .He

and
repair
of

machinery; general cleaning,

01;1110111S.
We, a non, dependability,
thoroughness, non,,spy, tnomptner,s etc.

voice,

Suggested a,. as include- cleanliness, pleasant speaking

Class virrtvs and discusses filmstrips On \.vor k habits.

these skills regularly

Students evaluate each other's progress in ,mproving

the regular classroom 101_011W.

Teacn,a helps to PT ()vide practic, in these abilities 10

L,t of personal qualities necessary

children. telephoning procedures: computatL,n,

Class compile.
for emplp,,rn,

etc.

01

common 1:01.11 tesw!,; caring for sick family

laundering and ironing, making beds; food planwoq.
purchase, preparation and cleanup; sewing and care
of wardrobe; general measurement, general repairs;

use

_..isted skills Include: use and recognition of took.

Students play a game of twenty questions or role plus,,
occupations vit?-i skills needed as clues.

of the opL(.1 tei piat..-,Jo! these skills at home.

Teacher hint iu pr ovidf; Pr aCtICe 10 these skills 10
regular cla,stoom routir, _Lrid helps to inform parent:

for

Class compiles a list of gneial skills they would need

Activities

A. Develons,abitity to train for ajob
2. One's own abilitieitind limitations
AIM:
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT fa-. Vocational ,,:r)mpftencies
(2) Skills
SUBUNIT:

OBJECTIVE:

.PLS.

Beginning ro..;pon.ci h v
Coron-- Films.

Avid Corporation

Work habits xia di tit itles

series.

Allen, Betty and Mitchell P. Briggs.
Mind your manners. Philadelphia:
Lippincott.

Evaluation

Interrnediate Level

Annotated Fiesourr,, Materials

LEVEL

at school as vocational preparation.

3. Student lists jobs hi could learn

Behavioral Objective

Teacher provides classroom activities which develop
vocational skills and motor coordination.

interested students practice the skills needed and
role-play asking to be an assistant. If successfully
"hired", student reports to class on his experiences.

Jotv. ;own, Pa

,ohs in

iates,

emplr,',ment.

Maf f!x

for

Our

1,.

Bernstein, Work for independenc-.!,
New York: John Day Co.

Inc.

Mathematics

r\11,_,!:i

ator, recreation teachers, Hulse.

school.

Knoll, John

Annotated Ress.,urr-

gardeher, cafeteria food workers, office
workers, t4hers, stockroom man, audio-visual oper-

dian,

Students in estigate which school worke need or
would be wi ling to have student helpers, e.g. custo

Activities
evaluation

co

No.

reasons why high school diploma is
asset in securing employment.

2. Student tells in his own words

not be able to acquire at home.

getting a job and which he might

1. Student names skills he has
learned or can learn at school that
will be advantageous to him in

Behavioral Objective

diploma and a higher wage rate is pointed out.

competing for a job. The relation between having a

class about the importance of having a diploma when

Vocational counselor or local employer speaks to

from Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare regarding importance of having high school diploma.

Class reads pertinent information from brochures

jobs.

Students read ads for jobs in newspaper showing that
diplomiis necessary requirement f,,r getting many

attendance, etc.

means and what must be done to achieve it, e.g.,
number of years schooling, course requirements,

Teacher leads discussion of what high school diploma

jobs which require the skill.

and various occupatiqns. Each student checks the

Teacher prepares workshec L, which list a specific skill

actually apply to performing job.

with an occupation. Students check skills which

Teacher makes worksheets which group several skills

Student chooses hypothetical job and lists his duties
and what school skills would help him do them.

Class compiles a list or makes a bulletin board
illustrating personal skills learned at se-fool.

Activities

7 Learning to earn a living
OBJECTIVE:
B. Dfvelops knowledge about chogsing and getting &job
AIM:
Requirements for employment
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT: _a._ Education
SUBUNIT:

PLS.

Government brochu(u,

Newspapers

Evaluation

Intermediate Level

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

relates

his

present

4. Student can match types of jobs
with the correct skill and educational requirements.

possibilities.

scool activities to specific job

3. Student

Behavioral Objective

from
vocational

Class views films on job requirements.

identifies jobs and major requirements.

'3ing textbook pictures, each student called on

Class plays competitive game of identifying require
ments with job.

library resources and material
counselor or by worker into, views.

Students suggest jobs of interest to them. Groups
research skill and educational requirements with

students for jobs.

Teacher emphasizes how school activities prepare

Class discusses the importance of volunteer work and
observation of workers in acquiring job skills.

Using suggested occupations, groups of students list
relevant experiences which any of them might have
which would help them qualify for the job.

several letters of recommendation from non-relatives.

Vocational counselor points out that employers will
generally ask school personnel about abilities and
character of a student before hiring him or request

Each student makes an experience chart listing his
school subjects, hobbies and other activities which
add to his employability.

Activities

j

See film bibliography.

terns, Inc.

and Sextant 'series. Sextant Sys-

Come to work with us book kits

See books under Science Research
Associates, Richard Rosen Press,
Finney Co.
s'

Annotated Resource Materials
Ev?luation

No.

7. Learning to earn a living

3. Student lists reasons why good
health habits and good grooming
are important in getting a job.

their proper use for good grooming.

comb), student can demonstrate

2. Given a series of grooming aids
(soap, washcloth, toothbrush,

proper health habits, student circles
all proper health habits.

1. Given a list of proper and im-

Behavioral Objective

During field trips, students observe the personal
appearance of workers.

and to strangers.

Vocational counselor or local employer speaks to
class about the importance of appearance in business

appropriate resource people.

Teacher leads class review of good grooming. Students practice using various grooming aids and He
allowed to experiment with different hair styles, etc.
Home economics teacher and/or nurse might be

habits.

Class views and discusses a film on good grooming

Class discusses :he importance of one's appearance
one's self-conf Wence and other people's opinions and
reaction,. Tear ier iatni:,-.3sizes employer's expectations al- ,tit
domed employees

Students make a
boar(' ILIstrating good znd
poor groornir,e bits and useful gr.,
aids.

Students relate personal health h: bits to << ..rpersonal
activities through disc:
and role playing.

health and grooming habits.

Class views and discusses a film on -scud and bad

Class compiles a ch,:r:klist of good health h,init- Each
student rates his own performance.

Students review and read information on hea'' h
habits.

Activities

OBJECTIVE:
B. Developsknowledge about choosing and getting a job
AIM:
L Requirements for employment
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT- b. Self care
SUBUNIT:

PLS.

See film bibliography.

See film bibliography.

textbooks.

See book bibliography and health

Evaluation

Intermediate Level

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

hibiting a pleasant personality.

4. :3tudent lists advantages of ex-

Behavioral Objective

Class undertakes a group project requiring cooperation. Afterward class discusses importance of cooperation and pleasant personalities when people are
working closely together.

each other's behavior.

Each student makes a checklist of personality traits
and rates his own behavior. Students comment on

tions.

Students read storias dealing with control of emo-

.dy the teacher.

Students role-play moods and emotions as suggested

Teacher leads discussion and demonstration of polite
listening and speaking habits, appearance and-conduct. Students practice and evaluate each other.

Class views and discusses films on personality.

In written exercises, students practice using and
spelling these vocabulary words.

meaning is clear.

Students role-play these characteristics so that their

Class lists positive and negative personality traits.

Students evaluate each ether's personal appearance
frequently.

student takes a turn at pointing out the appearance of
the worker and how this benefits or detracts from his
working position.

Using magazine or other pictures of workers, each

stressing extra care in grooming.

Students role-play getting ready for a job interview,

cleanliness (hospital jobs, food preparation and service, laundering).

Teacher points out jobs which require extremes of

Activities

I

ographies.

See book and other materials bibli-

See film bibliography.

'Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

lems noting the importance of understanding the

characteristics are advantageous in
obtaining and holeing a job.

traits of someone he respects.

7. Student lists positive personality

ing a job.

6. Student names instances of fair
play learned in school activities and
relates them to obtaining and hold-

Films.

Students take turns describing each other using
vocabulary words.

class and they discuss it.

student writes a paragraph describing the
personality of someone he respects. He reads this to

Each

traits.

Class reviews vocabulary list referring to personality

See film biblioT ohy,

discussion.

Coronet

Annotated Resource Materials

Class uses situations in films or books as basis for

Teacher presents case studies concerning fair play,
honesty, loyalty, etc. Students discuss situations and
try to resolve problems.

Class discusses the reasons for having and obeying
rules in school, sports, and on a job.

Teacher administers sociograms within classroom and
keeps them confidential.

without supervision.

Students list responsibilities learned in school that
will be important in getting and holding a job, e.g.
neatness, promptness, honesty, working with and

Vocational counselor points out how an interviewer
tries to judge the personality and character of person
being interviewed for a job.

Students tole -play various work situations to dramatize inteq;prsonal-relationships and their effect on
worker morale and productivity.

problem and positive personality characteristics.

Teacher presents case studies concerning work relationships. Students discuss how to resolve the prob-

5. Student describes work situa-

tions in which positive personality

Activities

Behavioral Objective
Evaluation

.

cr'i the behavior of class members

Each student tries to realistically evaluate himself and
receives adult feedback.

student about his conduct and character.

these points.

udent

over time and has a private conference with each

Vocational counselor and/or teacher observes

about its meaning.

Each student practices this vocabulary and writes

Students comr:
on these points.

Class views and discusses films depicting courtesy and
disi:mirtesy, etc.

Groups of students dramatize these situation-

Students list examples of courtesy and dependability.

situations occur in classroom,
teacher leads class discussion about self-control and
how to resolve the problem.

When emotional

class about the expected conduct of workers.'

Local employer or vocational counselor speaks to

ioyalty on their jobs.

Films.

Getting to kr,ow :no series. H

See film bibliography, esp. Encyciopedia Britanica Films and Eyegate
House Inc.

Films.

Students interview workers about self ontrol and

See film bibliography, asp. Coronet

Annotated Resource Materials

discussion.

I

Class uses situations in films or books as basis for

and discuss.

Teacher sets up situations for students to role-play

11. Student can realistically state
an evaluation of his character on

and dependability.

10. Student writes a short paragraph on the meaning of courtesy

help you keep a job.

9. Student role plays situations in
which self-control and loyalty can

Students discuss the consequences for dishonesty etc.
in school, at home and on a job.

from employees. This is related to what parents and
school officials can expect from students.

Class discusses what an employer has a right to expect

involving punctuality, honesty, tardiness and dishonesty.

Students dramatize work and interview situations

8. Student describes ways in which
punctuality and honesty could heip

a person in getting and keeping a
job.

Activities

Behavioral Objective

Evaluation

No.

neighbors, relatives, working

people who are familiar with his abilities, interests or
training who are not relatives.

Teacher or vocational counselor explains the purpose
of letters of recommendation. Each student lists

and keeps the list.

Each studei identifies as many specific people as
possible who could help him find a job. He records

help find jobs, e.g.
friends, counselort-s

Class compiles a list of types of people who could

Activities

performance.

If available, teacher tape records or video-tapes
interviews so that each student can critique his own

students observe and comment.

Students role-play both interviewer and intery wee.
Each student gets some practice in both roles. Other

might be asked at an interview.

Students compile a list of basic questions which

answering necessary questions in
courteous and alert manner.

a

Class discusses points to remember in talking about
jobs with an acquaintance or stranger.

counselors, etc.

Students collect names and phone numbers concerning jobs from newspaper ads, community, school of
church bulletin boards, radio announcements,

to fill.

2. Student role plays making a
personal contact, explaining to the
individual what he wants and

could help him find a job.

1. Student can name people who

Behavioral Objective

Vocational counselor shows class how to obtain the
name and phone number o strangers who have joie

7 Ways of gettinciajalL

7 Learning to earn a living
B. Develops knowledge about chor/s12.4.And getting A jot)

CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT:
SUBUNIT:

AIM:

OBJECTIVE:

PLS.

ntermediate Level

Audio or video taping equipment.

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

c7)

cri

No.

Groups of students role play these situations.

earlier activities. What methods are most appropriate?

Students match the pictures of application methods
with the jobs and contact personnel discussed in the

Class views and discusses various films showing ways
to apply for jobs.

role-playing application situations. Each student takes
a turn at describing the situation.

Students find pictures or take photos of actual or

verbally describe the
method or situation.

application

Vocational counselor describes various ways for
people to apply for jobs.

Students with work experience tell how and to whom
they applied for work.

officers at businesses.

Vocational counselor explains the role of personnel

Class compiles one composite list.

boards, counselor etc.

Students compile jobs listed for community jobs in
newspaper, on school, community or church bulletin

Students interview community workers about possible student helper jobs and who to contact.

sonnel listed as contact is the likely supervisor.

3. Given a ser.3s of pictures illustrating ways for children and adults
to apply for jobs, student can

home and community jobs, student
indicates specific individuals and
general types of people to contact
about doing each job

2. Given a class compiled list of

Each student reports to class and one list is compiled.

doing each job.

Teacher points out why the particular school per-

Students intervit:w school workers about possible
student helper jobs and who to contact.

Activities

1. Given a class compiled list of
school jobs, student identifies the
school personnel to contact for

Behavioral Objective

7 Learning to earn a living
OBJECTIVE:
B. Develops knowledge about choosing and getting a job
3. Services and agencies that assist in lob finding
AIM:
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT
SUBUNIT:

PLS.

See film bibliocr..ohy.

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

I ntermedk,

F valuation

vel

No.

2. Student states reasons why he
might be disqualified for a particular job or duty.

pertaining to rights and privileges in
the classroom.

compiled vocabulary list of words

1. Student can correctly use a class

Behavioral Objective

OBJECTIVE:

his

Class

role plays hypothetical court trial of misdemeanors committed while doing a job.

and rewards credit.

Teacher makes a chart and gives reward credit for
proper completion of classroom dutiu Class appointed inspection team monitors class duties daily

Each student discusses the importance of doi,
job promptly, neatly and correctly.

using new vocabulary and concepts.

Each- student describes selected photos or pictures

ence of his with rules and regulations.

and regulations. Each student tells of some experi-

Class discusses importance of class government, rules

ment.

responsibilities, rights and if he does not fulfill his
duties, the effect on others and justifiable punish.

Teacher assigns jobs to each student. After performing it for a while, each student explains to class his

Students compile a list of all classroom duties and all
student classroom rights.

From discussion, class compiles vocabulary list. Each
student copies list and defines each.

Class views and discusses films on rights and rules.

Class reads essays on rights and privileges and
discusses their personal rights and privileges.

Activities

7 Learning toearnativing_
C. Develops knowledge iLltit working on the job
I. Rights of the worker
AIM:
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT.
SUBUNIT.

PLS.

Films.

See film bibliography, esp. Beginning responsibil
eries, Coronet

Collected essays and Dyclaration of
Independence and Bill
Rights.

Annotated Resource Materials

Into

Evaluation

vel

,

student asks for assistance.

4. Given a task beyond his ability,

tion, student i'ilentifies rights of
others.

3. Given a hypothetical job situa-

Behavioral Objective

teacher makes comments about helping others.

As appropriate situations arise in classroom routine,

Students role play situations in school, at home or in
the community in which they might need assistance
and what they would do.

Each student completes open-ended statements, e.g.
When I need help, I feel
or I do

when a job is too big for one person.

Class views and discusses films on helping others

Students discuss the necessity for helping and being
helped by others, listing various examples.

helped someone or if someone helped them.

Class discusses the fun and work involved, if they

Class holds

a party or some group project. All
participate in planning, assigned duties, clean-up.

Each student compares his responsibilities with those
of an adult such as his parent.

person's rights and duties and how he can help others.

Groups of students role play job situations observed
in school or community. Observers point out each

See film bibliography.

Films.

See film bibliography and Beginning responsibility series. r',-gonet

others can help us. Teacher uses film son helpers and
responsibility as basis for discussion':

Annotated Resource Materials

Students make an experience chart indicating how

discusses the importance of recognizing rights of
others.

to specifications following standard rules and without
constant supervision.

Vocational counselor or local employer speaks to
class about the importance of doing a job according

Activities
Evaluation

to work.

5. Student describes the worki
conditions under which he prefers

Behavioral Objective

defines working condition and writes list of

experiment, students compare their notes and

words in notebook and practices using them in
discussion.

Each student writes and defines new vocabulary

Class compiles a list of and illustrates the various
clothing or safety gear which various working conditions require.

Students role play these various conditions to decide
if they would like to work under them.

Class

views films about various jobs with very
different working conditions.

discuss.

of.

At the time of each change, each student writes down
the effect he notices and how he reacts to it. At end

others do class projects.

Small groups of students tun a ,;lass experiment in
which they change the lighting, temperature, odor
and sound envirovents in the classroom while the

amples.

ss

Activities

Sti! film bibliography.

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

No.

Activities

2. Student lists jobs he could do at
home and in the neighborhood that
would not necessarily be rewarded
with mooey.

production,

think children should ,d;;°.

why they do certain jobs without pay and wny they

Each student intervsews his parents and others about

reasons.

Class compiles a joint list of these jobs. Students
discuss why they do these jobs without pay and list

which they do rot receive dlrect payment.

Groups of students make posters with magazine
pictures or drawings of people performing tasks for

performs for no money.

Student keeps a diary or log for a week of jobs he

Students role play uncooperative workers in an
assembly line and contrast the mood and productivity
of the group.

Students discuss their reactions to being part of an
assembly line and working cooperatively with others.

Class undertakes a large project which can be subdivided into an assembly line process. Each student
participates. Then each student makes the whole
project alone and contrasts the amount of time spent
and level of enjoyment.

larger process.

Class takes field trip to a local factory to watch an
assembly line at work. Students interview workers
about their work and how they like being part of a

Students view and discuss films on assembly line

scribe in what way he benefits from
the work of others.

Class defines assembly line work.

k

specialized labor, student can de-

work

1. Given a class exe cise in dividing
by assembly line or

Behavioral Objective

SUBUNIT:

1-

C. Develops knowledge about working on the job

7 Learning to earn a living

-1-f. s .
IAIM:
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT:

OBJECTIVE:

PLS.

Films.

See film bibliography, esp. ROA's

Evaluation

I ntermediafe Level

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

be paid for

sowing

in accom, lishments

Teacher describes volunteer agencies and church and
civic groups which provide free community ser vices.

Class reads stores or sees a film,about children who
feel rewarded when they accomplish something.

reactions to them.

incidents and if chey all agree on their persona!

Each student relate an incident when they wanted
someone else to give them recognition or a reward for
a job well done. Class compares and discusses these

Students tell of experiences when they were proud of

Student.. interview parents about how the feel doing
work for famrly members. Each reports to class On
findings

I

Each student completes open-ended statements about
emotions and attitudes, e.g. I fool
when my
when I
mother makes lunch for me.
feel
help make dinner.

Class views and discusses Ym on controlling i?rflO

and,discussion of word meanings.

A grcrdp of students make a picture collage poster
illustrating the emotion vocabulary to aid association

Class compiles a vocabulary list of emotions and
discuss situations in which they have felt them.

,OC!Ct.

Students discuss their feelings toward parents and
siblings and how their contributions indicate love and

jobs.

Vocational counselor speaks to class about the lob
training they WE: receiving by doing various home

Teacher norms out that saying thank Yoir, or
gratituoa are r-evirds to many people.

Activities

personal experience in which a feeling of accomplishment, not money,
was sufficient reward.

4--

4. Strident gives an example of a

per for rued n The home.

«.9

3. Sfuoeni, stateis reasons

_

Behavioral Objective

tr,vvr,11 and / kit.

See film bibliography.

Also

see film bibliography, esp.
Society for Visual Education.

Yell,

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

No.

and in the community.

trate his- dependability at school

2. Student names tasks which illus-

I. Student describes situations in
which he can display loyalty to his
clan - and school and respect of
authority figures.

Behavioral Objective

traffic rules, improving community appearance, helping people who are having difficulty with a task.

that they might do to build community citizenship
and dependability, e.g. cleaning up litter, obeying

Students Copile a list of useful community services

own experiences.

contrast the stories, and try to apply them to their

Teacher reads stories about dependability in the
community to the class. Students compare and

Using classroom list of work responsibilities, each
student evaluates his own dependability in completing tasks on time and properly.

experiences of an act of dependability.

Each student presents an example from his daily

Class discusses meaning of dependability. Each student records definition and uses word properly.

reports to class.

Each student, keeps a diary for a day rioting all
situations in which he displays these quaiities. He

respect and manners.

story line or interpret situation in terms of loyalty,

Using magazine or book pictures, students provide a

qualities and class discusses.

the dike.

Boy who cried wolf and Boy and

Beginning responsibility series.

Groups of students role play situations showing these

See film bibliography esp. Coronet

respect.

Evaluation

Intermediate Level

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Students view film or read books on loyalty and

vocabulary in discussion.

student records definition and examples and uses

Class discusses meaning of loyalty and respect. Each

Activities

7 Learning to earn a living
OBJECTIVE:
L. Develops knowledge about workinaon the job
3. Responsibilities of the worker
AIM:
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT:
SUBUNIT:

PLS.

a

selection of projects,

d

or reads stories about families

Each student selects a project and works on it with

to his class.

Class displays all projects and each student judges the
projects of others.

When completed each student judges his own project
and tells teacher. He writes a sho'rt description of his
project which is included in a report on all the
student projects.

little assistance from others.

occasion.

Teacher makes a list of projects for individuals to do
for a class open house, show and td11 day or other

Students practice some of the home tasks to improve
their abilities.

it.

Using the list of tasks, each student states whether he
has the ability to do the task and if he regularly does

working together.

Class view films

forms in his home.

Each student draws a card witht family member's
title and tells what responsibilities this person per-

Students role play family members doing these tasks.

Class compiles a list of jobs that must be done aro
the home.

A group of students illustratesthis list with magazine
pictures on the bulletin board.

Activities

it within an agreed upon time limit
and presents his completed project

student selects a project, completes

4. G.

responsibilities a 'some, school and
in the commuc t

3. Student list his specific role and

Behavioral Objective

a.

See film bibliography esp. Society
for Visual Education.

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

No.

acceptable.

2. Student names habits he could
develop or improve that would help
make his behavior more socially

1. Student describes personality
traits that are impOrtant in working
successfully with others on a job.

Behavioral Objective

.
.

listing good personality

he lists ways he could improve his self-rating.

Each student lists these traits in the form of a
checklist. With teacher's and counselor's help, he
evaluates his own performance on these points. Then

characteristics.

Class makes a bulletin board or the theme Happiness

is a friend who

correcting his personal appearance.

Each day student is responsible for checking and

done.

Teacher describes negative behavior in social situations. Students react and tell what person should have

traits.

Student role plays work situations showing positive
and negative personality traits. Others identify these

Using various pictures of work situations, student
the common necessary traits e.g.
punctuality,
politeness to strangers, dependability, neatness.

Students new and discuss films on personality on the
job.

in discussions.

Class compiles a list of positive personality traits.
Each student records definition and uses vocabulary

Vocational counselor speaks to class about the
personality traits of interest to employers.

Activities

7 Learning to earn a living
OBJECTIVE:
C. Develops knowledge about working on the lob
4. Growth in social and ersonal skills
AIM:
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT- a. Acceptance by classmates and adults
SUBUNIT:

PLS.

See film bibliography.

Evaluation

Intermediate Level

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:.

Behavioral Objective

Class diEcusses the value of improving social behavior.

Student practices asking others what they expect of
him and then checking later whether he successfully
met expectations.

person is unsociable. Students role play these situations showing how this behgvior effects productivity
and morale and how to cope with it.

Teacher describes work situations in which one

Students discuss what kinds of behavior they like and
dislike in other people. Groups of students role play
situations based on this discussion.

Activities
Annotated Resource Materials

Evaluation

cr)

No.

importance of each person's contribution to the

Student observes or investigates these jobs about
duties and skills involved.

other student.

him and lists several people who hold these jobs.

Each student collects pictures of jobs of interest to

Students role play various jobs they would like to do.

which he shares with teacher or

3. After considerable discussion or
investigation of arious job possibilities, student selects jous in which
he takes ;i particular nterest and
continues f. 'Ct igative activities

to a bulletin board entitled "Did you know".

Each student writes down his material and attaches it

Students are given free, time for research. Teacher
demonstrates use of card catalog and encyclopedias.

and narrates information to class
giving facts he did nr:i know pre-

viously.

Teacher encourages each student to select a topic and
gather some information to report to class.

2. By assignment or through soontaneo US curiosity, student researches information on one topic

which have arisen during class discussion about which
people would like to know more.

Over a period of time, class' compiles a list of topics

overall running of the class.

th,,

someone forgets or does his job poorly, class discusses

student will also be resoonsible for his own supervision. Class conducts this experiment for a while. If

Teacher explains that for a week, each assigned

and help.

period.

inde-

pendently :ur an agreed upon time

task

Using class list of room duties. each student takes
turn performing all duties with teacher supervision

performs

1. Assigned a room responsibility,

student

Activities

Behavioral Objective

SUBUNIT

Evaluation

Intermediate Level

Annotated Resource Materials

7 Learning to earn a living
LEVEL:
C. Develops knowledge about working on the job
OBJECTIVE:
4. Growth in social and personal skills
AIM:
b. Continues interest in activities started and broadens interests
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT

PLS.

Secondary Level Teaching Units

A. Understands about training for a job
1, Types of jobs
a. Survey of local job opportunities
(1)
Classification of jobs by skill
(2)
Industrial jobs
(3)
(4)

Service related jobs

Full-time and parttime work
2. One's own abilities and limitations
a. Reasons for earning a living
P. Vocational competencies
(1)
Attitudes and self-awareness
(2)
Skills
E. Understands about choosing and getting a job
1, Requirements for employment
Legal papers required
P. Skills and assets needed
Tools
(1)
(2)
Task per formance
(3)
Education and self care
2. Ways of getting a -job
a.

Letter!, of application and application forms
b. Personal cuntacs and interviews........
c. Telephone cc ,tacts
a.

d. Newspaper s' ant ads

3. Services a.

69
73
77
79
81

tencies that assist in job finding
a. Schoo
Jted services
b. Public employment services
c. Private employment services
C. Understands about, working on the job
1. Rights of the worker
a. Labor and trade unions and working
conditions
h. Employee-employer relatiorislcps
and wages

83
84

86

89
90
91

92
95
98
101

c. Unemployment compensation
2. Benefits available to the worker
a. Social security, insurance plans,
and sick leave
b. Pensions and retirement plans
3. Responsibilities of the worker
a. Obligations to the employer
b Obligations to self and fellow wor ker
(1)
Health, safety rules, and
personal interactions....... ..............
c. Obligations to the government
(1)
Income taxes

103
105
108

110

113
115

118
121

123

126
129

co

Activities.

Secondary

ors, DPI.

by school vocational counselor, students compile a

slide or

picture

presentation of

Class discusses and defines semi (means part).

a

Teacher gives

semi-skilled work.

category semi skilled.

Teacher makes a master list from all four categories
of work and the students label the unskilled jobs.

places of employment.

Students match their list of unskilled jobs to local

vocabulary notebook.

Students define and add new words to vocational

folder of basic job data, e.g. duties, pay scale, training
required, hours, etc.

Class

WISC or Wisconsin Information
System for Students and Counsel-

Looking ahead to a career, set of 36
color slides, $10 a set, U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics.

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

prepares a form to organize job data for
comparison. Using WISC and other materials provided

Class lists unskilled jobs on the board.

Unskilled refers to a category of jobs. Many such jobs
lead to semi-skilled jobs if proper attitudes and
training are provided.

and
ilities and correct work attitudes. Getting and
keeping
ob also requires certain skills.

Discussion emphasizes that all jobs require basic skills

Teacher leads discussion of the differences between
four categories of jobs:
Professional; college trained
Skilled; trade scho\ol trained
Semi-skilled; on-the-job training
Unskilled; no formal training
training

2. Student can list jobs in the job

category unskilled.

1. Student can list jobs in the job

Behavioral Objective

No. 77 Learning to earn a living
A. Understands about training for a job
OBJECTIVE:
1. Types of jobs
AIM:
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT: a. Survey of local icib opportunities
(1) Classification of jobs by skill
SUBUNIT-

PLS.

Evaluation

Activities

discusses or guest speaks about on-the-job

master list of all four kinds of jobs, students

slide or picture presentation on

Teacher leads class discussion of the requirement of
corecie trzip;ng for professional positions.

a

Tekher gives
orotessional jobs.

4. Student can list jobs in the job

'Choose those of skilled type.

tUsin l

the list and prepares job data sheets on the class form.

Students compile a list of skilled jobs. Class divides

Students compile a list of local trade schools from the
local telephone directory.

School library resources.

WISC; SRA Career Kits; Sextant
Series; Vocational counselor;

Local telephone directory.

Textbooks from trade schools.

requirements and the need for these requirements.

Trade school catalogs

ments for skilled jobs and the training provided by
trade schools. He explains the difficulty of job

Local newspapers

Series

WISC; SRA Career Kits; Sextant

al Counselor

Information provided by Vocation-

School library resources

Annotated Resourc& Materials

Trade school represe.qative speaks to class on require-

Teacher gives slide or picture presentation of examples of skilled jobs.

label those cla'ssified as semi-skilled.

Using master list of all four kinds of jobs, students

Students look through newspaper want ads to find
jobs with on-the-job training.

Students Compile a list of semi-skilled jobs. Students
divide the list and compile needed data on class form.

might be taught on the job.

Students examine the evaluation form for work
experience and compile a list of those skills that

training.

Class

possible and discuss the derived meaning, e.g., semiannual, semi-weekly, semi-sweet, semi-final, semi
darkness, semi-conscious, semi-circle semi-automatic.

Students add prefix semi to as many words as

category professional.

category skilled.

3. Student can list jobs in the job

Behavioral Objective
Evaluation

7. Gives. job descrionons of semiski!!ed jobs in the .immunity, student rates how well he can do the
jobs (full or part-time).

6. Given a list of several jobs,
student can identify those requiring
special training and explain where
this training can be obtained.

5. Given a list of several jobs,
student can separate the skilled
from the unskilled jobs.

Behavioral Objective

list,

it according to

the given

each position.

in previouS exercises. Students role play duties of

Students select one or more job descriptions prepared

experiences.

School or vocational counselors answer class questions on educational qualifir.atiom, and on the importance of training and continuous learning and success

jobs.

about education and training requirements for various

Students interview local employers and employees

school courses.

Students identify jobs which require math, reading,
spelling, penmanship, etc. and relate these to their

the needed training.

Students point out examples of trade school, public
school, on-the-job and work experiences providing

jobs.

Class views and discusses filmstrips on various skilled

are available locally.

Students review jobs requiring special training that

Class view: and discusses- filmstrips on various jobs
discussed according to skill level.

skill.

Each student selects a job from
describes it briefly and categorizes

Students :-evPw differences in classification of jobs
by skill.

choose those of professional type.

Using master list of all four kinds of jobs, students

Students make a list of professional jobs. Class divides
list and prepares data sheets using class form.

;Activities

See filmstrips bibliography

See filmstrips bibliography

Annotated Resource Materials
Evalur
act

Behavioral Objective

these with actual classified ads.

Student writes a want ad for the jobs he is interested
in holding or for which he is qualified. He compares

could hold such a job.

Having completed self-evaluation for job student
identifies industries or businesses in are: where he

Class compares jobs of their interest and who h class
is qualified.

Student lists job qualifications and checks of7 those
he has or willyon attain. Student indicates course of
action to complete job qualifications.

Activities
Annotated Resource Materials

Evaluation

No.

7 Learning to earn a living
OBJECTIVE
A. Understands about training fof a jnh
Aim.
I. Types of jobs
CENTER OF INTEREST UNITa. Survey of local job opportunities
(2) Industrial lobs
SUBUNIT.

rest of the class.

industries they are responsible for reporting on to the

Each group uses the master letter to write to the

unit and/or invite a representative to visit class.

can include information about the purpose of the

Students develop a letter from the class requesting
employment information from a company. The letter

process of making the company's product and the use
of this product by the public.

Class. discusses the relationship of the jobs t- the

Each student compares his list with his experiences
on the factory visit,

Using pictures of various factories, students volunteer
names of jobs done there.

Follez.t

Reynolds and
in language,
Basic Learning

Vocational English, books I and II,
New York: Globe Book Co.

Chicago:
Program.

Ross,
SuCcess

Fincher,
Simpkins

does, Coronet Films.

Automation: What it is and what it

Bailey Films Assoc.

observe on the visit.

Factory: How a product is made,

information on a type of job which he plans to

facts, Chicago: Science Research
Associates, teacher resource

Class plans visit to local factory. Each student collects

counselor, friends, parents, newspaper articles, WISC.

hours, responsibilities and other characteristics of
these jobs through the personnel office, school

Student committees investigate qualifications, wages;

must be entailed.

From this, class makes a list of various jobs which

products in the area.

Murphy, James Handbook of job

newspaper ads.

factors in the city and indicate.
Students compile list of all industries and their

directories.

in town on city map, using telephone directory and

those not found in the community.

City map, newspapers, telephone

Students help each other locate and label all factories

1. Given a list of factories and a
city map, student can locate those

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

Secondary Level

Activities

LEVEL:

Behavioral Objective

PLS.

office worker.

2. Student can state duties of an

Behavioral Objective

etc.)

."\

Each student role-plays typical office worker duties
(using adding machine, typewriter and telephone,
filing, alphabetizing, delivering mater
sortii
sail

clerical
Laboratories.

Perceptual

Basic

program,

Development

skills

Office set-up materials.

Old magazines, photos.

Students discuss the role of the office workers in
completing the product of the business.

Class views and discusses films on office workers.

Adams,

office set up materials

Office machines, telephone, other

Charles and Samaria
Kimball, Job facts, Addison Wesley
Pub. Co., 1967.

pertinent information about office workers.

Student uses job form developed above to keep

Students use master letter developed above to obtain
employment information.

Office courtesy, Office etiquette,
Encyclopedia Britannica Films.

businesses.

bibliography,

---

See fi

Whitman and Co.

Busy office, busy people, Chicago:

Laubach, Kirk and Laubach
Everyday Reading and Writing.
Syracuse, N.Y.: New Readers Press,
1970.

Life,

Class observes office workers in business school class,
local vocational
technical school or at local

Students list and locate on map all businesses which
would probably hire office workers.

School business teacher speaks on qualifications and
duties of various types of office workers.

Class discusses the duties of an office worker.

reference.

information about each job or business investigated.
Each student keeps a notebook of these for his _..vn

Class develops a form on which to keep pertinent

gated.

See film bibliography.

journals,

Students view filmstrips of jobs they have investi-

trade

Look

Magazines,

Annotated Resource Materials

Students make posters showing how similar jobs are
done at various factories.

pictures of product and types of jobs involved and
other employment information.

When adequate inforMation has been collected by the
groups, each group gives a .presentation to include:
location of factory on city map, route to ti avel there,

Activities
Evaluation

school counselors and btisineq teachers and local
technical and vocational schPols for information

Committees use WISC material, library materials and
newspaper articles 'and consult personnel offices,

from local small businesses.

A group of students uses master letter developed
above to obtain employment and job information

product of the industry or small business and the jobs
done within the company.

Students discuss the relationship between the end

Class compiles list of jobs related primarily to either
industry or small business. Students illustrate this list
on a poster with pictures or photos of the jobs.

these on map.

istics of both and find local examples using new
papers and telephone directories. Students lo e

industry and small businesses. Students list character-'

dustry and those in small business.

Teacher leads distussion of the difference between

separate the list into those in in-

Student discusses this job in relation to his individual
abilities and interests in a counseling situation.

Each student practices and then performs time trials
of various office routines, e.g. sorting, alphabetizing,
using telephone directories, etc.

duties of an office worker.

A' group of students makes a postdr depicting the

these to school learning experiences.

Students list all duties Of office workers and relate

and personnel offices.

A group of students investigates and reports to the
class about the duties, qualifications, wages and hours
of office workers, using library materials, WISC
materials, intentievv office workers, local businesses

Class discusses importance of courtesy, accuracy and
cooperation in these types of jobs.

Activities

3. GiVen a list of jobs, student can

Behavioral Objective

directories,

map,

elements of production
Encyclopediaar-i-t-annica Films/

Basic

Telephone book

Newspapers

WISC; Sextant Series, SRA Career
Kits

Magazines

newspapers.

Telephone

Annotated Resource Materials
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ographies.

See book and other materials bible

See film bibliography

Carson, Esther :1 Prepare for work,
Hayward, Ca.: Allen Co.

d, Virginia, Your abilities,
Science Research Associates.

1964 Rev. Edition.

Peterson, Richard J. and Edna H.
Jones, Guide to jobs for the mentally retarded. Pittsburgh, Pa.:
American Institutes for Research.

See bibliography of other materials.

See test Liibliography.
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Learning to earn a living
Understands about choosino Incl getting a job
for employment
b. Sk ills and assets needed
T UNIT:
Secondary level

handbook of tools and

duct ions

Educational Films and Castle Pro

See film oibl ography, esp. Sterling,

magazines

Simple machines, Visual Education
Consultants, Inc.

crafts

General

Delmar Publishing Inc.

Industrial training texts, Chicago:

ductions

Educational Films and Castle Pro-

See film bib!iogrz.phy, esp. Sterling,

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

No.

7 Learning to earn a living

supervisor.

2. Given a work situation, student
compietes tasks to satisfaction of

Students role-play work situations where work is not
dope satisfactorially and worker is criticized and must

After completing tasks, each student is evaluated on
these points by fellow students and teacher. If
difficulties are encountered student analyzes his task
until he finds the step which he cannot perform.

color discrimination, intelligence.
Before working on a task, teacher and students list all
possible criterion on which to evaluate one's work.

ment: verbal, numerical, spatial, form perception,
clerical perception, motor coordination; finger dexterity, manual dexterity, eye-hand-foot coordination,

There are eleven main aptitudes needed for employ-

Minnesota Clerical Test-Number
Comparison and Word Comparison.

norms; Grade 8 norms)

Differential Aptitude Test-Clerical
Speed and Accuracy (Grade 12

norms and Grade 8 norms)

clerical speed and accuracy; simple repair work; food
assembly and service.

Differential Aptitude TestMechanical Reasonr: (Grade 12

Coronet Films.

Aptitudes and occupations,

Evaluation

Secondary. level

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

of telephone directory; janitorial work; laundry sorting; use of retail price list; mechanical reasoning,

simple words, by name,. by address; 'sorting mail; use

numbers, by numbers, by letter alphabetically, by

aoviseable to assure test credibility and to -allow for
increased abilities. Suggested tasks are: 3/16" x 3/4"
bolt assembly;marble sorting; dexterity board;:lise of
'scissors; use of knife; sorting screws; packaging_
marbles; bolt assembly board; Ya"x 2 bolt and nut
assembly; wrapping parcels, sorting nail, use of basic
hand tools; ability .to make change; filing by stock

resume sheets. Periodic practice and retesting may be

With teachers or :business teacher's aid, students
develop self-testing situations on these tasks. After
sufficient practice students test each other for speed
and accuracy and record evaluations on personal

Referring to work description sheets developed earlier, students list tasks of several types of workers.

1. Given a job title, student can list
and evaluate his own- abilities on

necessary tasks.

Activities

SS

Behavioral Obiective

.A111
.11*
111"
OBJECTIVELAO
14 I19
Is
1; Re uirements for em lo ment
AIM
h Skills and assets needed
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT(2) Tatk oetformance
SUBUNIT-

PLS.

No.

Learning to_earn a living
B. Understands about choosing and getting a job

self-care skills and a pleasant personality.

a job situation for grooming and

3. Student can explain the deed in

4--

and grooming skills regularly.

2. Student demonstrates self-care

1. Student can discuss the importance of a high school diploma and
of school- learned skills in getting
and keeping a job.

Behavioral Objective

.

Students 'diScuss and role-play how to overcome: or
improve 'a bad situation.

Class discusses the importance of courtesy and cooperativeness in work situations.

morale is stressed.

Pairs of students role play interactions with someone
with a pleasant personality and another with an un-,
pleasant personality. The relation to group cooperation, free communication and company image and

ph isizing the need for good grooming regularly.

Stvdents role play work and school situations em-

If individual prbblems exist, teacher may conduct a,
class review of area or provide individualized instruction.

skills.

Students rate each other on self-care and grooming

Class list self-care and grooming skills considered
important when seeking or holding a job.

experiences.

terested in applying. Ole relates this to his own school

Each student reports to class what school-learned
skills are needed for the' jobs for which he is in-

Vocational counselor or local employer speaks to class
on the significance of a high school diploma to an emplover.

Students check over job description forms to determine what sorts of work require and Which do no_ t
require high school diplomas.

Activities

OBJECTIVE:
1. Re ut
-nts for employment
AIM:
CENTER OF INT
ES UNIT:
b. Skills and assets needed
cation and self-care
SUBUNIT:
(3)

PL-6.

Secondary level

Stay in school, Middleton Wi:
Visual Education Consultants Inc.

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

M

3. Student can,write a good quality
letter of aPplication.

each judgment.

2. Given several letters of application of varying quality, student can
evaluate each, giving a reason for

employer.

of a letter of application to an

1. Student can state the purposes

Behavioral Objective

Students review business letter formats, addressing an
envelope and folding letters for insertion.

rected copy as an example.

Each student writes a letter requesting an interview.
Others evaluate and comment. Student saves a cor-

students evaluate each other's letters.

Each student write three letters of application, one
for each of three very different jobs. Small groups of

Students review above exercises.

Students practice spelling and using vocabulary used
in applications.

student rewrites his letter and saves it as an example.

In small groups, each person's letter is read and
evaluated by others, From the suggestions, each

See above references

Laubach, Kirk and Laubach, Everyday reading a-lid- writing, Syracuse,
N.Y.: New Readers Press, 1970.

Class disct.sscs the impression a letter can give an
employer by the handwriting, grammar, neatness,
completeness and clarity of information, etc.
Class compiles a list of information which should be
included in a. letter of application. Given a sample
job, each student lists the information to include in a
letter of application for that job and writes the letter.

Success in language, Chicago: Follett Basic Learning Program,

Vocational English, books I and
New York: Globe Book Co.

Student makes a list of new vocabulary words used.

Clasi'examines several sample letters of application.
Each student points out a good or bad letter writing
technique.

bibliographies

See book, other material and films

Students discuss ways to apply for a job including a
letter of application.

Evaluation

Secondary level

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Activities

No.
7 Learning to earn living
B. Understands about choosinaend getting alob
OBJECTIVE
2;
Ways
of getting a job
AIM:CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT.
a Letters of application and application forms
SUBUNIT.

PLS.

7. Student can accurately complete
&lob application form.

6. Student can define all the terms
used on an average application
form.

before an interview.

5. Student can describe the procedufe for obtaining and returning
an application form (1) by mail, (2)
at a personnel office and -(3) right

application forms.

4. Student can state the uses of

Behavioral Objective

a

legibility, following directions, complete-

discusses any 'problems they had

Each student tries to complete an application form
without his personal data sheet as a reference. Class

Pairs of students role play an employer reviewing an
application form and asking the applicantquestions.

ness, honesty, overall impression.

neatness,

Class evaluates-each completed form for accuracy,

Using his personal data sheet, each student completes
a sample application form with assistance.

Students practice spelling and using these terms.

a definition for all vocabulary words.

As class examines several forms, each 5:udent records

of students role play' an applicant and
secretary at a personnel office.
Pairs

Students dramatize various ways to obtain an application form. Students discuss manners, what to ask
for, where 'nd when to go, where write, etc.

forms and interviews.

the advantages of letters of application, application

ployers use to select an employee. He might compare

Business teacher or local employer speaks to class
about the information and impressions which 'em-

examines the samples noting similarities and differences. Students discuss why employer needs to know
the information, requested. Each student checks his
own personal data sheet to make sure he has all the
information needed.

from loCal businesses to use as class examples. Class

A group of students obtain sample applica:on,forms

Activities

_

I

want a job, Phoenix,

Co.

Job application skill test. Huntington, N.Y.: Special Service Supply

bibliographies.

See book, other materials and film

N.Y.: Frank E. Richards Publisher

Weaver,

Hudson, Margaret W. and Ann A.

Sample application forms

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

Students play a competitive game to identify the
most similarities and differences in a given time
period.

8. Given several application forms,

student can point out similarities

and differences among them.

Class

lists
reason.

the differences and trios to guess the

Students practice filling out several different forms to
note similarities and differences.

Activities

Behavioral Objective

Annotated Resource Materials

400

Evaluation

self.

3. Student can list reasons why a
job interview is important from the
employer's point of view and reasons why it is important for him-

choose or get a job.

a personal contact will help him

.

as possible for his own use.

help him choose or get a job.

2. Student can state ways in which

Class compiles a list of types of people who can help
them choose or get a job. Each student &pies this list
and identifies people by name in as many categor:es

1. Student can name: a. friend, a
relative, a teacher, . a friend of his
parents and a counselor Who can

Students, with job experience relate their experiences
concerning lob interviews.

meet and talk with a prospective employee.

Class lists reasons why an employer would want to

Students pair off to role play making personal
contacts about jobs.

Class views and discusses a film on personal contacts,

similar job experience.

vacancy, know someone who needs help, had a

job information, e.g. work at same place and know of

Class discusses reasons why some of these people_have

ences, etc.

From experiences, class compiles a list of types of
h 1p they can expect to receive, e.g. an introduction
to an employer, descriptions of types of jobs, act as a
reference, suggest job vacancies, share job experi-

Students role play personal contact situations.

Each student tells how he would contact and ask help
of one person on the list.

Students suggest ways in which these individuals can
help them.

Activities

Behavioral Objective

No.
7 Learning to earn a living
B. Understands about choosing and getting a jOb
OBJECTIVE
2.
Ways
of getting a job
AIM:
interviews
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT
SUBUNIT:

. PLS.

ABC'sof getting and keeping a job

ur-

Secondary level

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

.

ask in the interview.

questions about the job he would

interview, student can describe, his
qualifications for the job and write

5. In preparation for a specific job

quette.

4. Student can name and'demonstrate interview manners or eti-

Behavioral Objective

suggests

with him to a job interview.

Each student updates his personal data sheet to take

Teacher or counselor points out ways to use the want
ad or job description to prepare for an interview.

description, evaluating his qualifications and developing several questions about the job or working
conditions which he should ask at the interview.

Using job description sheets developed earlier, each
student prepares for a job interview by reading the

class makes comments.

Pairs of students role play a job interview after which

Class views and discusses a film on job interviews.

Business teacher or personnel officer from a local
company speaks to class on the importance of a job
interview. Class may invite them to conduct a job
interview in front of the class.

forms.

Students with experience describe a job interview;
what happens, what was he asked, how long did it
take, did he sit down, how did he feel, did he fill out

pearance rules and basic manners:

Class reviews introductions, dress and personal ap-,

himself from the job interview.

how he can get the most information of use to

job from the interview. Then each student

discuss what they learned about the company and the

.Pairs of students role play an interview and then

Students suggest ways in which the employer will try
to decide if the applicant should receive the job. Then
each student suggests how to make himself an
attractive applicant on these same points.

Activities

ographies

See filrri and other material bibli-

Annotated Resource Materials

Evaluation

play a job interview.

7. Student can successfully role

6. Student can demonstrate the
ways to apply for a job interview.

Behavioral Objective

E

papers or

Given several case studies of job interviews, students
comment.

data summary sheet.

Students tell possible interview situations and what
they would do, e.g. arrived late, forgot legal

the class which comments on it.

interview. He applies for a job interview to which a
fellow student replies in the role of employer. Both
prepare for the job interview by writing questions
they would ask. Both role play a job interview before

Each student selects a want ad for which he wishes to

Class reviews manners and appropriate behavior and
dress for a job interview.

Students role play using the telephone to ask for
job interview.

student copies this for his own use. Class reviews how
to address and close business letters and how to
obtain complete address.

Class writes a model letter for job interview. Each

well-rested, well-groomed and confident; arrive early,
go alone; bring a pen.

offer; know why you want to work for the firm; be

ail you can about the company; gather together and
take all necessary papers; know what you have to

Other interview preparation suggestions include: learn

Activities

Series,

See other material, books and film
bibliographies.

Turner Career Guidance
Chicago: Follett Pub. Co.

Finney Co.

Dofin, Yvette, Help yourself to a
job, parts I and II. Minneapolis:

cies, Inc.

"I want a job" transparencies. Binghamton, N.Y.: United Transparen-

N.Y., New Readers Press.

Laubach, Kirk and Laubach, Everyday reading and writing. Syracuse,

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

co

mation.

stdod, to make a good impression,
to gather information, to give infor-

3 Student can list objectives of a
.telephone call, e.g. to be under-

materials, student can
demonstrate finding the phone
numbers of companies in the phone
directory and properly dialing
them.

2. Given

Two students dramatize these techniques for class.

person such as personnel officer.

carefully; take notes, ask to speak with a specific

Class compiles a list of telephone techniques which
would avoid problems they have encountered on the
phone, including: speak clearly and distinctly, listen

Stuz:%.':.-,ts practice various telephoning situations and
then discuss experiences.

Teacher stresses the importance of proper and accurate dialing of telephone.

phone numbers are listed for a company.

worksheet. Students discuss what to do if several

Using telephone books, each student completes the
phone numbers of factories and companies :isted on a

Students practice by doing alphabetizing exercises.

Class reviews use of telephone'direCtory.

know about a job before they know whether they are
qualified to apply. Can all this information be
obtained over the phone?

Students list the types of information they need to

telephone to do them.

jobs. Then they list ways of using the

Students review the several ways cf finding out about'

1. Student can list ways in which a
telephone call can be used to find a
job.
available

Activities

Behavioral Objective

No.

7 Learning to earn a living
B. Understands about choosing and getting a job
OBJECTIVE
2.
Ways
of
getting a iob
AIM
c. TeliThnne. .nntart
CENTER OF INTEREST UNITSUBUNIT:

PLS.

Secondary level

The phone calls you make. TurnerLivingston Communication Series.
Chicago: Follett Pub. Co.

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

a

mation.

mation, cr (c) give interview infor-

phone conversation to (a) set up an
interview, (b) obtain . job infor-

7. Student can role play a tele-

tudent can list and prepare
answers for interview questions he
might be asked by the employer on
the phone.

telephone contact.

the employer about the job in

5. Student can list questions to ask

quette.

4. Student can name and demonstrate telephone manners or eti-

Behavioral Objective

a

film on telephone

manners

Class discusses their experiences and how to improve
their performance.

student to review his performance.

Teacher tape records telephone contacts for each

information about himself, leaving a message etc.

Students role play various job telephone calls with
different purposes in mind, e.g. setting up an interview, obtaining job information; giving interview

contact. Class discusses experiences.

Students pair off to role play this part of a telephone

questions about himself concerning several jobs.

about an applicant. Each student answers these

Referring to the information list above, each student
lists questions which the employer may wish to know

contact. Class discusses experiences.

Students pair off to role play ti::s part of a telephone

Students refer to previous lis_ of information needed
about a job. Each student writes a list of questions to
get this information and makes -it into a form for use
in the telephone contact.

Students discuss what to do if company called has a
switch board and if person called is not available.

employed.

other students point out good and bad

Two students dramatize a phone conversation and

manners.

Two students dramatize bad and then good telephone

Class compiles a list of telephone manners.

Students view and discuss
manners.

Activities

Bell Telephone Co., film and Teletraining Kit

Annotated Resource Materials

Evaluation

Class reviews importance of giving references when

applying for jobs. Can this be done on the phone?
What information must you give the person for him to decide? What information must you record about

8. Student can role play a .tele-

phone conversation to ask permission to use someone's name as a
reference.

Class discusses experiences and how to improve their
performance,

Students pair off to role play this situation.

the person who will be a references

Activities

Behavioral Objective
Annotated Resource Materials

Evaluation

0
..a

^

want ads.

3. Student can identity and inter
-pret all the information in, simple

paper unaided.

2. Student can 16 te the help
wanted section in a whole news

the classifid section of the newspaper and in particular the want
ads.

1. Student can state the purpose of

Behavioral Objective

No.

Would you still know if you were qualified to apply?

Students diScuss why all this information is necessary:
By removing some details, does this confuse reader?

Class compiles a list of the types of information
included in a want ad.

lists.

Class compiles a list of terms used in want ads and
adequately defines them for vocational vocabulary

Students select several want ads as examples.

Students praatice finding the help wanted section.

Each student looks through a whole newspaper. Class
as a whole lists on board the clues to use in
identifying the sections of the newspaper.

school information center.

window or bulletin board, commynity center or

Class reviews other means,.of finding out what jobs
are .available:. word, of mouth, signs on faCtory

tions.

Teacher points out other sections of the newspaper
which may give you similar information, e.g. business*
section, Women's section, gardening or hobby sec-.

would make use of them in these ways.

Students compile list of uses for want ads and who

Students examine the classified sections of newspapers. Students list and define vocabulary words used
often: buy, sell, want, hire, employ, trade, part-time,
fulltime, temporary, permanent, job, position, etc.

Activities

7 Learning to earn a living
0 Understondombmutch000ingnndgetinQojob
OBJECTIVE.
2 Waysofget_g_tin a job
AIM:
d. Nevvspoer want ads
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT.
SUBUNIT:

PLS.

Livingston Reading Series. Chicago:
Follett Pub. Co.

The jobs you get, The Turner-

Local newspapers

t.

Secondary level

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

to use in ans ering a want ad.

7. Student c n explain procedikes

mit an ad to the newspaper.

6. Student can explain the
cedure folloed to write and

5. Student can write a want ad.

which he is qualified to apply.

4. Student can find want ads in
which he is interested and for

Behavioral objective

.

calls

the newspaper to find out the

Students discuss the pros and cons of telephoning
about job, writing a letter and visiting the personnel
office.

.

Using a tape recorder or video-tape to review actions,
students role-play .employer or personnel officera6d
applicant for a job.

tudefits compute the cent of running their ads.

procedure for submitting and paying for an ad.

A student

lengtWetc. between'the ad and job description.

classroom/job. He points out similarities and differ:
ences. ;in, style, amount and type of information,

Student 1.v-ites a regular job -descriptiOn for the same

job is and-if the ad is sufficient.

Each student picks a classroom job and lists' the
qualifications for filling it. He then writes a want ad.
Others in the classi-ead the ad and decide what the

which he must answer based on the want ad.

. Each student searches for want ads of interest to
himself. He reads aloud those he finds and explain
them to the class. Other ask him specific questions

Activities

Bernard, Getting and

holding a job., Phoenix, N.Y.: Frank
E. Richards Publisher.

Schneider,

Annotated Resource Materials
Evalt:ation

No

7 Learnin. to earn a livin

aspect of each of his current classes.

2. Student can state a job training

tr

and get a job.

1. Student can name school personnel who can help him choose

Behavioral Objective

UBUNIT

AIM/

for job sampling, etc.
.

Students point out if a school counselor advised them
on their schedules. What courses were recommended
and for what reasons?

Class compiles a list of interesting jobs, skills required
and in what school courses they learn them.

this is a requirement.

learned in course and an appropriate job for which

Each student lists his ,current courses on paper, skills

records on his PerSonal data sheet.

Each student lists school 'personnel, how they can
help him and how and when to -reach them which he

perSonnel were involved.

Students with job_ experience relate how school

Vocational counselor explains the Capstone Program
if it is in operation in the district.

counsel on

available, test' and advise students of abilities and
course needs, arrange for training or work-study
Schedules, help investigate post-secoridary training
courses, arrange for fihancial assistance for training,

businesses, keep a liSt of fUll. and part-time jobs

services -are-available to help him choose a job of
interest, evaluate pis skills and apply for a job. Local
Vocational Education Counselor can: solicit aid from

Vocational counselor or teacher explains what school

ActivitieS

OBJECTIVE:
B. Understands' lbout chOosing and getting a job
3.- Services and agencies that assist in job finding
C
TER OF INTEREST UNIT- ,
a. School related services

PLS.

'

Secondary IPI/P1

Careers without college. Wisconsin
State Employment Service.

ates.

Brochard, John H., School subjects
and jobs. Science Research Associ-

Annotated Resource Materials\,

LEVEL:

Evaluation

4. Student carries but procedure to
request job availability information
from the vocational counselor.

counselor.

results by a vocational or teacher

ing, program andhs counseled on the

3. Student completes a school test-

Behavioral Objective

Teacher or counselor explains what material may be
useful to them and how to arrange to see it.

with the help of local businesses.
WISC materials, DPI.

Guidance series ,booklets, Chicago:
Science Research Associates.

of full and part-time jobs is compiled and updated

I want to be series, Richtext Press.

neapolis: Finney Co.

Find youi job (book series) Min-

ographies.

See book and .other material bibli-

Annotated Resource Materials

Vocational counselor or teacher explains how thelist

that are directly job related and their usefulness.

some sample questions: He explains how testing
points to abilities and deficiencies in one's educational background. He should also review skill tests

Vocational counselor 'speaks to cliss about the
purpose and procedure for testing. He shows class
sample tests, reviews the directions and completes

Activities
Evaluation

1
I II.

2. Student, can state and explain
a public employment

gencies in the area.

a map the public employment a-

1. Student can name and locate on

Behavioral Objective

usefulness to himself.

ployment services o'f immediate

3. Student can explain State Em-

services of
agency.

II

IU

Secondary Level

Agency.

agency: lay-offs, losing job', unhappy with job, want
higher wages, more training or new location.

ClassidiscusSes when to use the services of the public

services of use to the students now and in the near
future.

Vocational counselor speaks to class on those public

Materials from State EmplOyment

agency and reports on it to-the class.

-pages.

Telephone directory listed under
Wisconsin, State of and Employment in white pages and Government and Employment in yellow

_Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Each student investigates a service of the public

of students makes a displaY bn-services.

From therrratedatz.and information gained, a group

Classes a field,:tfip to public employment agency.

Public agency representative speaks to class about the
purposes, services and materials offered by a public
employment agency.

-1'"dents compile-a list ofiother public agencies which
might help them -choose or get a job.

1

Students locate newspaper ads by public and private
employment agencies and business want ads and
compare tbeir style, content and information.

Each student traces the-raite and mode of transportation he would take from his home and from School
to visit each of the agencies

agencies listed in the telephone directory.

Students look up and list all public employment

Teacher or vocational counselor explains the purpose
of employment services offered by the state.

Activities

h Piihlir Prnpjayment

II

SPIVIrPS

Is 1111$1 Is

3. Serifices and agencies that assist in job finding

B UI

7 Learning to earn a living

CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT:
SUBUNIT:

AIM:

PLS. No.
OBJECTIVE

Evaluation

7. Student can complete a W.S.E.S.
application form and ID card.

the state.

ment Service inquiring about job
placement in his area and around

6. Student can write a good quality
letter to the Wisconsin Employ-

practice their use.

N.Y., New Readers Press, 1970.

this letter for his own use later.

necessary.

Each student updates 'his personal data sheet if

Class reviews usefulness of and procedure for filling
out application forms.

Students use WISC material for obtaining information
about specific jobs.

One copy of the letter is mailed_ Class discusses the
format and contenfof the reply.

Laubach, Kirk and Laubach, Everyday reading and writing. Syracuse,

Each student' writes a letter. Class compares letters
and writes a composite letter. Each student copies

Vocational English, book I and II,
New York: Globe Book, Co.

.

Annotated Resource Materials

Class reviews business letters and compiles a list of all
information which should be included in the.letteri

Each student. searches 'for information on a specific
job, copies information he needs to keep and registers
his_selection in a sample re" iVration book.

as to how to make the best use of these materi

Teacher or vocational counselor can point out clues

Students examine samples of these materials and

'

proper way:to use job folders.

.

5. Student can demonstrate the

looks and report to class.

Individuals are assigned to gather more information
about Job Corps, wage laws and Occupational out-

Students examine samples of the material in class and
demonstrate how to use it:

Class takes a trip to the public agency. self-service
center. Teacher points out how to locate and use the
information there:

worker decided to make use of public services.

service center. (Posted wage law,
Job Corps information, recent job
openings, occupational outlooks).

Several 'students rOleplay a situation in which the

Activities

strate the use of informational serv-ices available from the public self --

.

4. Student can list and demon-

Behavioral Objective
Evaluation

service examination.

interested in which 'requires a civil

9. Student can name a job he is

8. Student can role play an interview at a public employment at
gency.

Behavioral Ob'ective

of students role play correct and incorrect

practices the directions and questions.

Students examine sample examinations. A student
checks out of a public library the civil service
examination review book. Class examines this and

require a civil service examination and interview.

and points out jobs for which members of the class
-might wish to apply. He also explains which jobs

Vocational counselor explains the civil service system,

A student reports or tape records an actual-interview.
Class listens to and critiques the interview.

Students role play counselor or interviewer and
applicant. Others critique parforthance.

sonal appearance and, general attitudes and manners
- to use in an: interview situation.

Class reviews introductions, asking questions, per-

Class lists the personal data and legal papers which a
student should have when he is interviewed.

manner of asking receptionist for an application form
and an ID card form.

Pairs

A student investigates and reports to class on the
need for and procedure for getting an ID card. Each
student fills out an ID card.

himself.

Students discuss and fill out a W.S.E.S. application
form together. Then each student completes one

Activities,

,

Annotated Resource Materials

Evaluation

FS

No.

7

Learning to earn a living

4. Student can state ways in which
private and public agencies differ.

ices.

agencies charge a fee for their serv-

3. Student can explain why private

private employment. agencies and busineSS want ads.

of private agencies.

r

agency.

Students examine qualifying exams of a private
agency and compare these with those of a public

Representative of private agency compares, his - services etc. With that of a public agency.

Each, student makes a chart comparing public and
private agencies on service's, clientele, procedures,
fees,. obligations, etc. Class compiles a composit
comparison chart from these individual efforts.

Class discusses how to fill out the contract and any
other application forms of the agency.

Students examine the contract carefully and discuss
the obligation involved in signing it.

Private agency representative speaks to class about
and functioning of a private agency. He
/.p'urpose
explains fees and the contract if required.

Some stUdents make a display of agency information.

then categorize theimby-simies.

Students investigate each private agency listed and

Students cut out and compare ads of public and

2. 'Student can identify the types

to each of these agencies.

compiles a list of all private employment
agencies from ,the telephone directory. Each student
traces the route and mode of transportation on a map

1. Student can name and locate on
a map private employment agencies
in the area.
Class

Activities

Behavioral Objective

AIM:

B. Understands about choosing and getting a job
3 Services and agencies that assist in job finding
c. Private employment services
CENTER OF INTEREST UNITSUBUNIT:

OBJECTIVE-

PLS.

Telephone directory, city map

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Secondary

Evaluation

4g4rW

8. Given a list of 11:41- titles; student
states
wag y c.!-ilk or
private en-ijiyirniment agency an,:
rear
for each judgment.

ides.

local facilities other than public and
private employment agencies which
render employment placement sery

7. Student can name and locate

response.

Jo,

!den* locates an ad In a priin a local newspaper
and writes an appropriate letter in

6"

private agencies.

5. Student can list limitations of

Behavior& Objective

findinf ads in newspapers and interpret-

their selection.
.;

Using the comparison chart above, class lists jobs
whloh ate best applied tor directly or through some
type of agency: Vocational counselor comments on

for a personnel office.

Business representative di§OUsses his company's need

requesting sample materials and report back to class.

Sortie §tuderiti' visit a bUsiness employment office

Teacher or vocational counselor leads class discussion
on why some businesses have their own employment
offices.

these and locates them on a map.

luding community centers, opportunity centers,
churches, etc.) in the area. Class compiles a list of

Students investigate other employment services (inc-

Class reviews writing business letterS. Class Makes a
composite lettet and a list of information which must
Refer to 7B2a activities.

Each student lonate% three ads about jobs in which he
is interested in applying. He lists the qualifications for
the job and checks off his abilities.

ing abbreviations

Class reviews

limitations of oiny a private agency.

Teacher or vocational counselor speaksito class on the

agencies.

Students review comparison chart above and check
off those that would limit their use of private

Activities

,

Annotated Resource Materials
-

Evalu
on

o

No.

7 I earning to earn a living

.'
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I

II
ONO

4. Student can name the three

master.

stages of training in ,a trade union,
i.e. apprentice, journeyman and

class the

about trade unions. Each student picks a trade union

__
Class writes a master letter to obtain information

Vocational counselor describes to the
training stages in a trade union.:

class whether-,or. not he would need to join a union.

Each student selects a job he is interested in and tellS.

procedure: for joining a union.

Students fill out sample forms and role play the

Labor union speaker explains the procedure for
joining a labor union. Likewise for trade unions.

3. Student can list the steps for

union membership.

`Class compiles a list of occupations which require

closed shops and the power of unions. He explains
the.effect of-unions and professional associations on
occupational and licensing requirements.

Vocational counselor, speaks to class about open and

Vocational counselor or local labor union representative speaks to class on thehistory and present role of
labor unions.

various aspects of labor and trade' unions.

collected and individuals make reports to class on

Students make a poster or display from the materials

Class compiles a list of :local unions from the
telephone yellow pages. Using a master letter, each
student picks one union to write to requesting
information. Class reviews business letters.

Activities

1 SI

joining a union.

2. Student can 1,44Tne occupations.
requiring union membership.

amples of each.

and a trade union and give ex.

1. Student can define a labor union

Beiviodool

UNIT:

OBJECTIVE: C. Understands about working on the jnin
I.
AIM:
R ights of ibp wnrker
OS
CENTER
t.!.

PLS.

el

Secondary

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

worker.

6. Student can describe situations
in which unions will help the

5. Student can describe obligations
a member owes to his union.

Behavioral Objective

.

unions.

Class views and discusses 3 film on labor and trade

Vocational counselor speaks to class about the
advantages and disadvantages of union membership.

joined and what benefits they have received.

Students interview union members about why they

Students role-play some of these Fituations.

insurance, etc.

fits of union membership, e.g: strength in numbers,
improving working conditions, negotiating wages and
fringe benefits for all, help if lose job, special rates on

Labor union representative explains the worker bene-

explains the union principle of "one for all and all for
one" and other union obligations.

Vocational counselor or local labor representative

have gone out on strike. One such person could speak
to class on his experiences.

Students give examples of friends or relatives who

ties for strikes, esp. of local unions.

Vocational counselor explains to class about union
contracts, periodic negotiation of terms and possibili-

Each student reports the amount of dues and what it
*mused for of the union he investigated above.

Class defines related vocabulary: dues, negotiations,
strike, steward, scabs, grievance, pickett, etc.

the various stages.

duties, training and status of trade union members at

Students compare and contrast the wages, skills,

and writes a letter requesting. information about
training, probation periods, wages and duties. Student
reports to class whafhe finds out.

Activities'

j

See film bibliography.

Annotated:Resource Materials
Eva luation

Each student aSks, his working friends or relatives to
describe their working conditions. He reports this to

tices.

/
,

,

plays some of these conditions. Each

Students relate safety and working conditions to the
clothing requirements of various jobs, e.g. waitresshair net; construction worker and miner-hard hat and
coveralls; mechanic-coveralls; machinist-goggles etc.

student evaluates his own ability to work in large or
small groups, noise or, quiet, indoors or outdoors,
sitting or standing.

Class role

ing and safety conditions.

Using labor magazines and :industrial journals, students collect pictures and practice identifying .work-

conditions he saw.

job he observed and the related working and safety

office buildings. After each trip, each student names a

Class

takes several field trips to different local
business e.g. factories,, construction sites, stores,

Class reviews safety practices and makes a poster
about industrialsafety practices.

tions.

Students make a poster Of various working condi-

class.

Class discusses and compiles a list of various working
conditions.

Activities

7. Given a series of industrial
photographs, student identifies
working conditions and safety prac

Behavioral Objective

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

4

No.

erriploNtees. Each student lists these. Using various
jobs, each student notes differences in the way an
ernployer wouldta ry out these responsibilities.

employee.

basis.

tion and training, and communication with employer on a regular

2. Student can explain the necessity for supervision, work evalua-

Vocational .counselor i or local employer speaks to
--class about the obligations of an employer to his

1. Student can name responSibilities of an employer to his

lists the purposes of superviiion etc. Each

Vocational counselor discusses the value to the
worker of supervision and training, etc.

A former student visits-class to discuss his experiences
on the job.

student contributes an example where this is imperative for a job to be completed.

Class

Class views and discusses tapes on personal interactions and job interviews on the job.

Student employer tries .to improve worker productivity by more supervisidn, training or communication.
Students role play variations of these situations and
discuss how the employer and employee each feel
.about -the roles of. giving and taking criticism and
instruction.

and Why.

Afterwards class discuSsions analyze what happened

instructive situations are introduced by the teacher.

operation as a project. Various roles are assigned and

Class role plays or actually conducts a business

Students role play an employer explaining the benefits available from his company.

Class

defines related vocabu her
working hours,
working .conditions, minimum wage,Insur nce, fringe
benefits, raises, promotions, etc.

Activities

Behavioral Objective

SLIBUNIT.

LEVEL:
Secondary

-dgraphies also.

See film and other material bibli-

ence Research Associates.

Job experience kits, Chicago: Sci-

Educational Systems for Industry.

The World of work (20 tapes,

Annotated Resource Materials

7 Learning to earn a living
0I3JECTIVE
C. Understands about working on thcs jnh
L Rights of the worker
AIM. -' '
CENTER:OF INTEREST UNITh_ Employee einplowl. relationships and wages

PLS.

Evaluation

current rate is and who is covered.

,5. Student can define the term
minimum wage and state what the

his job.

4. Student can role play situations
in which an employee is fired from

Class defines raise and promotion and each', student

3. Student can state ways in which
a worker may earn a raise or promotion.

Vocational counselor speaks to class on the origin and
purpose of the minimum wage law.

basis. Class reviews computing hourly wages etc.

Each student practices making a monthly budget
the,mininium wage and a part-time job as the

Students make a poster showing what jobs are and are
not covered by the minimum wageilleviK

A student writes to the state employment agency on
behalf of the class requesting literature on the
minimum wage. He reports to class.

failure and of school failUre:

Students note the differences and similarities ofjob

Worker can do.

V,ocational counselor or local employer speaks to
class about reasons for being fired or laid off,
including economic slumps. He also lists what the

the reasons given for these actions.

student gives an example of a-. friend or relative who
has been fired, put on probation or laid off. Class lists

Class defines being fired and being- laid off. Each

Class views and discusses a film or tapes on doing a
job well.

home life.

Students note parallel situations in their school and

Vocational counselor., or local ,employer speaks to
Class about ways to earn a reward, requirementslor
promotion to another job, merit raises within a job,
job ladders and upward mobility.

rewards. Are these beyond doing the job adequately?

tells an example of a friend or relative who has
received either. Class lists the reasons for these

Activities

Behavioral Objective

Telephone Co:

atomyof an accident, Wisconsin

cial Services; etc.

Brochures frOm United Fund, So-

Systems for Industry.

The World of work, Educational

ographies_

See film and other materials bibli-

Annotated Resource,Materials
Evaluation

-

No.

pensation

student can correctly identify those
workers who are not eligible to
receive unemployment, com-ii.

3. Given a number of situations,

student can correctly identify those
workers who are eligible to receive
unemployment compensation.

2. Given a number of situations,

the unemployment compensation
benefit program is.

1. Student can briefly explain what

Behavioral Objective

OBJECTIVE-

I

pregnancy.

out good reason, loss of job due eto labor dispute

ors

Class reviews eligibility requirements and lists disqualifying conditions, e.g. dishonesty in reporting
reason for unemployment, refusing a job offer with-

Clasi defines and uses related vocabulary.

Students role play situations in which they would be
eligible for unemployment compensation.

eligible.

Each student makes up an' example of a worker's'
employment situation and the others decide if he is

Class lists the eligibility requirements on the board.

need unemployment compensation.

Class compiles a list of reasons why a person might

incomes.

wage for a 40 hour a week job and compares the two

the gross pay of a worker receiving the minimum

budget based on this income. Each student computes

by the teacher. Each student prepares a monthly,

Each student compu'tes the benefits by the month of
eligible recipients under varying conditions provided

Students make a poster illustrating the benefits and
provisions of the program.

Class writes a fetter together requesting information
about the program from a local agency. Students give
reports on miterials received.

VOcational counselor briefly outlines the purpose of
unemployment compensation.

Activities

7 Learning to earn a living
C. Understands about working on the jnh
AIM:
I. R jets of the worker ni nf A jnh
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT:
I'll. I 11'1
SUBUNIT:

PLS.

Secondary

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluv.7.3n

i'ecipient of unemployrneat compensation, i.e. effort

to find a job, honest reporting of wages earned during
benefit period and keeping a record of benefit checks.

ing unemployment compensation.

Class reviews ways to find a job.

and the consequences of not doing so.

Students role play carrying out these responsibilities

wages and benefit checks.

Given sample data, each student makes a record of

'Class discusses why these conditions are necessary.

Vocational counselor explains the responsibilities of a

sponsibilities connected with receiv-

family of receiving any of,these penalties.

Class- discusses the effect on the worker and his

Students discuss why benefits could be discontinued
-and past fraudulent benefits recovered.

the board. Class defines fraud.

Class lists the four penalties for fraudulent claims on

person's social security card and the 'unemployment
compensation program.

Teacher points out the connection between each

discusses why you need a work record.

Students copy a sample work record and make up
one of their own which would qualify them. Class

Students find address of agency and trace the best
route from school to the agency.

6. Student can demonstrate re-

5. Student can name the penalties
for fraudulent claims.'

Class discusses dishonesty in applying for aid.

procedural steps for filing.

Representative of unemployment agency speaks to
class about how to apply for aid. He displays and fills
out claim forms. Each student copies the procedure
and name and address' of specific contact person on
reference card for wallet. Each student completes a
claim for filing.

Students role play some of these situations.

Activities

4. Student can list the two papers
needed to file a claim and the

Behavioral ObjeOtive
Annotated Resource Materials

Evaluation

organizations.

8. Student_ can give examples of
situations that could qualify a person for assistance from charitable

you need it,

7. Student can name organizationsthat you can go to for help should

. Behavioral Objective

Where does the money come from that is used to help
these people?
Who gives the money and why is it given?

Class discusses:

people.

Class discusses what needs to be done to help these

relative, orphans, hurricanes.

Class discusses when people need help, e.g., fire,
flood, explosion, tornadoes, war, personal .illness,
personal accident, death of head of household or near

them.

Students discuss how each organization could help

ClasS invites a representative o.f the local United Fund
or other charitable agency to discuss that agency's
work.

Class makes a list of helpful organizations, e.g.,
Salvation Army, Red Cross, Community Relief Agencies, ADC, UNICEF, Welfare,. Rescue ,Mission, St
Vincent DePaul, Churches, Family Service, City
Health Bureau, Welfare Bureau, Goodwill Industries,
United Fund.

Activities
Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

03

No.

:

-

.

social security provides.

2. Student can identify benefits

1.. Student independently acqUires
a Social Security number.

Behavioral Objective

CENTER OF INTEREST UNITSUBUNIT-

AIM

other class cil iectinnc

Vocational counselor or agency representative explains the payroll deduction system and answers

arithmetic problems.

student computes some gross pay and deductions

Students examine paycheck receipts noting the abbreviation FICA and amount of regular deduction. Each

aid to class.

Students role play types of recipient's. If students or
their families are already receiving social security
benefits, they explain circumstances and amount of

Class lists types of benefits and groups who receive
benefits, e.g. retirement, disability, survivors.

Class views filmstrip about social security.

reports to class.

Student obtains information pamphlets about purpose and deduction system from local office. He

Class reviews filling out application forms.

Students role play procedure for obtaining card.

route on map there frOm his home and school.

Each student locates the address of the local social
security offiCe in the telephone directory and traces a

class on application procedure.

A student writes on behalf of the class to the local
social security office for information. He reports to

Teacher takes a poll to see how many students
already have a social security card. Those with them
explain to class why and how they got them.

Activities

ciarondary

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Education Consultants, Inc.

security? Middleton, Wi.: Visual-

What you should know about social

Richards Co.

Getting a job, Phoenix, N.Y.: F.E.

A matter of business, Edu-craft

telephone directory, local map

a. Social security, insurance plans and sick leave

"

7 Learning to earn a living
OBJECTIVE: C. Understands about working on the jot"

PLS.

Evaluation

types_

4. Student can state the Purpose of
insurance programs and can list the

security number.

which he would need his social

3. Student can ,name situations in

Behavioral Objective

Vocational counselor explains the Old Age and
Survivors Insurance program.

ads-by various-insurance companies.

Students collect and discuss magazine and television

policies.

Vocational counselor discusses the economics of
insurance policies and what are minimal coverage

Students examine sample insurance policies and list
vocabulary words.

A local business representative speaks to class about
company insurance benefits for their workers.

---

various insurance programs.

Students make poster of types of people who need

cedures.

Vocational counselor or local insurance representative
speaks to class on insurance provisions and pro-

company using a master letter format.
--

Using telephone yellow pages, class compiles a list of
possible types of insurance. Each student writes a
letter requesting information from a local insurance

Class defines insurance emphasizing protection.

security card. Each student records his number on his
wallet identification and data cards.

Class reviews procedure for replacing a lost social -

,,VoCational counselor explains to class why the social
security number is used consistently.

Class compiles a list of situations in which they might
need to know their social security number, e.g. job
application, insurance forms, unemployment compensation, bill of sale, training school admissions.

Activities
Annotated Resource Materials

sample insurance policies

Lawson, Gary, Everyday business.
Sacramento, Ca.: Cal-Central Press

.

Fvalint

5. Student can define sick leave.

Behavioral Objective

company policies. Students give examples based on
family or friends' experiences.

playing and explains the wide variety of possible

Vocational counselor comments on the student role

illness, etc.

must leave a job due to pregnancy or long-term

becomes ill while on the job, must stay home in bed,

Students role play what happens when a worker

Activities
Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

No.

ings, investments, annuities, etc.

retirement.

Students compare a budget for a worker and one for
a retired person, including possible increased medical
and special diet items.

people, e.g. relatives, neighbors, welfare etc.

Students discuss other means of support for retired

financial retirement security.

tages and disadvantages of the various means to reach

Vocational counselor speaks to class on the advan-

Each student investigates one of these measures and
reports to class.

Class compiles a list of retirement provisions: cornpany pension plans, government plans, regular sav-

viding for financial security prior to

2:Student can list means of pro-

Students role play reasons for retirement and discuss.

Vocational counselor explains pension programs including what happens to the money until it is paid out.

reports on this to class.

retirement and company pension plans if any. He

him and investigates the usual or forced date of

Each student selects a job or industry of interest to

Class defines and gives examples of people who are
retired or on pension, including being retired but still'
working.

1. Student can- -define retirement

and pension.

Activities

Behavioral Objective

7 Learning to earn a living
OBJECTIVE
C. Understands about working on the job
AIM:
9 Benefits available to the worker on and off the job(
CENTER OF. INTEREST UNITb. Pensions and retirement plans
SUBUNIT.

PLS.

Secondary

savings banks, investment brokers,
Army recruiting office, etc.

Pamphlets from local industries,

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

M

poorly- adjusted

retired

4. Student can state reasons why
company pension plans are an important consideration when choosing a lifetime job.

person.

tionally

tionally well-adjusted and an emo-

3. Student can role play an emo-

Behavioral Objective

discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each.

Students compare the various pension plans and

class on the information he receives.

company pension plans. Each student uses this to
. write to company of interest to him. He reports to

Class writes a master letter seeking information about

create unhappiness and how individuals can prepare
for, retirement to avoid boredom and inactivity.

sudden change from working to retirement may

Vocational counselor leads discussion about why the

Students role play retired people they know. From
this they list the characteristics of the happy and the
sad retirees. They list how retirees spend their time.

Activities'
Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

No.

.

proper care of tools and equipment.

his employer expects him to take

2. Student can explain reasons why

routine maintenance and careless breakage.

Vocational counselor or local employer explains the
financial responsibility for tools checked out to
individual workers. Speaker deferentiates between

magazines and catalogs.

Student group investigates the monetary value of
tools equipment in various jobs using industrial

tions.

Class views and discusses a filmstrip on job obliga-

and discuss its function.

Class visits a factory and watches the use of a time.
clock. Students examine a punched time clock card

student computes the financial loss for tardiness.

Given an hourly wage and a work situation, each

A student investigates possible penalties for tardiness
in various jobs.

Class discusses what excuses for tardiness are acceptable and which are unacceptable in each situation.

Teacher comments on what he and the school system
expect from students.

Students compare and' contrast student-teacher to
employee"-employer obligations about punctuality.

Class compiles a list of reasons why the habit of
punctuality is important in any situation.

class on worker obligations to an employer.

time.

Vocational counselor or local employer speaks to

1. Student can list reasons why his

Activities

employer expects him to be on

Behavioral Objective

7 Learning to earn a living
C. Understands about working on the lob
OBJECTIVE:
AIM3. Responsibilities of the worker
a. Obligations to empfover
CENTER OF INTEREST UNITSUBUNIT-

PLS.

Secondary

Industrial magazines and catalogues

See film bibliography

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

Evaluation

habits, student can
steps to correct each.

recommend

3. Given a series of negative work

Behavioral Objective

self-evaluation scales and other evaluative measures of
performance productivity, personal growth and
social ability.

With help of vocational counselor, students develop

Students record names and how to contact personnel
who might help him in a similar situation.

speaks to class about interpersonal problems at work
and how to resolve them.

Social worker or personnel or guidance counselor

Class compares and contrasts classroom atmosphere
with job atmosphere concerning work habits.

comment.

Students illustrate good versus bad work habits on
posters. Individuals role play these habits and others

resolve problems.

Students role-play problem situations resulting from
the suggested i3ad work habits and various ways to

sarcasm, tactlessness, argumentativeness.

proper grooming, self-satisfaction, irresponsibility,
unadaptability, troublemaking, sullenness, conceit,

lack of initiative, lack of ambition, disloyalty, im-

Bad
habits to consider include: carelessness;
non-cr
tion, laziness, tardiness or absence without caus., ishonesty, attention to outside interests,

improve br havi or .

Class compiles a list of bad school and work habits.
Each student picks one and describes steps to

Vocational counselor leads class discussion on "A
day's work for a day's pay."

strate the transfer of school training with equipment
to the handling of job equipment.

Shop students and home economics students demon-

school situations.

Students suggest parallel obligations in home and

Activities

Hudson, Margaret and Ann Weaver
Getting ready for pay day Phoenix,
N.Y.: Frank E. Richards Pub.

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

Behavioral Objective

witho-Ut supervision, etc.

walking all day, 'submitting to authority, working

people, regular and irregular schedules of work hours,
long hours of confinement, standing, sitting or

job, including, how to get along with all sorts of

Class discusses adjustments one must make on a new

Activities

program.

Educa-

bibliography description.

tional Projections Corp. See Film

Pre-vocational

Men at work and New employee
and fellow workers, McGraw Hill.

Annotated Resource Materials

Evaluation

Cr)

Is3

ness and-safety training aspects of
his current school work.

2. Student can name physical fit-

physical fitness is related to worker
productivity in several jobs.

1. Student can demonstrate how

Behavioral Objective

No.

Students role play what would happen without rules.

Students make a poster showing unsafe versus safe
working conditions.

hall safety i ules. Class relates these rules to conditions
at a job and in the community at large. Why are these
rules necessary? Are they observed?

A few students investigate and bring back to class a
list of school shop safety rules and school room and

Class compiles a list of all school courses they are
taking and then each student volunteers physical or
safety training aspects of these courses.

Students suggest ways in which they can improve
their physical fitness, health, diet and rest and
relaxation. schedules to prepare for the- strains of
additional hours of work.

Students compare attendance records of workers to
demonstrate their relationship to achievement.

work discuss their experiences.

periodS, regular bedtime hours in relation to school
activities, social functions and work. Students who

Class discusses experiences, with stamina, tension, rest

Using job descriptions, each student lists the physical
aspects of several jobs in which he is interested. Then
he relates these physical aspects to similar aspects of
his daily activities and evaluates his ability to perform
the jobs.

Activities

7 Learning to earn a living
OBJECTIVE:
C. Understands about working on the job
3 Responsibilities of the worker
AIM:
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT:
h. Obligations to self and fellow workers
(1)- Health, safety rules, and personal interactions
SUBUNIT.

PLS.

Evaluation

Secondary__

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

on personal costs of accidents.

5. Student can write a paragraph

tween courtesy and safety.

4. Student can demonstrate situations showing the relationship be-

3. Student can list safety practices
for jobs in each of these situations:
office or store, construction or outdoor work and factory.

Behavioral Objective

money and inconvenience to the worker and his boss
of a work accident.

Vocational counselor reports on the costs in time,

recover.

victims tell what happene.d and how long it took to

his working peers or relatives about job accidents.
Each reports to class. Those who know accident .

Each student finds a newspaper article or questions

common work accidents. Class compiles a list of these
and discusses possible causes of accidents, length of
time to recuperate, costs, etc.

Students survey local industries and unions and
'contact health insurance companies about the most

Students with physical handicaps discuss any special
safety hazards they encounter and acceptance of their
handicap by others.

unsafe. and discourtesy manner and then in a safe and
courteous manner.

Some students make a poster depictir.g these situations while others role play each situation in an

Students discuss situations where courtesy and safety
are interchangeable actions.

Class reviews labor laws for minors and the definition
of hazardous working conditions.

Each student searches newspaper for reports of
industrial and other work accidents.

Each group makes a poster or gives a report on these
safety practices.

investigate safety practices in the area.

Students form groups on the three main areas and

Activities

vice and safety. Dunuba, Ca.: Fern
Tripp. safety signs in packet.

Common signs of community ser-

Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

CO

6. Student can role play situations
revealing personal interactions on
the job.

Behayioral Objective

bad work interactions
such
as

suggested situations.

Students role play workers and supervisors in various

Teacher introduces several work conflict situations.
Class discusses various ways to resolve the conflict,
what to do if involved and who can help.

rumors, etc.

practical jokes, goofing off, telling lies or spreading

Students discuss

Groups of students role play workers and supervisors
in personal interactions.

Students who work share personal interaction experiences such as at coffee or lunch break, wash-up time,
asking for help, union or staff meetings, or company
social functions.

Activities
Annotated Resource Materials
Evaluation

o:
OBJECTIVE-

C. Understands ahco it working rin the jr111

7 Learning to earn a living.

step procedure for filing income tax
form.

3. Student demonstrates step by

2. Student can state the two methods by which income taxes are
dedUc
payroll deductions
and lump sum refund or payment
by.April 15th.

Teacher leads class discussion of taxation and specifi-

1. Student can explain the purpose
of'intome taxes (federal, state and/
or local).

Secondary

is

needed to complete form. Teacher points out how to
obtain this information and how to record or save it
for tax and other purposes.

E ch student lists income information which

tance.

Class compiles a list of all steps for filing return.
tudents role .play each step and discuss its impor-

schedule, etc.

System, filing, W-2 and W-4 forms, tax credit, tax

holding, 1040A tax form, deadline, Internal- Revenue

Class defines related vocabulary: deduction, with-

system and works out several sample income tax
form. problems.

Students examine sample income tax forms and
deduction schedules. A tax representative explains

deductions.

Students examine payroll deduction slip. Each student computes several wage problems noting other

ductionyi system and filing' of income tax information
early in the year.

1

vocational counselor or teacher explains the de-

Class compiles a chart about who pays, for what, how
paid, when, who is exempt, etc.

Press.

Lawson, Gary D., Everyday business. Sacramento, Ca.: Cal-Central

Each student writes a question he would like an-

Annotated Resource Materials

LEVEL:

swered. Then the class makes a composite letter and
sends it to the local tax office. The reply is discussed.

levels.

cally of income taxes at the federal, state and local

Activities-

Behavioral Objective

3. Resoonsibflities of the worker
c_Obligations to the government
CENTER OF INTEREST UNIT:
(I) Income taxes
SUBUNIT-

PLS.

Evaluation

necessary income information.

4. Student can fill out a sample
income tax return form, given the

Behavioral Objective

agencies

which will assist the individual in filling out the form.

Students list all commercial and publi

Teacher checks for signature and date.

Each student practices filling out incom tax return.

Teacher pr'ovides various income data a Id situations.

Together class fills out a sample income tax rieturn.

Activities
Annotated Resource Materials

Evaluation

Appendix A

1

A complete listing of these publications is available from Publications
Order Se vice, Wisconsin Department of
Public Instruction, 126 Langdon Street, Madison, Wisconsin 53702.

2

A Persisting Life Needs Approach to a Curriculum for the Educable
Division for Handicapped Children, Wisconsin Department of PublicMentally Retarded, Bulletin No. 0-58,
Instruction, Madiscin, Wisconsin, 1970.
$2.00.

3

Teachers' Handbook for Implementation of the State Curriculum for
No. 0-60. Division for Handicapped Children, Wisconsin Department Educable Mentally Retarded, Bulletin
of Public Instruction, Madison, Wisconsin: 1970. $.50.

4

Further information regarding the organization and objectives of this
project can be found in the following
articles of the Division for Handicapped Children publication
the "Bureau" Memorandum: K. Blessing. A
Needs Approach to-Curriculum Development Involving Prescriptive
Teaching, Vol. XI, No. 2, December
1969; T. Stockton, Same Song, Second Verse, Implementing the
EMR Curriculum: Phase II, Vol. XII, No. 2,
December 1970; V. Contrucci and T. Stockton. State EMR
Curriculum Project Survey, initial report,. Vol.
XIII No. 3, Spring 1972; and V. Contrucci and T. Stockton. State
EMR Curriculum Project Survey, Vol. XII I,
No. 4, Summer 1972:

5

Learning to Manage One's Money: A resource gui e for implementation
of the State Curriculum for the
Educable Mentally Retarded. Bulletin No. 1451, Division for
Handicapped Children, Wisconsin Department
of Public Instruction, Madison, Wisconsin. 1970. $.75.
6

Physical Education CurriCulum for the Mentally Handicapped, Bulletin
No. 2101, Division for Handicapped
Children, WisConsin Department of Public Instruction, Madison,
Wisconsin, 1971. $1.50.

7

8

9

10

11

Music Curriculum for Educable Mentally. Retarded. Title VI-Music Laboratory,
Weisberg Center, Cooper
School, Superior Public Schools, Superior Wisconsin. June 1972.
Recreation Environmental Occupations for Exceptional Students. Nels P.
Evjue Memorial Forest Outdoor
Laboratory, Merrill Area Public Schools, Merrill, Wisconsin.
Resource Lesson Plans for the MentallY.Retarded,
Persisting Life Situation No. 2; Learning,to Understand
Oneselfand Get Along With Others, and No. 7, Learning toEarn
a Living. Omro Public Schools. 1972,

Physical Education for the Mentally Retarded, Persisting Life
Situations No. 5, Learning to Keep Healthy,
and No. 10, Learning Wise Use of Leisure Time. Sheboygan County
School for Special Education.

Arithmetic Curriculum. Riverview School, Manitowoc County. Revised

Summer 1972. $1.50.

12A

Guide for Reading Skills, related to Persisting Life Situation No. I,
Learning to Communicate Ideas.
Cooperative Educational Service Agency No. 5,1972.
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DIRECTORY OF//
SPECIAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL /MATERIALS CENTER
North-Central Special'Education
Instructional Materials Center
Serves - Coop. Ed. Service Agencies
No. 2 and 7
Mrs. Ardis Weiss

O'Day St.
/
Merrill, Wisconsin 4552
Area Code 715 -.536:864
Rural Special Education
instructional Materials Center

Serves Coop. Ed. Service Agency No. 3

Municipal Building
Gillett, Wisconsin 54124
Area Code414 855-2114
CESA No. 5

Special Education Center
Serves - Coop. Ed. Service Agency No. 11

P.O. Box 388
Holmen, Wisconsin. 54636
Area Code 608 - 526-3356 .
Janesville Special Education
Instructional Materials Center
Serves - Coop. Ed. Service Agency No. 197

Mr. Doriald Upson
Glen Oaks School
Highway 51
Janesville, Wisconsin 53545
Area Code 608 - 752-7471 Ext. 288

Milwaukee Special Education
Instructional Materials Center

Serves - Coop; Ed. Service Agency No. 5

Serves\ City of Milwaukee
Mr. George Heineman
P.O. Box 158
Elmwood, Wisconsin 54740
Area Code 715 - 639-4201

Mrs. Charlotte Tock
P.O. Box 1.0K

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208
Area Code 414 - .476 -3670 Ext. 426

Special Education Professional
Service Center

UnWersity of Wisconsin Regional Special
Education Instructional Materials Center

Serves Coop. Ed. Service Agency No. 6

All areas of the State nit served
by one of the local SEIMC's
Serves

Mr. Sam Mule
325 West Park Avenue

Chippewa Falk, Wisconsin 54729
Area Code 715 -.723-2822

Dr. LeRoy Aserlind
415 West Gilman Street

Madison, Wisconsin 53706
Fox Valley Special Education
Instructional Materials Center
Serves - Coop. Ed. Service Agencies
No. 8 and13

Mr. Gerald Green

Polk Library
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
Oshkosh Wisconsin 54901
Code 414 235-6220 Ext. 749

Area Code-68 262:4913

For further information please contact one of the Centers listed or
Mr. Kenneth McMahon'
Instructional Media ConSultant

Division for Handicappedhildren
126 Langdon Street

Madison, Wisconsin 53702
Area Code 608 - 266-7292
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The following pages include several bibliographies which

bringing to your attention recent or helpful materials. All
requests for further information should be made directly to
the listed source or publisher and not the Division for

may be useful to thOse using this resource guide. They are:
(I) Book. bibliography, (2)

Films and filmstrips bibliography, (3) Other audio visual materials and (4) Feedback
Collection evaluation tools. All materials in each bibliography were circulated for, evaluation. Those rated not
appropriate, and appropriate but poor quality were dropped
from this final listing. Where comments were not obtained
the material is marked not evaluated. All given class grade
levels refer to normal student abilities provided by the

Handicapped Children. If you have the oppOrtunity to
evaluate any of these materials, send your 'evaluation to
your local SEIMC.*
The format for each entry is:

publisher unless otherwise stated.

Publisher.
Street address, City, State, Zip code.

The listing of books and instructional materials does not

Title. Author.

indicate endorsement of any materials or publishers by the
Division for Handicapped Children. It is only a means of

Date. Price. Grade level. Evaluation.

Description. Symbol identifying source of description.
*Appendix B

This is a sample of an evaluation format which we recommend using
for
consistency in evaluating any of the materials listed in, the following bibliographies. This format can be reproduced
locally, If you use any of these
materials please send your comments to your appropriate SEIMC listed
on
page 133. If you teach in an area
not covered by a SEIMC send your ev-

aluations to Kenneth McMahon, Instructional Media Consultant, Room
628
Division for Handicapped, Children, Department. of Public Instruction, 126
Langdon Street, Madison, 53702.

Materials. Evaluation

Publisher
Name of Material

Approximate Level
Reading Level
General Description

Please rate the following points:
1. Pupil progress with material
2. Interest level for student
3. Can be used independently by student
4. Adeqbacy of teachers manual br instructions

5. Duraollity
6. Cost/benefit ratio Ifs it worth the cost?)
Excellent
1.

Average

Poor

Does Not Apply

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
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Book Bibliography
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc.
Reading, Mass., 01867

Planning my future
1962. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

One of a series of graded guidance :le x ts. Flip charts to
Job facts Adams, Charles and Samaria Kimball
Not evaluated.

stimulate discussion are also available. b.

Allen Co.
Box 1810, Center Sta., Cleveland, Ohio 44106

Seeing ourseNes

Campus work experience
Very appropriate
Kinds of jobs
Teenagers prepare for work

Applications for jobs, interview and other. Two different

1965. Keyed to grade 6. Not evaluated.

This is one of a graded series of developmental guidance
texts, teacher's guides, and flip charts for class discussion. It

deals with what we know about ourselves, other people,
school, families, friendi, groups, jorbs. b.
American Management Association
135 West 50 Street, New York, N.Y. ICJ:20

levels. Expendable workbook. Print is small. Appropriate

A.M.A. book of employment forms
American Guidance Service, Inc., National Forum Foundation
Publishers' Bldf., Circle Pines, Mn. 55014
Discovering myself
1964. Secondary level. Very appropriate for teacher use.
One of: graded series of developmental guidance texts,
teachers' guides and flip chartsfor class discussion. Includes
meeting difficulties, disappointments, criticism, self consci
ousness, understanding, moods and impulses, relationships

with wherS, the world of work, how much school for me,
choosing high school electives, vocation& guidance, etc.b
Everywhere we go
Keyed to grade 4. Not evaluated.
Stories about boys and girls as they learn about new things,
ideas, working and playing together, problem solving,

Miscellaneous. Very appropriate

American Trucking Association
1616 P Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036
Trucking as a career

Pamphlets. Grades 4-6. Very apororiate.
Arco Publishing. Company, Inc.
219 Park. Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003
Career guidance series: your future in - -$59.95 - 40 titles. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

The Arco-Rosen series of career guidance books updated
and now available in paperback. b.

looking at their behavior, learning to accept responsibility
and learning gradual independence and self reliance. Classroom charts are available to coincide with chapters in book.

Benefic Press

10300 W. Roosevelt Road, Westchester, H. 60153

b.

Guidance texts and charts
Secondary level. Not evaluated.
Series focus is on self-understanding, friends, school,
groups, family, and education. b.
The people around us
Keyed to grade 5. Not evaluated.
Deals with personal development needs' of pre-teen children

How people earn and use money.
Miscellaneous. Very appropriate.

Charles A. Bennett Co., Inc.
809 West Detweiller Drive, Peoria, II. 61614
Managing Iivingtime
Miscellaneous. Very apprcipriate.

and the environment of present day cultural complexity.
Classroom charts are available to coincide with chapters in
book. b.
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The Bruce Publishing Company
2642 University Avenue, St. Paul, Min. 55114

Focus (Discovery through guidance). by Charlotte Marie
Bruck.
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

A group guidance booklet for eighth, grade with units on
educational focus, social focus, personal focus, and vocational focus. b-

How to hold your job
Very appropriate.
Application for jobs and interviews and keeping the job.
Is my job for you? by Dic Gardner.
1962. $3.00. Grades 4-6. Very appropriate,
Interview with 15 workers on the job. b.

Quest (Discovery through guidance). by Charlotte Marie
Bruck.
Grades 7-,9. Not evaluated.

A group guidance booklet for 7th graders with units on
educational quest, social quest, personal quest, and vocLi,tional quest. b.
Children's Press
1224 Van Buren St., Chicago, II. 60607

Dodd, Mead and Company
432 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10016
Behind the scenes at the airport. by Cooke.
Grades 4-6. Appropriate.

Modern American "carer" women. by Eleanor Clymer and
Lillian Erlich.
1959. Mature 5th and 6th graders. Appropriate.

I want to be --- series.
Appropriate. Kinds of jobs.

What does a policeman do? by Johanna Johnston and
Chronicle Guidance Publications
Morevia, N.Y. 1:118

Martin Harris.
1959. Grades 4-6. Very appropriate.

Chronicle guidance service
$46.50 per year. Grades 7-9. Very appropriate.
Includes occupational briefs, career adjus ii,,t1nt posters,

Encyclopedia of careers and vocational guidance. Vol. I and
IL by Wm. E. Hooke.
1967. Grades 4-6. Very appropriate for teacher.

college

information, professional articles o

interest to

counselors, etc. b.

Finding your orbit. by Haldman, Hoffman, Moore and

Doubleday and Company, Inc.
277 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

Thomas.

1966. $1.00. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

The real book about robots and thinking machines. by

Workbook helps students analyze their abilities, interests
and aptitudes and use these insights to investigate appropriate occupational and educational opportunities. b.

Julian May.

Coward-McCann and Geoghegan Inc.

1962. $1.95. Very appropriate as a general reference but
vocabulary too high.
Discusses jobs that can be done by machines which replace
men and how this changes our economic structure. 13-

200 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016

Police: skill and science combat crime, by Carroll B. Colby.
Revised edition 1971. $3.49. Not evaluated.

Farrar, Straus and Giroux Publishing Co.
19 Union Square West, New York, N.Y. .10003

Smoke eaters: Trucks, training and tools of the nation's

Promise of the rainbow, by Rosalie K. Fry.
Very appropriate.

firemen, by Carroll B. Colby.
1954. $3.49. Grades 5-7. Very appropriate.
,

Trucks on the highway: Pickups, panels, flat beds, big rigs

Story stresses the importance of each person as a unique
individual. b.

and special purpose cargo movers. Carroll B. Colby.
1964. $3.49. Grades 5-7. Very appropriate.
Continental Press, Inc.

Fearon Pub. Inc.
2165 Park Blvd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94306

Around the neighborhood (Set)
$3.50 per book. Very appropriate.
Set of books on helpers in the community. b.

Getting a job
Very appropriate.

John Day Co.
62 West 45th St., New York, N.Y. 10036

Why a job, kinds of jobs, obtaining a job, places to go to
find a job, applications and interviews, work permits and
laws, special training, the paycheck.

Jerry works in a service station
Miscellaneous.Very appropriate.
J. G. Ferguson Publishing Company
Chicago, Ill.
Encyclopedia of careers
Grades 6-12. Not evaluated.
These, are referenex books lin "two parts) designed to
provide the student with career information on a general as
well as specific level. The career information contains

educational levels, job history, nature of the work, requirements, methods of entering, advancement, employment
.outlook, earnings, an working conditions. Covers 71 major
career fields and 650 individual occupations.
Volume I Caree Plamning. Volume II Careers and Occupabons. c.

The jobs you get
Very appropriate.
Applications and interviews.

Keeping that job
Appropriate.

Looking for o jab
Very appropriate.
Places.to look.

The Millers and ltliillire B., butcher, baker, chef.
Not evaluated.

On your own
Very appropriate.
The paycheck.

Vocations in agrvecalture
Grades 7-9. Not ,aluated.

Paycheck

Finney Company
3350 Gorham Av

Service station ,attentiant
Very appropriate_
Kinds of jObs.

e, Minneapolis, Mn. 55426

Find your job (43cTh,series)
Grades 7-9. Very Lonropriate.
Designed to help Aavv learners, underachievers and students
in special classes. b.

Occupational guidance
Very appropriate but expensive.
Grades

A series of 800 ocr.upational briefs, including those of

Very appropriate.

Starting a job
Very appropriate.
Work permits and laws.
Training for a job.
Very 'apPropriate.
Special training.

interest to jobound as well as college bound youth. b.

Grades 7-9. Very appoppriate but expensive.

Wanting a job
Very appropriate.
Why a job.

Series of books designed to give vocational assistance. to
students. World:mucks are included to help them reach
personal career der stns. b.

You and your occupation
Very appropriate.Importance of jobs, obtaining a job

Follett Publishing Company
1010 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, III. 60607

you and your pay
Very appropriate.

OccupationaLgzaidiarnmSeries

The paycheck.

Anita Powers, office worker
Appropriate but high skills level.
Changing that job..
Very appropriate.

Getting that job
Very appropriate.
Obtaining a job, places to look for a job, applications and

What then, Raman? by Shirley L. Arora.
1960. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
Book develops positive attitudes toward learning. b.
General Motors Corporation
Detroit Mi. 48202

Can i get a job? Let's find out.
Free. Comic book approach. Very appropriate.

interviews.

Holding a job.
Very Appropriate.
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Guidance

Associates,

Jovanovich, Inc.
Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570

Division

of

Harcourt

Brace

Careers in depth series
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Series of books to help students investigate a wide variety
of careers. A self-evaluation test is a part of each book. b.
C. R. Gibson and Co.
Knight Street, Norwalk, Conn. 06856

Kindness is a lot of things. by Edith Eckblad.
1967. $1.95. Not evaluated. ,
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.
757 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

School bell in the valley. by Natalie S. Carlson.
1963. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
Develops positive attitudes toward learning. b.
Harper and Row Publishers
2500 Crawford Avenue, Evanston, II. 60201

Schools without failure, by William Glasser.
Very appropriate for teachers.
So you want to be ... Series
$4.43. Grades 7-9. Appropriate,
Series of books 'on specific occupations.

Holt, Rinehart and Winston
'383 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017
Did you carry the flag, Charley? by Rebecca Caudill.
1966. $3.50. Grades K-3. Not evaluated.
Use your head, Hildy. by May Justus.
Not evaluated.
Book stresses individual responsibility,
L.C. Johnson Press, Inc.

Aviation from the ground up. by John Joseph Floherty.
Not evaluated.
Compare different occupations in and around an airport.

Mind your manners. by Betty Allen and Mitchell P. Briggs.
964. $4.00. Very appropriate.
Wh n I grow up by Lois Lenski.
Not evaluated.
Lycins and Carnahan Publishing Co., affiliate of Meredith
407 East 25th Street, Chicago,_II. 60616

Understanding your needs by Dana L. Farnsworth.
Not evaluated.
Mafex Associates, Inc.
Box 519, Johnstown, Pa. 15907

Mathematics for, employment.
Very appropriate.
Main Cooperative Extension Service
c/o Department of Education, Augusta, Me. 04330

Let's explore your career
1968. Grades 10-13. Not evaluated.
Designed to assist young people in self ar :alysis from
standpoint of interests, ability- and personality with relation
to occupational choice. b.
McCormickTMathers

Publishing Co.,

Inc.

subsidiary of.

Litton Publishing Inc.
450 West 33rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10001

Learning social skills

-

Interpersonal relations (Set). The

Challenge Reader Serie.
6 books. Non graded. Not evaluated.

Rockford, Ill.
Occupational essentials: Skills and attitudes for employment. by David J. Richter.
1970 Third Edition.Appropriate for teachers.
.Alf red A. Knopf, Inc.
501 Madison AyenUe, New York, N.Y. 10022

At Daddy's office
Very appropriate.
Mommies at work
Very appropriate
Unusual careers. by Martha Mesnzer.
1962. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

J. B, Lippincott
East Washington Square, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105

McGraw-Hill-Whittlesey House
330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036

Planning your career by Robert Calvert, Jr.
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

David McKay Inc.
750 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
All kinds of mothers, by Cecily Brownstone.
1969. $2.95. Grades K-2. Not evaluated.
McKnight and McKnight Publishing Company
U.S. Route 66 at Towanda Avenue, Bloomington, II. 61701
Planning your future$1.20. Grades 10-12. Not evaluated.
Emphasizes those developmental tasks of later adolescence

which coincide with or follow high school
gra uation. b.
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Melmont Publishers, Subsidiary of Children's Press
1224 West Van Buren Street, Chicago, II. 60612

Random House S'chool and Library Service, subsidiary of
Radio Corp. of America
457 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Our friendly helpers by Elaine Hoffman.
1954. Not evaluated.
About school helpers; Family helpers; More friendly helpers
by Elaine Hoffman and June Hefflefinger.
1955; 1954; 1954. Not evaluated.
Fathers at
Radlauer.

work;

Women

at

work

by Ruth

S.

Careers in depth library
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
In-depth investigation of one career in each book. b.
Career wise kit
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Kit includes a library of 92 books, counselor's guide, wall
charts, and student profile forms. b.

1959; 1958. Not evaluated
Julian Messner, Inc.
1 West 39th Street, New York, N.Y. 10018

Your career books
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
Series of books offering advice and information on specific
careers. Includes personal and educational requirements,

guides to colleges and schools for special training, salary

Frank E. Richards Publishing Co.
324 First Street, Box 370, Liverpool, N.Y. 13088.

Getting a job
Very appropriate.
Why get a social security card.

Getting ready for pay day
Very appropriate.

-ranges, and growth opportunities. b.

William Morrow and Company Inc.
425 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10016

The janitor's girl by Frieda Friedman.
Not evaluated.
Book stresses person's unique individuality and the contributions each person can make to a total effort. b.
Tim and the \tool chest by Jerrold Beim.
1951. Primary. Not evaluated.
Using tools.

\\.

I want a job
Very appropriate.
Why a job, applications and interviews, work permits and
laws, special training, social security cards.
On the job
Very appropriate.
importance of jobs, why a job, special training.
Richtext Press

1224 West Van Buren St., Chicago, II. 60607

is

National AssociationOf Manufa turers of the U.S.A.
277 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
Job reviews
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

I want to be (Series)
Grades 7-9. Very appropriate.

A guidance- reading program of 36 books. Also includes
pupil language skill notebooks and an annotated teachers
notebook. b.

Bookleti provide information on entry jobs not requiring

Richards Rosen Press, Inc.

more than a high school diploma. b.

29 East 21st Street, NeW York, N.Y. 10010

National Education Association
1201 16 Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

Aim high library

Unfinished stories for use in the classroom
Not evaluated.
Used to deilelop decision making skills. b.
Ohio State Bureau of Employment Services
Columbus, Ohio

Choosing your occupation
Gradas 10.12. Not evaluated.

The booklet is slanted to high school students about to
enter labor market. Self-inventory included, b.
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Grades 7-9. Very appropriate.

Series of career information books for those not planning
post-high school education. b.

Turn yourself on: Goal planning for success by Dr. Robert
Linneman:
1970. $4.00. Grades 10-12. Not evaluated.

Designed for the student who is not quite certain what he
wants out of life. b.
Scholastic Book Serviced
50 West 44th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036.

Jobs in your future
Very appropriate.
keeping the job, miscellaneous, social security cards.

My educational plans
$1.95; $.35 manual. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
Enables student to plan a realistic high school program with
the aid of 15 thorough self-appraising inventories. b.

Science Research Associates
259 East Erie Street, Chicago, II. 60611

On the job
Not evaluated.

A book about me by Edith Sherman Jay
Not evaluated.
A child's responses to the hundreds of illustr.ations in this
flexible activity book provide many insights for counselors
and teachers. b.

Our world of work

Charting your job future by Lambert C. Gilles.
$1.95. Grades 9-12. Not evaluated.

Contains self-administered tests and inventories to guide
student in making preliminary vocational and educational

This practical activity text provides self-administered in-'

decisions. b.

ventories to help students assess their interests, abilities and
personality and relate them to careers. b-

Planning your job future by Emery Stoups and Lucille

Discovering your real interests
Not evaluated.

Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
A 40 page booklet on discovering your interests, developing

Kinds of jobs, obtaining a job, work permits and laws,

Not evaluated.
Importance of jobs.

Planning my future by. Wendell P. Hill.
$.90. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Rosen [lei m.

your abilities; your personality, learning about jobs, and
Discovering yourself by Marjorie Cosgrove.
1969. $1.95. Grades 7-9. Very appropriate.

relating interest, abilities and personality to jobs. b.

Helps develop the concept of self; includes self appraisal
charts, quizzes, examples, lists films, readings, group
activities and materials for, class projects and discussion. b.

School subjects and jobs by John H. Brochard.
Grades 4-9. Not evaluated.
48 page booklet on the need to make choices and set goals,
and how school subjects relate to jobs. Includes an
excellent chart relating school subjects and jobs. b..

Do your dreams match your talents?
Very appropriate.

Social science resource book by Ronald Lippitt, Robert
Exploring the world of jobs by Donald Kitch.
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

40 page booklet covers what people do in different jobs,
how jobs differ, importance of all jobs, what employers
want, five major job groups. b.

Fox and Lucille Schaible.
1969. ApprOpriate.

Socialsciencelaboratory units in the form of situation
stories with questions. Units include: learning to use social
science; .discovering differences; friendly and unfriendly

behavior; being and becoming; individuals and groups;
Finding part-time jobs.
Appropriate.
Places to goto find a job.
Guidance series booklets
$53.'34 - set of 57. Grades 10-12. Appropriate.
57 illustrated 4E1:55 page booklets provide vocational,

educational, personal and social guidance for high school

deciding and doing; influencing each other. Glossary.

Starting work.
Very. appropriate.
Work permits and laws.

Studying human behavior by Lippitt and Fox.
Not evaluated.

students. b.

Junior guidance series booklets

21 for $3.25 or 80 cents each. Primary-Intermediate. Not
evaluated.

Booklets provide helpful directions for child as he moves'
from,childhood to adolescence. b.
Keeping the job
Not evaluated.
Keys to vocational decisions, Grades 8-12
$5.75. Not evaluated.
This hardbound text helps the student learn about himself,
ih is study habits, skills, future education and career. b.

What could I be? by Walter Lifton.
$1.32. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Introduces the world of work, guides children in viewing
occupational fields in terms of their abilities and interests,
and helps them see the value of school as preparation for
work. b.
What employers want
Very appropriate.

What good

is

math?

by

Willa

Norris and

Wallace

Man heimer.

Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
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Widening occupational roles kit
Grades 6 and above. Not evaluated.
Explores 400 different occupations

Steck-Vaughn Co.
P.O. Box 2028, Austin, Tx. 78767

pinpoints the extent
and type of education needed to prepare for a particular

The huyan value series by Clyde V..Arnspige\r.
Appropriate.
3 books-Values to learn, Values to share, Values to live by.
Teach human value relationships.

occupation. b.

Working for the city
Not evaluated.

A job for you
Your abilities by Virginia Ballard.

Kinds of jobs, places to go to find a job, etc.

80 cents. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

A booklet in Junior Guidance

Series. Covers mental,
artistic, and physical abilities, ability to make it, build it, or
fix it, and ability to get along with others. h.

U.S.

Your personality and your job.
Very appropriate.

Dictionary of occupational titles (DOT)

Government Printing Office,
Documents
Washington, D.C. 20402

1965, Vol.

I.

Division

of Public

$5.00; Vol. II. $4.25: Appropriate. High

reading level.
Charles Scribner's Sons

Vol. I alphabetical listing of 35,000 job titles and 22,..pob
definitions. Vol.
groups jobs according to work field,
purpose, product, subject matter, industry, worker traits
and abilities. b:

597 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
What do you want to be? by,Francoise Seignobose
1957. $2.75. Grades 4.6.

Health careers guidebook
1969. $1.75. Grades 7-9. Appropriate.
Written for young people, describes 200 jobs in health field
and gives information about education, training and
licensing requirements; salaries, working conditions and job
prospects. b.

Who built the dam?'by Norman Bate.
$2.50. Grades 4 -6.

Sextant Systems, Inc.
3048 N. 34 Street,. Milwaukee, Wis. 53210

Come to work with us (Beginning sextant series)
1970. Very appropriate.
Career awareness series for grades K-3. Each volume
contains 15-18 representative occupations in one industry

or occupational location. Attractive colored illustrations
depicting children in appropriate attire performing adult
work roles. b.
Junior sextant series
Grade 8. Not evaluated.

A. guidance kit designed to help eighth graders with high
school subject selection and career planning. Includes 400
job cards, 20 student workbooks, and teacher's manuals. b.
Open door books
Not evaluated.
Twenty four fascinating autobiographies by contemporarY

Americans from minority backgrounds who achieved suc-

.

Occupational outlook handbook
Published
technical.

every two

years.

Appropriate, Adult non-

Includes a section on "Tomorrow's-Jobs" and over 700
individual occupation reports. Occupations are grouped
into related fields. b.
U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
341 Ninth Avenue,New York, N.Y. 10001
(School subject) and your career (Series? 1970. Free.
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
A series of leaflets covering: biology, English, foreign
language, math, science, social science. b.

Selected characteristics of occupations by worker traits and
physical strength.
1968. $1.25. Grades 7-9. Appropriate.

cess against odds. Mini-book size. b.

A supplement to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles

Simon and Schuster, Pocket Books Inc.

which lists jobs by wOrker'traits with subdivisions by level
of strength required. b.

1 `West 39th Street, New York, N.Y_ 10018

How to win
friends and influence people by Dale Carneige.
Very appropriate teacher reference.
When I grow up by:Kay Mace.
Not evaluated.
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Viking Press, Inc.
625 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
The Cave by Elizabeth Coatsworth.
Not evaluated,
Book deals with cooperation, courage and self conficence

.

.

like to be me by Barbara Del Geddes.
Appropriate.

Careers without college
Free. Grades 7-9. Very appropriate.

Develops self-concept.

Booklet discusses the world of work and several occupational fields not requiring a college education. b.

Just me by Marie Hall Ets.
Not evaluated.

Ideas, people, things
Not evaluated.

Vocational Guidance, Universal Publishing and Distributing

235 E. 45 Street, New York, N.Y. 10017

Pamphlet points out that while most jobs require dealing
with all.three to some extent, there are some which deal
primarily with ideas, with people, or with things, or with a
combination of two of them. A few jobs classified in this

Vocational guidance manuals
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

manner are given as examples. b.

A series of books covering a wide variety' of vocational
information. b.

World of work series by Occupational Analysis Field Center
1970. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
An excellent series of booklets on jobs in Wisconsin
(examples: beef and dairy raising jobs, fruit and vegetable
processing jobs, malt liquor industry jobs.) b.

Corp.

Warp Publishing Company,
325 N. Colorado Avenue, Minden Nb. 68959
Your career
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

The World .Book Encyclopedia, Subsidiary of Field Enter-

A workbook in which to record personal data, scholastic

prises Educational Corp.
510 Merchanise Mart Plaza, Chicago, II. 60611

records, abilities and aptitudes, interests, personality traits,

post-high school plans and aspirations, requirements for
vocational fields under consideration, and a budget for

A career planning guide by Edgerton,
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

post-high education. b.

How to get the job
Very appropriate.
Applications and interviews.

Albert Whitman and Company
560 West Lake Street, Chicago, IL 60606
Busy office, busy people
Very appropriate.

The job ahead

Appropriate.
Why a job, places to go, applications and interviews, special
training, keeping the job, paycheck, miscellaneous.

Dairyman Don
Primary grades. Appropriate.

Job family series
$19.50 per set; $1.20 each. Grades 4-9. Not evaluated.
Set of-20 booklets' broadens student's range of occupational

Good morning teaches
Primary grades: Appropriate.

.

consideration. Describe jobs at several educational levels
with job families, b-

Miss Terry at the library
. Primary grades. Appropriate.

-.

Jobs in clerical work
Advanced 5th graders, Not evaluated.

Who am I? by Sally Fabry
Not/evaluated.

4

Jobs in mechanical work
Advanced 5th graders. Not evaluated.

Wisconsin State Employment Service
1 West Wilson Street, Madison, Wis. 537(12.

Junior guidance series booklets
$19.00- set of 21. Juniorhigh grades. Not evaluated.

21 illustrated 40 page bookle-ts provide education, vocational, and social guidance for junior _high students. b.

FOOTNOTES
a Bureau for Audio Visual Instruction Catalog 1971, Un ersity of Wisconsin
b

K-I2 Guide for the integration of career development i .to local curriculum, Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction December 1971

c Vocational guidance on wheels, Wisconsin Mobile Gu id nce Career Project, June 1971
d

Jipson, Frederick J. Index of special education media, 1 70

e Publisher's literature
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Films and Filmstrips Bibliography
ABC T.V. Producers
The Awesome servant
Not evaluated

Motivational film
Academy Films.
748 North Seward St., Hollywood, Cal. 90038

Airfreight
Color. 14 minutes. BAV 1 0041. $5.50. Not evaluated.
Use: Geog., S; Guid., J,S; Lang. Arts, P; Soc. St., I,J.
Demonstrates the rapidly developing pate of the movement

of produce, textiles and machinery by air transportation
means. Illustrates with care and detail the stops involved in
weighing in, loading and transporting air fre1ght Carefully
explains the work of the pilot and co-pilot, ramp agent and
control tower operators.a:

Truck transport the long haul

Black and white. 17 minutes. BAVI 3368. $3.00. Not
evaluated

Use: Lang. Arts; P; Soc. St., P, I. Shows several trucks on
the. road. Follows one large trailer truck from Los Angeles
to Spokane, Washington. Includes loading the truck with a
cargo picked up by many smaller trucks, the driver making
his safety checks before starting off, the change of drivers
along the way, ferrying the truck across the'Columbia River
and the final arrival at Spokane, a.

AIMS Instructional Media Services, Inc.
Box 1010, Hollywood, Cal. 90028

Are you ready for a job?
Color. 10 minutes, BAVI 2270. $4.50. Not evaluated.
Use Guidance, J,S. Stresses the need for preparation and
training for the better jobs available today. Emphasizes the
importance of various school subjects as they apply to the
world of work, a.

Now communications helps the community
Color. 11 minutes. BAVI 2794. $4.50. Not evaluated.
Use: Elem. Sci., P, I; Soc. Studies, P, I. Shows the role

communications play in finding a dog that has bitten a
small boy. Portrays how information is quickly disseminated throughout the community and how it leads to
constructive action. a.
Does color really make a difference?
Color. 11 minutes. BAVI 1224. 54.50. Not evaluated.
Use: Guid., P; SOc. St., P. Through artistic use of colored

raincoats, hoods and rain boots that represent different
racial groups, shows children walking home .from *school
and playing in the rain. Portrays their attitude and
treatment of one another in different, yet parallel social
situations. Presents an "open-ended" conclusion to provoke
discussion. a.

Guidance: let's have respect
Color. 10 minutes. BAVI 3857. S4.50. Not evaluated.
Use: 6trici...P, I. Shows four episodes centering on respect.
Provides visual situations leading to further discussion. a.

Guidance: working with others
Color. 10 minutes. BAVI 5673. $4.50. Not evaluated.
Use: Citizenship, P, I; Guid., P, I, .1; Soc. Probs., P,

I.

Presents four episodes each providing an "open-ended"
problem to be solved. Describes social situations pertaining
to respect for race, the opposite sex, the handicapped and
becoming involved. a.
Rules, laws and you
Color. 11 minutes. BAVI 6517. $4.50. Not evaluated.
Use: Citizenship, P, I; Soc. St.., P, I. Describes why laws and
rules are made and presents several examples where rules
are necessary. Indicates, that rules and laws are for the
benefit of all of us and are necessary for progress. a,

Transportation by helicopters
Color. 10 minutes. BAVI 1800. $4.50. Not evaluated.
User Lang. Arts, P, I; Soc. Sti Jies, P, I. Shows the flight
capabilities of the, helicopter, its various miles in transportation and ways in which it helps people do their jobs. a.

community helpers cleaners and laundries
Color. 13 minutes. BAVI 0443. $5.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Soc. Studies, P. Provides an awareness of importance
of clean clothing. Extends knowledge of the community by
showing the workers, machinery and businesses engaged in

Trucks and truck transportation
Color.10 minutes. BAVI 2803. $4.50. Not evaluated.
Use: Soc. Studies, P, I. Indicates.the importance of trucks
in bringing goods to businesses and individuals. Shows the

cleaning and laundering. a.

specialized job. a.
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basic types of trucks as well as those designed to do a

Association Films, Inc.
512 Burlington Ave., La Grange, III. 60525
Eddie, Inc.
Black and white. Free. Not evaluated.
First lesson in free enterprise. Encourages the neighborhood

boys to earn some pocket money by starting their own
business. b.

Avid Corporation, Instructional Systems Division
P. 0. Box 4263, East Providence, R.I. 02914

Employment opportunity series
Color. MR grades intermediate-junior high. Very appropri-

Avidesk include: Practical basic arithmetic skills; Counting
and using change; Basic measurement/linear/weight/liquid;
Occupational preparation; Employment opportunities;
Budgeting; Home planning; Family health and safety. c.
Getting along on the job (kit)
MR grades junior-senior high. Very appropriate.

Four filmstrips concerning job attitudes, problems, situations and necessary adjustments. b.

BFA or Bailey Films Association Educational Films
11559 Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles, Ca. 90025

ate.

Six color filmstrips with accompanying record, each deals
with one of the following subjects: ''Working in a hospital"

"Working in a laundry and dry cleaning plant" "Jobs for
young men" "Working with cars" "Working with people"
"Clerical and stock work". The entire series presents an
overview of 39 separate job classifications, designed for the
educable MR or slow learner. c.

Behind the scenes at the supermarket

Color, $120.00; Black and white, $60.00; Rental, $6.50.
Not evaluated.

Johnny visits a supermarket and learns that a great many
people, doing many different jobs, are needed to help the
supermarket serve the community. b.

Character formation (Set)
Work habits and attitudes series

Six color filmstrips. Each $6.00; Set $36.00. Grades 4-6.

Color. MR grades intermediate-junior high. Very appro-

Not evaluated.

priate.

Four color filmstrips with accompanying records dealing
with the following subjects: "Getting along on the job
parts 1, 2, 3, 4." These filmstrips review 16 habits and
attitudes which are basic to any successful work experience.
Situational characteri-ations of,..tr a means of establishing

positive work habits and attitudes. Used for educable
retarded or slow learners. c.

Safety /health /citizenship program
MR grades intermediate-junior high. Very appropriate.

Six filmstrips .dealing with safety at home, health and
hygiene, safety at work, caring for your family, driving
safety and citizenship. C.

The circus

$12.00 for set of 2. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
Children learn how animals of the circus are fed and trained
and how people of
circus live and work. 13

Factory: how a product is made
Color. 13 minutes. BAVI 4226. $5.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Soc. St., I, J. Illustrates the many steps involved in the

manufacture of a typical factory product. Starts with the
planning board of a toy factory, follows the manufacture of
idea, through its experimental
a toy from the initial
.development, engineering, production, assembly and final
sale in a retail store. a:

Career descriptioris\(Filmstrip kit)
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Six filmstrips provide career information to children:at the
intermediate level, using people, data, things approach,. b.
World of work series
MR grades intermediate-junior high: Very appropriate.

Five filmstrips-dealing With introduction to world of work,

Making friends series': How do you rate at home; How do
you rate at school; How do you rate with your friends.
Not evaluated.
Captioned filmstrips. This series designed for group discussions in a participation unit with review frames and

checklists to enable students to rate themselves at the
conclusion of each filmstrip. b.

findina a job, the job interview, the job application and
your paycheck. b..

Mimeographing techniques

Income management series
MR grades 6-12. Very appropriate.

evaluated.

Black and white. 15 minutes. BAVI 4828. $3.00. Not

Four filmstrips dealing with money, wise buying, planning a
budget and bank services. c.

Avidesk
Not evaluated.

A multi-media, self-instructional unit for use in individualized instructional programs. Prepared programs for the

Use: Bus. Ed., S,C; Teach.:C,A. Demonstrates in d tail the
procedures for hand and electric mimeographing. I . dicates
the use of the equipment for maximum efficiency.:Covers
typing and correction of a stencil, setting the stei:j1 on the

mimeographing machine, adjusting the copy, inking thestencil. and producing clean black-and-white copy. Stresses
pointers on hoW to type good stencils and how to use tools
of mimeographing. a147

People who work at night

that he just couldn't do anything right acid that he didn't

Black and white. 13 minutes. BAVI 3699. $3.00. Not

feel like trying anymore. Presents a series of conversations
with a "mirror voice" that talks to the boy about his
self-defeat attitude, emphasizes how important it is to keep
trying, to change when necessary to things he can do well,

evaluated.

Use: Lang. Arts, P, I; Soc. St., P, I; Read. Readiness, P.
Illustrates a .few of the many activities carried on by people

who work at night. Travels around the city with a taxi
driver to -observe such people as a gas station attendant, a
druggist, a bus driver, and a hotel clerk. Visits a newspaper

and to stop thinking and acting like other people expect.
Traces the boy's painful but successful struggle to rid himself of his self-defeating attitude and to keep trying

plant, a dairy, a factory, and a bakery to see people who

until he found the thing in which he was successful, a.

provide us with goods and. services. a.sdn2,

Stay in school
Color. 11 minutes. BAVI 6008. $4.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Guild., J, S. Relates the job opportunities of the new
technology to the necessary training, at least a high school
education. Provides glimpses of vocational opportunities,

but emphasizes- the vanishing opportunities for the untrained and unskilled. "Plan now and prepare carefully for
the future." aWorkers who build houses
Color, $150.00; Rental $8.00. Not evaluated.
Shows division of labor, specialization, conversion of
materials into products, payment of wages, pride of
workmanship, cooperation, supervision, quality control and
use of the product by the buyer. b.

Arthur Barr Productions, Inc.
1029 North Allen Ave., Pasadena, Cal. 91104

Charles Cahill and Associates, Inc.
5420 Melrose, Hollywood, Cal. 90028.

Bakery beat
Cole 15 minutes. BAVI 2982. $5.75. Not evaluated.

d., J, S; Home Ec., I, J, S; Clubs, J, A. Contrasts
the artisan baker operating a small ,bakery with the bakers
at a large, mass production bakery. Emphasizes the pride of
craftsmanship and shows the processes of bread making,
cake making, and cake decorating. a.
Use:

Dairy: Farm to door
Color. 11 minutes. BAVI 7695. $4.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Health, P, I; Soc. St P, I. Shows the various steps
through which milk passes between the dairy farm and the
consumer. Explains the pasteurizing and homogei.'zing
processes, the bottling and marketing processes, and refers
to the many food products which come from milk. a.

CoMmunity helpers: the sanitation department
Not evaluated.

Trucking

Black and white. 9 minutes. BAVI 2281. $2.00.-.Not
evaluated..

Use: Lang. Arts, P, I; Soc. St., P,-A, 2; Clubs, J. Portrays the

Firemen on guard
Not evaluated.

important part played by trucks of many kinds in hauling
food, oil, lumber, and cattle in ' far west. Shows a

Going places

livestock truck being serviced for a c. ip to an isolated ranch
to pick up 35 head of cattle. Shows the driver getting ready
for the run, the loading and transporting-of the cattle, and
completion of the trip at the Los Angeles stockyards. a.

Color. 8 minutes. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
Stresses importance of learning for now and the future. b.

Health: You and your helpers
Not evaluated.

We want goods and serw,.0.s

Color. 10 minutes. BAVI 7018. $4.50. Not evaluated.
Use: Lang. Arts., P; Soc. St., P. Shows that people have
many wants, including.goods and services. Indicates that we
all are consumers, and it takes many producers to provide
our goods and services. Presents our dependence upon
others for daily needs. a.

Policemen, day and night
Not evaluated;
Postman, rain or shine
Not evaluated.

Truck farm to store
Not evaluated,

Brigham Young University Dept. of A-V Communications
285 Herald R. Clark Building, Provo, Utah 84601

Mirror, mirror
Color. 22 minutes. BAVI 7295. $8.25. MR grade senior
high. Appropriate.
Use: ,Guidance, 5; Psych., C. Presents a story about an
insecure

17-year-old boy who thought that he was a

nobody, that he was dumb like some people said he, was,
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Community helpers series

Color. $25.00 per see; $6.50 eachtlmstrip. Not evaluated.
Color filmstrips visualize the services and duties of community helpers who are of significance to the child. Set No.
1: bus driver, doctor, fireman, grocer, mailman, policeman.
Set No. 2: dentist, librarian, milkman, sanitation department crew, service station attendant, street maintenance
crew. b.

Community workers series
S25.00 per set; S6.00 each filmstrip. Not evaluated.

Series helps the child understand how helpers make the
community a better place in whiCh to live. The fire house,

Jobs in the city services
Color. 11 minutes. $150.00. Not evaluated.
Audience investigates the differences between goods and
services and focuses on some people who provide services

Firemen at work, Larry helps the police, Policemen at

bus driver, 'bowling alley employeeS, repairman, theater

work, Post office workers, Workers for health. b.
Castle Productions, Division of United World Films
221 Park Avenue S, New York, N.Y. 10003

employees, laundry workers, etc. e.

Jobs in the city women at work
Color. 11 minutes. $150.00. Not evaluated.

Basic machines: drill press

Black and white. 10 minutes. BAVI 0190. $2.00. Not
evaluated.

Use: Ind. Arts, J, S, C; Ind. Mgt., C; Teach., C; Mech. Engr.,
C. Describes the drill press in dezail, its construction,
operation and use. Proceeds from a clear explanation of the
simple drill press to more complicated types. a.

Explores the world of women at work. Features women
working as newspaper printer, physician, bank teller, pilot,
mathematician, aircraft executive, realtor, etc. e.
CCM Films
866 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Basic machines: the lathe

You and your family

Black and white. 16 minutes. BAVI 0191. $2.00. Not

Black and white. 10 minutes. BAVI 2508. $2.00. Not

evaluated.

evaluated.

Use: Ind. Arts, J, S, C; Ind. Mgt., C; Teach., C. Explains use

Use: Guid., J; Sociol., S; Home Ec., J, S; CIL )s, J, A.

of lathe to shape cylindrical work, how the workpiece. is
supported between centers, and how power is applied to

Presents three typical home situations with several alternative ways of meeting those situations. Problems: (1) getting
an invitation to a dance which is forbidden by the parents:

rotate the workpiece, and how the spindle speed, -position
of the cutting tool, and rate of feed may be varied to fit the
job. Shows examples various types of lathe work. a.
Basic machines: the shaper

,

(2) helping mother with supper dishes; (3) coming home
later than the "deadline." Should be an excellent starting
point for a discussion of home responsibilities and relationships. a

Black and white. 15 minutes. BAVI 0192. $2.00. Not
evaluated.

You and your ;Wends

Use: Ind. Arts, J, S, C; Ind. Mgt., C;.Teach., C. Explains

Black and white. 8 r

shaper used to produce flat surfaces on metal. Comparison

evaluated.

with hand file

Use: Gu'id., J; Home Ec., J, S; Clubs, J. Arising out of

in purpose; does more work better and
faster. Shows how 'cutting tool is mounted and positioned;
how the workpiece is mounted; how the length of stroke,
cutting speed, and table feed are adjusted .to fit the job.. a.

Centron Educational Films
1621 West Ninth St., Lawrence, Ka. 66044

Jobs in the city - construction
Color. 9 minutes. $120.00. Not evaluated.
Giant new apartment complex takes form through the work
of construction men - general foreman, crane operator,
concrete workers, carpenters, eleCtriciatisi plumbers, etc. e.

Jobs in the city distribution

I

Color. 101/2 minutes. $135.00.1Not evaluated,

utes. BAVI 2509. $2.00. Not

several problems in human relationships at a "coke" party
at home. The observer asked to rate the actions of these
boys

and

girls

as

far

as

loyalty, good manners and

dependability are concerned. Should be an excellent starting point for a discussion of young peoples' relationships
toward one another. a.
Churchill Films
662 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles, Cal. 90069
Fathers work
Not evaluated.

Mothers work too
Not evaluated.

Traces the movement of a shipment of color TV sets from

the factory to the truck diver, warehouse' worker, retail
salesman and finally to the consumer, e.

Jobs in the city manufacturing
Color. 11 minutes..$150.1.00. Not evaluated.
Focuses on Jim Davis, welder in a factory. Illustrates how

an assembly line works, why mass production is efficient

and why Jim's job 's important to all the other factory
workers. e.

They need me
Not evaluated.

Airplanes work for us
Color. 11 minutes. BAVI. $4.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Lang. Arts, I; Soc. Studies, I. Dramatizes some of tkr
common and uncommon uses of aircraft: airplanes- and
helicopters used for fire patrol, rescue work, weather
patrol, construction of power lines and crop dusting.
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Explains air to ground communications and :,pecial group
of community occupations, a.
Our family works together
11 minutes. Primary grades. Not evaluated.
Everyone helps in a community
Color. 14 minutes. BAVI. $5.00. Not evaluatedi,
Use: Soc. St., P, I. Develops two concepts: the interdepend-

Automation. What it is and what it does
Color. 15 minutes. BAVI 4966. 55.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Gen. Sci-J, S; Soc. Probs., S; Soc. St., J, S. Explores
the meaning and levels of automation from an electric: can
opener to transfer machines in an assembly line to the more
sophisticated feedback of a computer- controlled petrole urn

refinery. Encourages exploration of the implications of
increasing automation in the future, a.

ence of people in a community and the benefits of a

Beginning responsibility: being on time

division of labor. Combines photography of real people and
things with an animated model of a community in

evaluated.

developing the story of the growth of a community and
how each person specializes in what he can do best. a.

Job interview: three young men.
Color. 16 minutes. 5,tV I. $1.00. Not evaluated.

Use: Guid., S; Soc. Probs., S. Depicts three young men
being interviewed for trainee positions. Discusses topics
raised during the interview: appearance, attitude, reliability,
motivation, school record and goals. Asks viewers to rate
the applicants. Uses hidden camera technique, a.
Job interview : three young women
Color. 17 minutes. BAVI. $6.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Guid., S; Soc. Probs., S.- Depicts three young women

being interviewed for trainee positions. Discu,,suz topics
raised during the interview: appearance, attitude,
motivation, school record, and goals. Asks viewers to rate
applicants. Uses hidden camera technique. a.

Black and white. 11 minutes. BAVI 3996. $2.25. Not
Use: Guid., P, I; Soc. St., P. Presents Jimmy, who misses
out on things_ because he is not on time, as he observes
firemen and train engineers and ealizes how important it is
to come when called and to be prompt. Finds him learning
that he'can help himself by getting ready in advance and by
estimating how long it takes to get things done, a.
Beginning responsibility: books and their caie

Black and white.

11

minutes. BAVI 4659. $2.25. Not

evaluated

Use: Guid., P; Lang. Arts, P. Shows some of the important
steps in the proper care -of a book: how to open and shut it,
and hoW not to soil it, the proper kind of bookmark, where

to keep the book when not in use, and how to mend it if
damaged. Stresses that books are something to appreciate
and enjoy, a.
Beginning responsibility: lunchroom manners

Black and white.

11

minutes. BAVI 5077. $2.25. Not

People of the western shore
Color. 16 minutes. BAV I. $6.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Geog., I, J; Soc. St., I, J. Surveys certain key industries
along our Pacific Coast region through the daily lives of the
workers and their families. Develops the concept of
interdependence of man; that each person contributes
something in goods or services and is dependent on others

evaluated.

for other things and that the development of a country

Beginning responsibility: other people's things

depends on the cooperation of all its people as yr

.or, and

as individuals. a.

Use: Guid., P. Illustrates good manners and shows why they
are important to a pleasant lunch hour. Uses Mr. Bungle, a
puppet, to represent bad manners. Discusses keeping in line,

cleaning tables, washing hands and proper behavior while
eating. a.

Black and :white.

11

minutes. BAVI 3993. $2.25. Not

evaluated.

Use: Guid., P, I, Soc., St., P, I. Helps children recognize and

Coronet Films
65 East South Water St., Chicago, H. 60601

practice the habit of respecting the property of others.
Snows a group of children drawing pictures which tell a

Are you popular? 2nd Edition

story of. what results when property is damaged and when
there is carelessness with other people's things. Conveys the
fact that positive social attitudes and cooperation have real

Black and white.

11

minutes. BAVI 0131. $2.00. Not

evaluated.

advantages. a.'

Use: Guid., J, S. Shows that Caroline and Wally are popular

and welcome in any group because they are considerate,

friendly, and interested in other people. Presents their
examples as a helpful guide to the personal and. social
problems commonly faced by teenagers. a.

Aptitudes and occupations, 2nd edition
16 minutes. Secondary level. Not evaluated.
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Beginning responsibility: rules at school

Black and white.

1-1

minutes. BAVI 6164. $2.25. Not

evaluated

Use: Guid., P; Soc. St.. !" Applies the concept of reasons
for rules to the larger community and other aspects of 1497.
Shows a basic principle c dimocracy in operation as a class
makes its oovn rules for a e sit to a museum. Shows hovVthe
trip becomes more interesting and pleasant because of the
rules. a'

Beginning responsibility: taking care of things

Black and white. 10 minutes. BAVI 0226. $2.00. Not
evaluated.

Use: Guid., P; Lang. Arts, P; Psych., C; Soc. St., P; Teach.,
C. In story form tries to make reasonable and meaningful to
the small child that he should take care of things at home
and at school. Shows how to take care of things, using toys,
clothes and other things familiar to the child, a,
Beginnii

-esponsibility: using money wisely

Black anu white.

11

minutes. BAVI 6850. $2.25. Not

evaluated.

Use: Guid., P, 1; Teach., A. Shows simple economic faCts

about money and its use. Relates how things may be
obtained by trading, but most purchases require money.
Points out that money is exchanged for time and skills,
such necessities as food, clothing, housing, taxes, and
savings, and that careful choices are necessary to keep
within one's income. a.
Careers in the building trades
11 minutes, 16 mm. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Film shows Bob observing carpenters, plumbers, bricklayers, electricians, painters, plasterers, and glaziers on a
construction site. Also relates school subjects to building
trades. b-

Aptitudes and occupations
Color. $195.00. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
A counselor and a group of students examine achievement,

aptitude and interest tests used to help students in the
selection of satisfying occupations. b.
Choosing your occupation
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Self appraisal, occupational possibilities, preparation requirements and guidance services are covered. b.

CommUnication for beginners
11 minutes. Primary grades. Not evaluated.

Dairy Farm, 2nd edition
Color. 14 minutes. BAV 1 0522. $5.75. Not evaluated.
Use: Lang. Arts, P, I; Soc. St., P; I;' Read. Readiness, P.

Shows life on a midwestern dairy farm: the cultivating,
harvesting, and storing of feed crops, the feeding and
milking of the cows, and the pfeparation of the milk for
market. Follows Dick and Betty .Lou in typical, daily
routine activities on a dairy farm; a.
Developing responsibility

r:!ack and white

$65.00, Color - $130.00. 11 minutes.

Ci--odes 4-6. Not evaluated.

Stoi v of boy and dog" points out that responsibility entails
hard work, difficult deCisions and missing out on fun but it
also naves great satisfaction. b.

Everyday Courtesy, 2nd edition
Black and white. 11 minutes. BAVI 670. Not evaluated.
Use: Citizenship, 1; Lang. Arts, I. Shows that courtesy
involves both speal;ing and listening. Shows the need for
learning about courteous forms of introductions, extending
and accepting or& and written invitations, showing respect
for one's elders and other social acts that make it easier and
more pleasant for everyone. a.
Fairness for beginners

Black and white.

11

minutes. BAVI 1959. $2.25. Not

evaluated.

Use: Guid., P; Lang. Arts, P; Soc. St., P. Shows how in
Tommy's room, the "Farmer in the Dell" is not only a
game but starts a lesson in fairnesS. Pictures the children all

finding ways of being fair whether working in their room,
playing outside, or taking turns at the drinking fountain.
Describes how, by sharing, taking turns, choosing fairly,
and respecting the rights of others, they mak theirs a
happy class, a-

Family life
Black and white. 11 min. BAV 1 0699. $2.00. Not evaluated.

Use: Guid., J, S; Teach., C; Sociol., S; Clubs, J, A. Presents
typical family problems due to mismanagement of money,
time, and responsibilities. Shows one faMily solving these

problems through application of four principles of home
management: scheduling work and activities, taking responsibilities, earning privileges, and intelligent handling of
finances. Poses the question "What can YOU do to help

your family have a better family Vera.
Fred meets a bank
11 minutes. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Earning money while going to school.
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
Golden rule: a lesson for beginners

Black and white. 11 minutes. BAVI 0721. $2.00. Not
evaluated.

Use: Guid., P, I; Lang. Arts, P, I; Soc. St., P, I. Interprets
the Golden Rule, a standard accepted by religions all over
the world, in a visual manner clearly understood by young
children. Uses everyday situations to which the rule applies

and thus encourages children to apply it to their own
actions. a.

High school: your challenge

Black and white. 16 minutes. BAVI 0926. $3.00. Not

evaluated.
Use: Guid., J, S, C; Soc. St., J. Tells the story of a boy who

had considered dropping out of school but elected to
remain and the change in the boy's attitude, developing
,from his awakened insights, a.
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H6v1i friendly are you?
;:1.1-:k and white. 11 minutes. BAVI 0983. $2.00. Not
!)se:

C,'

,!?n,-Iship

I, J; Clubs, J_ Presents the idea of what
is, what it means, and how to make friends.

.e..,:snstrates characteristics of friendliness such as gener-

.

and consideration. Emphasizes the two-way "givenr.l.iake' nature of friendship, its responsibilities as well as
reward;. a.

Keep up with your studies
Black and white. 10 minutes. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
Motivates interest in doing well. b.
Kindness to others
Not evaluated.

Shows Sam's experiences with his classmates and the
pleasures that come from practicing kindness. b.

Learning from disappointments
LetAing along with others
(.31a,:.ac

and white.

11

1961. Black and white

minutes. BAVI 27A7. $2.25. Not

evaluated.
One; Guid., P. Considers the development of attitudes as

$65.00, Color

$130.00. 11

minutes. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Helps in growing up and learning to handle a common
a

problem, disappointments. b.

Jess learns how to get along with each other in games, at
;ionie and at school. a.
Helpers who come to our house
11 minutes. Primary grades. Not evaluated.

Let's share with others
Black and white. 11 minutes. Not evalua--(1.
On different way', of shat ing; when we should and should
not share. b.

How To Get Cooperation

Life in a coal mining town

black and white. 10 minutes. BAVI 1000. $2.00. Not

Black and white - $65.00, Color

$130.00. 11 minutes.

evaluated.

Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Use: Guid., J, S, C; Citizenship, J, S; Soc. Probs., J; Soc.
St., J; Clubs, J, A. Presents fundamental place of group
action in our society and suggests ways of enlisting

shows the many economic uses of coal. b.

cooperation of others to this end. Demonstrates need for a
variety of methods while showing how desired ends can be

Mind your manners

attained more readily through working effectively with

evaluated.

others. a.

How to investigate vocations

Black and white.

11

minutes. BAVI 1342. $2.25. Not

evaluated.

Use: Citizenship; J; Guid., J, S. Tells how a high school boy
started out to investigate possible vocations by taking tests
to determine his interest traits, reading books cx, different
vocations, listing questions to which he wanted answers,
and talking to people in various occupations. Shows him in
a summer job picked to give him a chance to find out about
his final selection of an occupation, a.

Film focuses on family life in a Kentucky mining town and

Black and white.

11

minutes. BAVI 0914. $2.00. Not

e: Citizenship, J; Home Ec., J; Lang. Arts., I; Soc. St., I,
.J. Brings out the value of good manners by showing how

k owing what to do puts one at ease. Stresses such
s ituations as telephone and table manners, courtesy toward
dies, and manners on a bus. a.
The new house: where did it come from
,Primary grades. Not evaluated:-

Child learns that many people work together to build the
houses we live in. b.

People are different and alike
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

How to keep a job

Black and white.

11

minutes. BAVI 1002. $2.00. Not

evaluated.
Use: Guid., S, C; Com., S; Ind. Arts, S; Clubs, J. Dramatizes

effectively the importance of dependability, cooperation,

initiative, and loyalty on the job. Shows examples of
attitude and work which "get by" when times are good but
which lead to lay-offs during retrenchment. Stresses the
qualities leading to satisfaction and advancement with a
company. a.

Personal qualities for job success

Black and white.

11

minutes. BAVI 2616. $2.25. Not

evaluated.

Use: Guid., J, S, C; Soc. Work, 5; Clubs, J. Shows three
young people in interviews for positiuns. Brings out the
qualities deemed important in securing and holding a job. a.
Playground safety, 2nd edition

Black and white. 11 minutes. BAVI 1711. $2.25, Not
evaluated,

I want to be a secretary

Color, 18 minutes. BAVI 1036. $3.50, and Black and
white. 18 minutes. BAVI 1037. $3.00. Not evaluated.

Use: Comm., S; Guid., S; Teach., C. Discusses clerical
aptitudes and gives important clues to aspirants as to their
own chances of success in this field, a.
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Use: Safety, P, I, J. Shows how to recognize danger zones

existing on a playground and what to do about them.
Emphasizes safe play area, keeping out of the way of
others, and' learning to play correctly. Dramatizes the
violent forces of many objects as a baseball bat and the safe
use of playground equipment. a.

School rules: how they help us

Black and white. 9 minutes. BAVI 2726. $2.25. Not
evaluated.

opinions. Illustrates each principle with episodes on the
playground, on the street, or in the halls. a-

Use: Citizenship, J; Guid., 1, J; Soc. St., I, J. Shows
everyday rules in action on the city street, on the basketball

We go to school, 1st edition

court, and in school halls. Pictures a boy trying to gain
exception to the library rules and thus shows that school
rules are ways to make life in school smoother, more

evaluated.

pleasant and to help people to get along together, a.

Black and white. 10 minutes. BAVI 2392. $2.25. Not
Use: Lang. Arts, P, I; Guid., C; Psych., C; Teach.; C, The
story of a boy entering a new elementary school, and of the
various activities he finds there. Illustrated are the importance of taking turns at work and play, keeping everything

Sharing time in our class
Color. 11 minutes. BAVI 4224. $4.50. Not evaluated:
Use: Guid. P; Lang. Arts P; Teach. C, A; Read. Readiness P.
Demonstrates in a classroom situation ways for carrying out

in its proper place, cooperation, consideration of others,

an effective sharing time among young children. Emphasizes that children sl- illd nlan whit they ate going to say
and that they should speak distinctly. a.

1970. Color. 11 minute

,res in our community

Black and whit.. 10 minutes. BAVI 3222. $2.25. Not
evaluated.

Use: Lang. Arts, P; Soc. St., P. Gives a general appreciation
of the services stores provide and establishes the relation-

ship between stores and the families in the community.
Piscusses_differences_between_individual stores and- department stores; shows where stores get the goods they sell; and

gives examples of the many operations that go on in a

acrd sharing. a.

We go to school, 2nd edition

B,, JI 7686. $4.50. Not evalu-

ated.

Use: Guidanc, , P; Lamy. ,1 ts, P; Psych., C; Teaching, C.
Presents idea to youngsters that school is Made especially

for them. Demonstrates classmates who are working together, helping each other, helping their teacher, and
working by themselves. Encourages audience to relate the
film's activities to their own. a.
What to do about upset feelings
11 minutes. Not evaluated.

On understanding why you are upset; facing responsibility.

b.

Store. a'

Where do our letters go?

Truck farm

Black and white.

11.

minutes. BAVI 4051. $2.25. Not

evaluated.

Use: Lang. Arts, P, I;
St., P, I. Introduces Bill and
Cathy who live with their parents on the family's truck.
farm. Shows how the children help with planting, harvest-

Black and white. 11 minutes. BAVI 3617. $2.25. Not
evaluated.

Use: Lang. Arts, P, I; Soc. St., P, I. Follows the invitations
that Jerry's sister and mother are sending out for a surprise

party on Jerry:- how letters are prepared' for mailing,
handled at the post office, and reach their destination. a.

ing and other jobs when they are not in school. Shows whit
work is done on a truck farm, what the farm produces,,end
where its products go. a.

Where does our meat come from?

Ways to good habits

evaluated.

Black and white. 10 minutes. BAVI 2390. $2.00. Not

Use: Soc. St., P, I. Takes us behind the scenes to show
where me:-. 'tomes from starting with the raising of cattle,
hogs, and sheep. Visits the stockyards, packing plant, and
ends with the shipment at the supermarket. a

Black and white.

evaluated.

Use: Guid., J; Psych.; C; Teach., C; Clubs, J. Illustrates
many kinds of good and bad habits among boys and girls in
such areas as sports, safety, health, and personality. Stresses

11

minutes. BAVI 5078. $2.25. Not

the methods of building good habits by deciding on-what

You and your parents

habits to build, getting sor.ieone to help, starting right

Black and white. 13 minutes BAVI 2510. $3.00. Not

away, and practicing regularly without slipping back to the
old habit. a
Ways to settle disputes.

Black and white. 10 minutes. BAVI 2391

$2.00. Not

evaluated.

Use: Guid., P; I ; Phys. Ed., P, I; Psych., C; Safety ,P, I; Soc.
St., r-", I; Teach., C; Clubs, J. Describes means of children's

getting along together in spite of differing points of view.
ShoWs that battling is no fun; compromise is better:
Emphasizes four principles in settling disputes: compromise, obeying the rides, finding the facts, and finding.

evaluated.

Use: Citizenship, J; Guid., S, C; Teach., C; Clubs, A. Takes
the typical problem of a young man in high school whose
parents seem unwilling' to relinquish parental authority on
such things as the hours he keeps. Shows the reluctance of
parents to relinquish authority and the necessity for young
people to demonstrate their ability to assume responsibility
successfully. Stresses need for mutual understanding be:
tween parents and their adolescent children in solving such
. problems. a.
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Your communication skills: reading
1969. Black and white. 11 minutes. BAVI 7357. $2.25: Not

Your job: fitting in

evaluated.

evaluated.

Use: Eng., J; Lang. Arts, I. Points out that understanding
written messages involves more than understanding of the

Use: Guidance, S, C. Describes the importance of learning
and following company rules, learning from mistakes and
paying close attention to instructions. Indicates he ,pfu1
attitudes to have when starting a job. a

symbols used and the ability to adjust reading speeds.
Emphasizes that understanding requires the ability to

Black and white. 16 minutes. BAVI 4583. $3.50. Not

distinguish fact from fiction and to relate the new messages

to the many messages and ideas already stored in one's

Your job: you and pour boss

brain, a.

Black and white.

16 mi-Int,ito,

RAVI 4534. V. i(). Not

evaluated.

Your communication skills: speaking
Black at J.1 whitrnin_ites. ':,AV! 7358.

We. Guidarit 3, C. Discusses the relationship between
worker and boss as seen from both points of view. Uses

evaluated.

interviews with supervisors and employees, answering many
of the questions faced by yoUng people regarding dependa-

Use: Eng., J: Lang. Arts, I; Speech, I, J. Presents demonstrations showing why a speaker must select his language to suit
his audience, how he can help control his own nervousness

bility, familiarity and authority. a

and ways he can avoid boring, confusing, or angering his
listeners. Uses an animated "communication line" to show

Your job: getting ahead

the path a message takes between speaker and listener. a.

evaluated.
Use: Guidance, S, C. Interviews experienced workers, giving

Ycur communication skills: writing
1969. Black and white. 11 minutes. BAVI 7359. S2.25. Not

tips on getting ahead. Uses example of a young man

evaluated.
Use: Lang. Arts,

about changing jobs, recognizing dead end jobs, picking
areas for advancement and planning for additional education. a

I, J. Demonstrates how information,

feelings and abstract ideas can all be communicated froin
one person to another with the proper words. Shows the
importance of selecting words which will

av

',

rcAder

misinterpretation and will most accurately communicate a
particular message. Describes what effects the appearance
of a written message may have on the reader. a.

You and your work

Black and white.

11

minutes. -BAVI 2511. $2.00. Not

Black and white. 16 minutes. BAVI 4585. $3.50. Niit

entering a career as a newspaperman. Discusses questions

Your job: good work habits

Black and white. 14 minutes. BAVI 4586. $3.00. Not
evaluated.

Use: Guidance, S, C. Interviews two high school graduates
on their first full-time jobs in which they recognize work of
good quality, done with safety and satisfaction. Indicates

that good work habits, such as working steadily, con-

evaluated.

centrating and planning ahead can lead to a prom ition, a

Use: Guid., J, 5, C; Teach., C; Clubs, J. The story of 'a
young man finding himself after being "fired" from his job
of part-time work. Shows how boredom and lack of interest
result primarily from one's attitude towards his work and

raise and other benefits. a.

how success and satisfaction result from a positive attitude.

Illustrates point of view of a successful young carpenter,

Career counseling films (series)
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

farmer, secretary, and salesman. a

A series of 40 films, 14 to 17 minutes in length, make up

Counseling Films, Inc.

this career counseling library. Available in 16 mm. or super

Your job: finding the right one

Black and white. 14 minutes. BAVI 4581. $3.00. Not
evaluated.

Use: Guidance, S,C..Shows the importance of finding the
"right" job. Describes how the consideration of abilities,
interests and training are factors in finding jobs. Indicates
ways to organize a plan of action which will result in job
offer. a;

Your job: 'applying for it

-8. b.
Louis DeRochemont Associates
18 East 48th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017

Jobs in the health field
1967. Color. 11 minutes. $43.09 or free loan. Grades 4-6.
Not evaluated.
Color film on health careers highly recommended by
NVGA. b.

Black and white. 14 minutes. BAVI 4582. $3.00. Not

When I'm old enough, goodbye!

evaluated.

Black and white. 25 minutes. BAVI 5468. $2.00. Not

Use: Guidance, S, G. DisCusses the typical way of applying
for jobs. Describes the importance of appearance, getting
good leads on jobs, perserverance and making the most of

evaluated.

your assets. a-

school and take a job. Considers the reason for dropouts,
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Use: Guid., S. Portrays dramatically the problem Doug
encounters "on the outside" after his -decision to 'quit

the false reasoning behind them, their tragedies and possible
solutions. a.

Educational Film Library Assn., Inc.
17 W. 60 St., New York, N.Y. 10073

Denoyer-Geppert Times Mirror
5235 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III. 60640

Goir places
1960. Color
e

Wonderful world of work series
Black and white. Several purchase Dlar Primary grade..
Not evaluated.
iIr,trips and records deal Specifically with the occupations children most often see around the home, pointing
out the skills that these workers must acquire to satisfac-

evaluated.

Titles consist of: Moving to a new place, A new place to
live, Your city helpers, City transportation, Lookirif; f,,r a

Getting a job is a job
Color. 17 minutes. BAVI 7114. $6.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Guidance, S. Follows two young people as they seek
employment, pointing out right and wrong ways of
applying for a job. a

job, Using the want ads, Arvs
he want-ads, ii
out an appliiri%ition, Filling or,,rt 4 rmethcal record, The
a job, The first day on the job, Getting
along on the rob, Safety on the job, The role of the union,
On the job benefits, The first paycheck, How to handle
your money, Opening a savings account (interest), Opening
a checking account. Checking on your expenses, Buying
carefully, Installment buying, Borrowing money, Sending

Walt Disney Productions, Educational Film Division
3505 Buena Vista Avenue, Burbank Ca. 91503

Doubleday and Company, Inc., School and Library Division

Garden City, L.I., New York 11530
Careers series films
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Tits ii,clude: agribusiness; clerical; communications; construction; education; general services; government service;
health service; leisure industries; making a choice; mechanical; sales; and technicians. b

Jackson, PA is

pre 4r-ern.
80 film lessons and 40 student learning manuals. Not

90037

class discussion. a

.

Educational Projections Corp.
527 Cornmerc4i:

Dibie-Dash Productions, Motion Pictures

natives leading to certain consequences are explored. A
final solution is not offered. The problem is left open for

cr Grades 7.9. Not

for students. Used to motivate toward
education and
training for careers, b

4949 Hollywood Boulevard (Suite 2081 Hollywood, Ca.

Use: Citizenship, P, 1; Soc. Probs., P, I. Poses the question
(through a dramatized incident) of what to do when
someone deliberately trips you. Various options and alter-

lutes. 16 -nrri

ir,sy
n age rs taking over jobs to which they
aspire. A youthful narrator offers constructive suggestions

torily perform their jobs. b

Fight
1970. Color. 8 minutes. BAVI 7537. $3.50. Not evaluated.

R

wiled

money to the family, Keeping in touch with the family,
When you get sick, Staying healthy, If you get into trouble,
Finding out about other jobs in your company, How school
helps to prepare you for advancement, Boy friends and girl

friends, How to plan your recreation, A well-balanced
individual, Six success stories.

Each title contains two filmstrips and one learning manual.
Filmstrip A is a concept or motivation lesson, filmstrip B
expands the concept covered in filmstrip A and develops
skills in reading, grammar and math. A self check learning
manual gives additional practice in reading and math.
Available as complete program of 40 units or each unit
available individually. c
Educational Reading Service Inc.
East 64 Midland Avenue
Paramus, N.J. 07652

Pat Dowling Pictures

1056 South Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles 35, Cal.

Fathers go away to work

1959. Slack and white. 11 minutes. Primary grades. Not

evaluated.

, Educational EnCchment Materials, Inc.
Norwalk, Con. 06351

I want to be . .. series
Black and white. Primary grades. Not evaluated. Filmstrips designed to introduce children to various career
areas, doctor, firemen, librarian, nurse, pilot, teacher. b.

Fathers at work
$42.00 for set of 6; $7.00 each. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
Shows six .fathers working at different occupations. My dad
is

a: carpenter; moving man; shoe store worker; factory
worker; supermarket worker; and service station worker. b.
Mothers Work, Too
$42.00 for set of 6; $7.00 each. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
My mother is a: waitress; dental assistant; works in a bank;

works in an office; works in a drugstOre; and works at
home. b-
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They need me
$42.00, each 57.00.

and friends. b.

guided in and out. Planes_made ready for their passengers;
ticket sales, baggage and mail handling, food trays preparation, and the work of the supervisors. Follows one big DC-6
flight from hangar to takeoff. Precautions and procedures
in handling private plane traffic, a-

What do you think

Are manners important

$42.00, each S7.00. Gi adv's 4-6. Not evaluated.
Encourages childrer
critically about Their
values. b.

evaluated.
Use: Lang. Arts, P, I; Soc. St., P, 1. Uses everyday events to

4-6. Not evaluated.

Makes children aware c r emotional and social interdependency between themselves and their family members

Black and white.

11

minutes. BAVI 3092. S2.25. Not

show that manners are needed to keep things running
School helpers

Black and white. $32.50 for 6 filmstrips. Grades K-3. Not

smoothly. Pictures what happens at home, on the street, on
the playground, and at school, when someone fails to give

evaluated.

consideration to the rights of others. Ends with questions

Series makes students aware of contributions by school

for viewers to discuss. a-

staff. Told through a s,rmnIn story. b.

Edu-craft, Inc.
6475 Dubois, Detroit, Mica. 48211

Autumn on the farm
Color. 10 minutes. BAVI 0167.
intermediate grades. Appropriate.

$4.00. MH primary-

Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Use: Lang.. Arts., P, I; Nat. Sci., P. I; Read. Readiness, P;
Soc. St., P, I. One of a series of four color films on the
seasons, filmed during the months of September, October

World of work filmstrip kits

and November. A portrayal of the autumn season, the
harvest, preparation for winter months. Joan and Jerry

The WOW Series was conceived as an answer to the need for

Johnson [..w'king apples; seeing a grasshopper, goldenrod,

bringing the world of work into the classroom. The series
consists of brief, informative, realistic filmstrip tr;...3tments
of various occupationsexplaining their nature and import-

wild asters and milkweed pods; watching the filling of a

Con), ,o work with us

ance.

silo, and picking grapes. Other scenes showing harvesting'
corn by machine, finding pumpkins, gathering hickory nuts,
a chipmunk busily searching for food, a skunk looking for
food and a flock of turkeys. a.

World of work filmstrip kit K-3
Not evaluated.

Basic eleme rs of production

Each kit contains a filmstrip, record and study guide in the
following categories: Wally, the work watcher; Th;: Newspaper boy; The Junior house-maker; Drug storz; Super.

evaluated.

market; Servistation; Electrical servicers; Gas and oil
servicers; TelephOne servicers; Mail delivery; and Dairy

Black and white. 13 minutes. BAVI 3241. $3.00. Not
Use: Econ., S, C; Soc. Probs., S; Soc. St., C, A. Presents two
very different production methods
the slow simple

World of work filmstrip kit

production of handmade pottery and the assembly line
production of aluminum pots. Demonstrates how basic to
both are the four elements of production: Natural resources, labor, capital, and management. Brings out the

Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

need for efficient use of these elements. a.

Product delivery. d.

Each kit contains a filmstrip, record and guide: The kits
cover the following categories: What else do fathers do?;
Just what do mothers do?; It's in your hands; Food, shelter,

clothing (Home Economics); Helping the healing hands
(Health); Getting the goods to users (Distributive occupations); A matter of business (office occupations); It's the

The Community baker
Black and white - $60.00; color $120.00. 11 minutes. MH
'intermediate grades. Appropriate.
Shows step by step process of bread making, packaging and
selling. b.

growing thing (natural resources); At your service (Personal

Services); Raw steel to rolling wheels (technical and
industrial); The electrical workers; The gas and oil workers;
the Telephone workers. d.
Encyclopedia Britarrica Films, Education Corp.
Educational Services Dept., Chicago, III.

Airport
Black and white. 10 'minutes. BAVI 0057. $2.25. Not
evaluated.

Use: Aero., S; Eny., J, S; Lang. Arts, P, I; Soc. St., P, 1.
Typical activities around a busy airport. How flights are
156

Dairy farmer
Color. 17 minutes. BAVI 6482. $6.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Ag., S, A; Soc. St., I, J; Clubs, J, A. ReVeals the work
and way of life of the modern dairy farmer. Highlights his
problems and examines the economic and geographical
factors of dairy industry development. Illustrates and
contrasts the large ultra-modern highly mechanize'd farmer
with the small modern, family-owned and operated farm. a.
Developing your personality
Black and white. Not evaluated.

Eggs

Keeping clean and neat

Black and white. 11 minutes. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Black and white. 10 minutes. BAVI 3883. $2.00. Not

Care and feeding of hens - candling, packing, storing and
shipping of eggs. b.

Farm family in spring
Color. 16 minutes. BAVI 1118. $6.75. Not evaluated.
Use: Geog., P, I; Soc. Studies, P, I. Takes place on a farm
around Whitewater, WisConsin. Describes the activities of
the family while planting garden and field, tending to the
birth of a calf, taking trips to town and choosing a 4-H club
project. a.

evaluated.

Use: Health, I. Emphasizes the social values o1 cleanliness
and neatness. Shows how these qualities can be achieved.
Uses, two eighth grade students who.visit lower grade rooms

to select helpers for their assembly program. Uses flashback technique to show how these two achieved their good
appearance. a.

The Lighthouse
Color, $135.00.12 minutes. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
Story of a boy whose father is a lighthouse keeper.

Getting a job

Black and white. 16 minutes. BAVI 3040. $3.00. Not
_evaluated.

Use: Guid., S; Soc. Probs., S. Introduces a high school
senior who has decided he can no longer put off the matter
of looking for a job and who therefore decides the general
area into which he wants to go by listing possible
employers. Shows the school's vocational counselor suggesting low he can learn about these various companies, whom

Making work easier
1964. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
Machines and safety - shows how scientific principles ease
work. b-

Office courtesy

Black and white.

11

minutes. BAVI 2926. $2.25. Not

interviews. Outlines six possible roads to a job. a-

evaluated.
Use: Comm., S, C; Ind. Mgt., A. Allows a receptionist to see
herself as others see her and thus shows the results of both

Getting along with parents

courteous and discourteous behavior to both the individuals'
concerned and the company. a.

to contact and what information to prepare prior to the

Black and white. 15 minutes. BAVI 3252. $3.00. Not
evaluated.

Use: Guid., S; Clubs, J, A. Looks at the question of mutual
respect between teenagers and their parents. Uses,a situation in which six high school students decide to visit a night
club after the Junior Prom. Shows parents' opposition for
different reasons, disclosing varied family backgrounds and
attitudes. Points out the two sides to the problem and that
both have a right to be heard. a.
Getting the news

Color. 16 minutes. BAVI 1135. $6.75. Not evaluated.
Use English, J; Guidance, I. J; Soc. Studies, 1. Shows the
various ways in which we obtain news. Discusses the
function of new media: functions and duties of reporters,
the police teletype, radio, wire services, television, niotion
picture, and video tape. Illustrates how new media gathers
information on a story connected with a local man and
child who might be carrying smallpox. a.

Orange grower
11 minutes. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Office Etiquette

Black and white. 14 minutes. BAVI 1552. $3.00. Not
evaluated.

Use: Comm., J, S, C; Guid., J, S; Psych., C; Clubs, J, A.
Presents interestingly the basic rules of office etiquette:
know your job and enjoy it; enjoy the people you work
with; be considerate of them; and be considerate of your
employer. Illustrates such points as admitting mistakes,
accepting criticism graciously, organizing and planning

work efficiently, helping others, and courtesy on the
telephone. a-

Our community services.

1970. Color. 14 minutes. BAVI 7589. $4.75. Not evaluated.

Use: Soc. St.,

Good citizens
Color. 11 minutes. BAVI 6412. $4.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Citizenship, P. Explores good citizenship practices at

home, at school and in the community. Relates individual
behavior to the welfare of the community and the entire
country. a.
Geography series

Black and white. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
Explores occupations found in given regions of the U.S. b.

Growing up
Primary grades. Not evaluated.

P. Illustrates some basic public services
provided for the people in an urban community. Points out
the difference between public and private services. Explains

how community services are paid for by various taxes.
Shows how the people can utilize their existing public
I

services to improve their community. a.

Policeman 2nd edition
Color. 11 minutes. BAVI 3715. $3.75, and black and white.
11 minutes. BAVI 1718. $4.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Read. Readiness, P; Lang. Arts, P; Civics, J. Follows a
typical patrolman through one of his regular shifts of duty.
In due course, the use of motorcycles and patrol cars with
two-way radio communication is demonstrated and ex-
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plained. Lessons in pedestrian and vehicular 'traffic safety

Program No. 117 Occupational education series

are developed, along with the role of the policeman in

MH junior high grades. Appropriate but several mistakes

rescue work and the apprehension of a speeding driiier. a.

within series.
Kit containing 9 filmstrips, 4 records, teachers guide. Titles

Spring on the farm
Color. 10 minutes. BAVI 2086. $3.50. MH primaryintermediate grades. Very appropriate.
Use: Lang. Arts, P, I; Nat, Sci., P, I; Read. Readiness, P;
Soc. St., P, I. Photographed in Wisconsin's open rural areas.
Shows characteristic seasonal conditions of the shrubbery,

include: The ABC's of getting and keeping a job; Fixing a
flat tire; The Gas station attendant; How to use your

of vegetation and of animal life. Particularly good for
establishing readiness backgrounds among children who are
not closely identified with rural life. Leisurely pace,
well-chdsen narration, excellent photography. a.

checkbook; The Job interview; The Nurse's aide; The
School cafeteria worker; The Stocker in a supermarket; The
Variety store; The Waitress.
The American farmer and our food supply (series)
Not evaluated.

Wonderful world of work
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Truck driver

Black and white. 16 minutes. BAVI 4528. $3.50. Not
evaluated.

Education in a democracy
Not evaluated.

Use: Soc. St., P, I. Dramatizes the events that occur during

a single trip in the working life of a long-distance truck
driver, from the time he reports for work in Chicago until

Getting along with friends.
Not evaluated.

he reaches his destination at Sandusky, Ohio. Describes the

"organization of a truck terminal an,' demonstrates how it
operates. Suggests the importance of the trucking industry

School days
Not evaluated.

to local and national life. a.

Sticking to your job
Truck farmer.

Black and white.

Not evaluated.
11

minutes. BAVI 2280. $2.00. Not

evaluated.

Use: Soc. St., I, J; Geog., S. Treats the geography of the
Rio ;Grande delta and provides authentic recordings of the
probleMs and activities of a truck farmer. Reproductions of
conversations between the 'farmer and a visiting tourist, and
a discussion of crop matters by the farmer's family, provide

Patterns of behavior (series)
Grades 4-6, 9 Filmstrips. Not evaluated.

Rise of industrial America
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

a knowledge of their problems and methods of solution.
The. labor question with respect to the employment of
Mexican families for field work is clearly portrayed.

Where our daddies work
Primary grades. Not evaluated.

Planting, irrigating, spraying, harvesting, packing and shipping truck crops are shown in detail. Scenes of the farmer's
homelife focus attention upon living standards made
possible by the application of scientific farming methods. a-.

Work and ?(ay at school
Not evaluated.

Yours, mine, and ours

Color. 11 minutes. BAVI 2840. $4.00. MH primary grades.
Appropriate.
Use: Guid., P; Lang. Arts, P; Soc. St., P. .Pictures seven
situations occurring during a typical school day program.
Provides. time for the class to formulate solutions or
altecinktives in the concepts of ownership, responsibility and

Workers for the public welfare
$42.50 - set; $5.25 - each. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
Develops concepts, appreciation, and understanding of
many types of public employees who serve the community
where they live. b.
Films, Inc.
1144 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette, III. 60091

correaiehavior in the classroom and on the playgrOtind, a.

School courtesy

Why fa ers work
Not evaluated.

evaluated.

Black' and white. 20 minutes. BAVI 1927. $3.00. Not

Eyegate House, Inc.
.146-01 Archer Ave., Jamaica, N.Y. 11435
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Use: Guid., P, I; Lang. Arts, P, I; Safety, P, I; Soc. St., P, I;
Clubs, J. Pictures a boy and his sister entering a new school
and the many ways in which they are made to feel welcome
by the other pupils. Emphasizes and illustrates how

consideration for others makes school a happier place.
Illustrates courtesy as taking turns at the drinking fountain,

Preparing for the world of work

walking instead of running in halls, cleaning up after lunch,
inviting others to play, and cooperation in group projects. a

This two-part sound fila :trip demonstrates the necessity of
choosing occupations Jr: line with aptitudes and interests
and investigates five major areas of vocational education. b.

Warren Scholoat Productiohs, Inc., Gordon Flesch Company
Minneapolis, Minnesota
--44oral value series
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Series of open ended dilemma situations. Viewers make a
choice of appropriate responses to everyday human problems or situations. b-

S35.00. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Wh.:, work at all?
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

First things: Sound filmstrip for primary years
Not evaluated.

Series helps children grow in understanding of themselves
and others as individuals and members of groups within
society. b.

J. G. Ferguson Publishing Co.
Chicago, III.

Vocations in agriculture
1965. 15 min., 16 mm. film. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Illustrates the broad range of vocational opportunities in

Getting and keeping your first job
$35.00. Grades 7-9_ Not evaluated.

This two-part sound, filmstrip wovides suggestions for
successfully making the transition from school to the world
of work. b.

agriculture and related fields.

Ford Motor Co., Motion Picture Dept.
3000 Schaefer Rd.,
Dearborn, Mich. 48124

Listen, Listen
Not evaluated.
Guidance Associates
Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570

Preparing for jobs of the 70's
Not evaluated.

Your personality, the you others know
$35.00. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
Two part sound filmstrip in which peers discuss positive
and negative personality traits, relationship between personality and physical appearance, realistic self improvement
goals, working for self discovery. b.
Babysitting: the fob the kids
$35.00. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Teaches sound basic approach to the job, emergencies,
making decisions and care of children. b.
High schoOl course seleCtion and your career
$35.00. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Two sound film strip

provide a basic introduction to
course planning and ishowi relationship of educational
choice and career, planning. b.

If you're, not going to college
-Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Jam Handy Productions
2781 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich. 48211
How can I understand others?
Not evaluated.
A Special breed
22 minutes. Free rental. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated,

Introductory film which could provide motivation to
consider construction and heavy machinery as occupational
NVGA rating: excellent, b.

The most important business in the world
Not evaluated.
Harcourt, Brace and World Inc.
757 Third-Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

Babysitting
Not evaluated.
Filmstrip and record
Alfred Higgins Productions
9100 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, Ca. 90060

To a baby sitter
Color. 14 minutes. BAV 12b35. $5.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Home Ec., J, S; Safety, J, S; Clubs, J, A. Reviews the
safe practices of sitter and parents...Considers, the responsibilities of each, the precautions to be taken, and the ways
of meeting emergencies. a-

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
383 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10017

People we know
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
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We all work (from five friends at school series)

machines used in small and large busio, ss offices. Demonstrates the use of business techniques in preparing for a high
school prom. a.

1967. $30.00 for set _of 6 filmstrips. Grades K-3. Not
evaluated.

In this one filmstrip from the set, children tell what their
fathers do tr support the family and what their mothers do
to maintain the home. b.
Imperial Films

.

Going to school is your job
Color. 15-minutes. BAVI 0278. $5.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Citizenship, P. Emphasizes how people work together

in a school to make it a place in which to learn how to
assume responsibility and to work together. Compares the

Fathers work, mothers work too
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

school to a community in which many jobs are done by
many different people,thus making for healthy and happy,
people contributing to the welfare of all. a.

Instructo set

Vocations it agriculture
Color. 15 minutes. BAVI 6208. $5.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Ag., J, S; Guid,, J, S. Explores the 'many vocations
related to agriculture: research, engineering, business
tices, teaching, communication, conservation, services, veterinary medicine, and farming itself. Suggests the training
.

Homes, L.:

ije3, and neighhors

NOT

international Film Bureau
322 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III. 60604

necessary for these professions. a.

Airport helpers
Color. 10 minutes. BAVI 0151. $3.75.` Not evaluated.
Use -Lang. Arts, P; Soc. St., P. Shows airport helpers at
work. Stresses variety of helpers necessary for safe and
efficient operation. Includes electricians, field sweepers',
fuel suppliers, weather for toaster, control tower, radar
operator, baggage loader, and others. a.
Clear gain
Not evaluated.

J & F Films
1401 Walnut Street, Suite' 400, Philadelphia, Pa. 19102

Every hour every day
Color. 30 minutes. BAVI 4789. $6.75. Not evaluated.
Use: Citizenship, I, J; Soc. St., I, J; Clubs, A. Describes the
`ever- present and varied services of the policeman as a
neighbor and citizen of the community as well as a
professional man with highly trained skills in a position of

Vocational training for the MR.

responsibility. a.

Chairmaker and the boys
21 minutes. $195.00. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Library of Congress
Washington, D.C.

,

Integrity of craftsmanship in furniture industry is depicted. b.

Selling your personality
Black ,and white. 9 minutes. BAVI 1967. $2.25. Not
evaluated

Getting and keeping your first job, Part II
Not evaluated.
McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Manchester'Road, Manchester, Mo. 63011

Use: _Co -m., S C. The wrong and right ways to approach a
customer and conduct a sale. Illustrates various thoughtless
errors by salesgirls such as, lack -of interest in the customer,
cleaning nails publicly, using the same expressions repeatedly and dull facial -expression. Reviews the mistakes made
and gives customer reactions. Proper approach illustrated

Families and learning.' everyone's a teacher
1^67. Color. 11 minutes. $129.00. Grades
evaluated.
Presents way youngsters learn from family life, b.

throughout. Available to non-profit organizations only. a-

Jobs and interviews: getting started

4-6. NA.

1970. Color. 18 minutes. BAVI 7586. $6.75. Not evaluWho is,Pete?

ated.

25 minutes. 16 mm. film. Grades 7.9. Not evaluated.
Shows how a teacher utilizes results of school testing

Use: Guidance, S, A. Depicts a young black man who gets
advice on the most effective. steps in finding and getting a_.
job. Emphasizes the importance of the job interview,
Describes the main pefp ses of an interview and reviews
some bad approaches i d attitudes the young black man
should avoid when in an-interview situation.-a.
'l

program td determine strengths and weaknesses and -help
her. meet neds of individual students. b,

Journal Films, Inc.
909 West Diversey Parkway, Chicago, II. 60614

Jobs for men: where am I going?
Business office

1970. Color. 10 minutes. BAVI 7598. $5.00. Not evalu-

1970. Color. 9 minutes. BAVI 7431. $4.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Bus. Educ., S; Guidance, S. Shows work done and

ated.
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Use:. Guidance, S. Depicts a young black high school

graduate, Eddie Blake, who is dissatisfied with his dishwash-

Cities and communication: Keeping the community in-

ing job, and so decides to look ror a better job with a

formed.
8 minutes. Not evaluated.
Carol's cat leads her to investigate ways in which TV,

future. Shows how Eddie went about assessing his own
capabilities and discussing job openings With an employment counselor. Observes Eddie's job interview which
illustrates many important points on interviewing successfully. a.
Jobs for women: where: are you going Virginia?

newspapers and other communication media serve the
community.
Now to get a job and keep it
Not evaluated.

1970. Color. 15 minutes. BAVI 7563. $5.01). Not evaluated.

Use: Guidarice, S, A; Social Work, S, A. Shows the job
situation of a young bla
woman who wants to move up,

to a better job positi

Follows and explains \\the most

Person to person communication
Not evaluated.

efficient path to follow in choosing and finding the rig!-.

Selling yourself t'o a:7 employer
Not evaluated. j

job. Reviews career fields that hold many job opportunities
for women. a

A klorld of wo /k series

.

Grades 7-9. N t evaluated.
See a.job series

Aimed at t

Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
This series of sound filmstrips is particularly useful for
students with poor reading and writing skills.

Now do you do

Jobs and advancements: on the move

Black any'
evaluated

1969. Color.' 14 minutes. BAVI 7587. $5.75. Not evaluated.

Use: Guidance, S, C, A. Goes inside a large automobile
manufacturing plant-to picture and record the comments of
a particular automobile establishment thought important
for job advancement. Shows a job counselor (or supervisor)
suggesting to an employee ways in which he might improve
in order to be considered for a.job promotion. a.

e potential school dropout and non-college
bound stude t, b.

white. 15 minutes. BAVI 0980. $3,00, Not

Use: En ., J, S; Guid., J, S; Clubs, J, A. 1 well-organized
approach to the problem of how to introduce persons, one

to another, illustrated

in

this film. Organized to be of

tiinter st to teenagers, illustrates introductions under varying
circumstances: boys and girls of same age; persons of same
and/opposite sex; acknowledging introductions, etc: a-

D iry industry
Bieck and white.

11

minutes. BAVI 0523. $2.00. Not

Our school workers
Not evaluate

evaluated.

Schools and rules: rules to view a zoo by

on the dairy farm: herding cattle, milking, and sterilizing

19p7. Color. 11 minutes. BAVI 7511. $4.00. [got evalu-

equipment. Jobs as feed experts held by men who have a

ated.

knowledge of dairying. Dairy plant operation, product

Use: Guidance, P; Soc. St., P. Follows a clas on their trip
through a zoo and points Out rules the students are
following and why it is important that they follow them.
Describes consequences the class experienced when one
member did not follow a rule. a.

processing, and marketing, which offer opportunities for
trained men and women. Other opportunities as butter

Troublemaker

Not evaluated.

Use: Soc. St., J; Guid., S; Ag., S; Ind. Mgt., A. Production,
processing, and marketing of dairy products in 1942. Jobs

makers, cheese makers, laboratory testers, ice cream makers,
technicians, and dairy managers.

You want to look right

Black and white. 13 minutes. BAVI 4765. $3,00. Not
evaluated.:

Use: Guid., S, C. Presents a high school student, who is not

liked by most others, trying to gain favorable attention by
"informing" and spreading false or distorted information.
Shows how he starts trouble by making insinuating remarks
about one of the girl students and later how he attempts to
discredit one of the school's star football players. Ends with
the school dance where he discovers that the group does
not want to listen to him and his realizing that his efforts
Rave made him a complete outsider.a

Modern Learning Aids
1212 Sixth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10036

Imaginary they
Color. 22 minutes. BAVI 2816. $7.50. Not evaluated.

Use: Social Probs., S; Soc. Studies, J, S; Sociology, S.
Explores the need, for rules and laws, shows who really
makes them and illustrates how they are nothing more than
a flexible set of rules designed to do the greatest good for
the greatest number. Draws a parallel between a group of

teenagers trying to convince their principal to allow a
school boat ride and a group of home owners attempting to
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dissuade their traffic commissioner from building a road

tional information; the "leg-work" required for filling in

through _their community. Requires careful teacher preparation for use. a-

the story; and the close coordination necessary between
reporter, city desk, and the rewrite man. Emphasizes reed
for alertness, memory, and initiative in good report,
a

March of Times of Time

Life 'Broadcasting Inc.

Time-Life Building, Rockefeller Square, ,1271 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020

Perceptual Development Laboratories
6767 Southwest Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 63143

Careers for girls

Visual Learning Systems
Not evaluated.

1949. Black and white. 17 minutes. BAVI 0348. $3.00. Not
evaluated.

Use: Guid., J, S, C; Soc. Pro'k,s., :3. Soc. St., J; Clubs, J, A

vocational exploration film designed to make girls and
young women aware of the many types of jobs that are
today open to women. Stresses importance of analyzing
one's own interests and abilities - then learning about
different occupatiOns, their- requirements, opportunities,
and rewards. Briefly describes stenography, secretarial,
Modeling, sales, technician, nierchandising, desjgniri,a; nursing, teaching, acting, music, and journalism jobs. a,

A prograM utilizing a modified movie projector and special
films in a multi-function way. Live action, still photography, animation, tachistoscopic projection and pacing
controls. Programs available include:

Oral communication program
From junior high to adult level. Not evaluated.

Three demonstration films, student workbooks and 20
listening exercises and tapes. Program objective is to
r

ve lo p recognition of the importance of communication

shills in personal development, job qualifications
advancement and successful living.

Henk Newenhouse Inc,

job

1825 Willow Road, Northfield, III. 60093
Everyone helps in a community by Churchill
Color, $150.00; Black and white, $75.00. Not evaluated.

Work in pioneer days is contrasted with work today in
which each person specializes in what he can do best.P----=

It's up to you . choosing a career
1970. Color, 11 minutes. BAVI 7410. $4.00. Not evalu.

.

ated.

Use: Guidance, J, S. Expresses some teenage insights into
choosing a career. Relates the job concerns of four young
teenagers. Does not tell the viewer what to do but presents

Job attitude series
High school level through adult. Not evaluated.
Teacher's guide, 6 demonstration films, student workbooks.
Designed to develop positive job attitudes trough understanding of how a company is organized, profit operations;
need for authority in, company operations. Describe,.
purpose of company policies, rules, -standards and procedures. Discusses role of the supervisor. Stresses the importance of cooperation, teamwork and good attitude toward
work, job and company..

some information on which to base his own conclusion.

Basic clerical skills program
High school level through adult. Not evaluated,

Produced by two 19-year old college freshmen. a-

9. demonstration films, 8 self-scoring drill films, three

,

Our family works together by Churchill
Color, $120.00; Black and white, $60.00. Not evaluated.
A family trip, off to a poor start, becomes a success as each
member does his job. b

ll

What do fathers do?
Color, $120.00; Black and white, $60.00, Not evaluated.
Toby learns how his father's earnings ,buy things his family
needs and wants, b.

timing films, student workbookS, and related materials.
Objective is to train beginning typist, in the opera;-in of
manual, standard, electric or selectric typewriters.

Typing skill improvement program

a continuation of

above program.
Not evaluated.

Popular Science Audio Visuals, Inc.

355 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

Ohio State University
190 West 17th Avenue, Columbus, Oh. 44223

Building self-confidence
Not evaluated.

Police reporter

Career planning in a changing world
$6.75. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
Captioned filmstrip encourages young people to think

Black and white. 18 minutes. BAVI 2522. $4.00. Not
S, C; Guid., C; Lang. Arts, I; Soc. St., J; Clubs, J,

A. Presents the "whn+" and "how" of the police reporter's
job on a metropolitan newspaper. Shows how information
on potential news stories is obtained frorri such sources as
police records and short-wave radio; how the telphone
may be used effectively in verifying and gathering addi162

realistically about job opportunities as they change with
social andstechnological changes. b.

How to find ayob for yourself.
Not evaluated.

.

How to get a job and keep it
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

/ How to study occupations
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Interest pays off
Grades 4-9. Not evaluated.

The meaning of work
1970. $6.75. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Captioned filmstrip depicts work as man's major activity
and discusses the changing nature of the work force. b.
The flow of goods and services
$6.00. Grades 7.9. Not evaluated.

Filmstrip shows the economic interdependence of various
segments of society and highlights production and distribution of goods and services. b.

Your job outlook
1970, $6.75. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
Captioned filmstrip pre-sents a point of view from which to
consider career choice.as it ielates to job prospects for the

future. b

Nevi carder opportunities.
Grade's 4-6. Not evaluated.

A day with ydur family
$7.00. NoteValuated.

Shows how each farni! member has certain needs and
respons)bilities that are important to all family members. b.

/

Cominunity workers and helpers series
$7.5,0 each.

Titles

are:

department store

workers; doctors; office

workers; hospital workers; school workers; supermarket
workers. Series takes primary grade students.on fascinating

,,behind-the-scene visits to communittoricers and helpers
whose goods and services-affect heir lives; emphasis is on
meaning of,communITY and community interdependence. b.
Working in the U.S. community series
$7.00 each. Grades K-3. Not evaluated.
Titles are: Chicago transportation community; Detroit-

manufacturing community; New Orleans- marketing coma
munity; San Francisco - financial community. b.
Getting to know-me series
$8.00 each.
A boat named George
Not evaluated.
Shows how a few words can clear up misunderstandings and

jaomote friendships and fun; stresses the importance of
working with others. b.

So you-want a summer job
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Listen, Jimmy!
Not evaluated.

Striving for excellence
Not evaluated.

Jimmy learns the way to wiri the respect of his classmates is
by doing instead of by talking; stresses succeeding the right
way. b.

When you go to work
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
Racine Technical Institute
Racine; Wis.

Where the action is
Not evaluated.
Slide-tape presentation.

People are like* rainbows
Not evaluated.

cells how people both similar and different make up our
world; stresses the importance of being yourself. b.
Strike thieel You're in!
Not evaluated.
Tim can't play baseball but is good at math, so he becomes
the team scorekeeper; stresses recognition of- one's abilities.

b.

ROA's Films
Milwaukee, Wisc.

The adventures of the lollipop dragon
Black and white; Not evaluated.,
Six filmstrips and 3 records on' social attitudes and human
values. An excellent ,way to develop awareness in children
about rights and needs of others. b.
Game of might have been
$6.50. Not evaluated.

On wishful thinking and accepting reality. b.

Learning to live together series
$6.50 each. Not evaluated.

Titles are: Learning to be forgiving; Learning how,.to be
liked; Learning to be unselfish; Learning to make friends;
Working together in the family, Series encourages students

to understand and respect other peopled. teaches 'Aat
tolerance and understanding can lead to more wholesome
friendships and that life can-be more enjoyable by learning
to live with others; shows how family cooperation leads to
happier'- relationships; b.
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Robert goes shopping
$7.00. Not evaluated.

A family at work and play
Not evaluated.

Depicts elements of the neighborhood; what stores offer;
individuals as consumers. b.

Fire department helpers
Not evaluated.

Science Research Associates
259 East Erie Street, Chicago, II. 60611

Moving goods for people in the city
Not evakiated.

Focus on self development (kit)
Primary grades. Not evaluated.

Neighborhood fundsand helpers

Kit includes 5 sound filmstrips, 4 story records, 20 photo
cards and an activity book "Here I Am." Designed to help
children gain an understanding of themselves, others, the
environment, and its effects. e.

Widening occupational roles kit
1968. Black and white. $26.25. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Not evalUated.

People and their needs
Not evaluated.

Police department helpers-Not evaluated.

Five filmstrips are a part of kit and illustrate the vital
relationship between,education and job opportunities. b.

Postal helpers,
Not evaluated.

Society for Visual Education Inc.
1345 Diversey. Parkway, Chicago, II. 60614

Supermarket helpers
Not evaluated.

Community workers and helpers
MH primary-intermediate grades. Appropriate.

8 captioned filmstrips about people in daily life and how

Sterling Educational Films.
241 East 34th-Street, New York, N.Y. 10016

we rely on them.

Job opportunities now
1970. $49.50. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated. Stresses skills,

work attitudes and education. For mature regular 6th
graders. b.
c,

Boring and drilling
Color. 15 minutes. BAVI 7156. $5.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Indus. Arts, J, S; Clubs, A. Shows the proper use and
selection of basic boring and drilling tools for wood
projects. Presents excellent close:up and cut-away views of
drilling processes. a-

What is a job? by Walter M. Lifton
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
Characteristics and importance of a joblare stressed. b.

Learning to'live together

Each filmstrip and guide

$6;50, each record -for two

filmstrips - $3.50. Grades 4 6. Not evaluated.

Part I: Working together in the family; Learning to use
money wisely; and two others on forgiving and being
unselfish. Part II: Getting along with family and three
otherS on sharing, making friends and4Deing liked, b.

Metal work-hand tools: snips and shears
Color. 13 minutes. BAV I 7205. $5.00. Not evaluated.

Ind. Arts J, S. Demonstrates the proper use and cutting
characteristics of the straight, combination,. curved blade
and aviation snips (left, right and universal styles} and the
foot-squaring shears. a.

Metal work-hand tools: layout tools for metal work
Color. 13 minutes. BAVI 7204. $5.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Ind. Arts J, S. Describes and demonstrates measuring.tools (try square, dividers, calipers) and marking tools.

Dairy helpers
Not evaluated.

(scribers, punches, and 'calipers). Illustrates methods of
transferring designs to metal and the use of layout fluids. a.

Developing basic values (series)
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Metal work-hand tools: files'
Color. 13 minutes. BAVI 7203: $5.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Ind. Arts J, S. Shows the basic characteri,,i.ics of files

'Series inckides: Acceptance of differences; Consideration of
others; and Recognition of Responsibility. b.

(size, shape and cut) along with the types of files (flat,
half/round, round, square, mill, and jewelers). Demon-

Foundations for occupational planning (series)
Use at 5th grade level and ibove. 5 filmstrips in series. Not

strates straight, draw and fine filing techniques,a.

evaluated.

Meta% work-machine operation: drill press
Color. 13 minutes. BAVI 5799. $5.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Ind. Arts J, S. Shows how to use ,two types of power

What good is school by Waiter Lifton
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
Filmstrip relates importance of school to work.
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drills, the drill pfess and the electric hand drill. Illustrates
and explains the major cNmponents, how to use in difficult

situatiL:ns, and safety precautions. a.

John Sutherland Educational Films
201 North Occidental Boulevard, Los Angeles, Ca. 90026

Metal work-machin operation: lathe-chuckwork
Color. 13 minutes. BAV 1 6091. $5.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Ind. Arts S, C, A. Shows the main components, proper
use and safety precautions. Demonstrates setting up and
doing chuckwork. a.

Metal work-machine operation: lathe-work between centers
Color. 13 minutes. BAVI 6079. $5.00. NOt evaluated.
Use: Ind. Arts 5, C, A. Shows the main components, proper
use and safety precautions. Demonstrates on setting up and
training work between centers. a.
First step typing
Color. 14 minutes. BAVi 4582. $5.00. Not evaluated.

Use: Bus. Ed., J, S, C; Clubs A. Shows the purpose and
correct handling, of various ,manipulative parts of the
typewriter. Describes the insertion and withdrawal of
paper, shift key action and carriage return, a.

Typing posture and the keyboard
Color. 14 minutes. BAV 1 4588. $5.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Bus. Ed., J, S, C; Clubs, A. Shows the interrelationship
between the typist, typewriter and copy. Uses golfers, cars,
drums and kittens to indicate the imOortance of posture,
the home-row, rhythmic speed and striking action, a.
Typing techniques

Color. 14 minutes. BAV 1 4589. $5,00. Not evaluated.

Use: Bus. Ed., J, S, C; Clubs, A. Describes correcting
typographical errors on ordinary typing paper and on
carbons; handling and insertion of carbon copies; envelopes,
and the realignment of an interrupted letter..a
Typewriter, techniques

;Color. 14 minutes. BAV 1 4590. $5.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Bus. Ed., J, S, C; Clubs, A. Demonstrates the action of
electric typing as compared to manual typing. Describes the
manipulative parts of the manual machine, a.
Remedial typing
Color. 14 minutes. BAVI 4591. $5.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Bus. Ed;, J, S, C; Clubs, A. Discusses reading, rhythm

and pre-positioning. Shows that most common typing
errors result from poor posture and finger positioning, bad
striking action and carriage return, a.
Stout State University, Audio-Visual Center
Menomo.sie, Wisconsin 54751

American Industry
Color. 19 minutes. BAVI 1930. $6.75. Not evaluated.

Use: Indus. Arts, J, S, Soc. Studies, I, J. Explains that
products developed, to . meet man's needs are planned,
produced, and sold to attain a profit for the business.
Illustrates the estrnents needed to produce automobiles,
bread, andpiper. a.

Modern Corporation

Black and white. 28 minutes. BAVI 6856. $3.75. Not
evaluated.

Use: Bus. Ed., s, C; Econ., S, C. Shows how we depend
upon business for products, jobs and income they provide,

for the investment opportunities offered and for the
.

income generated for stockholders and government in
taxes. Shows how the sale proprietorship is transformed
into a partnership and then into a small corporation.
Relates the advantages of the corporate firm to the firm
itself and to potential investors. Emphasizes the limited /
liability of stockholders, the ease of selling corporate
shares, the widespread public ownership of shares of stock;

and the continuity of life of a corporation if it changes .1
ownership or changes officers. Compares small corporations
with large corporations, a.

Wisconsin Department of Resource Development.

Board of Economic Development, 123 West Washington,
Madison, Wis.

We like it here

Color. 27 minutes. BAV: 6590. $2.00; and color, 55
minutes. BAVI 2829. $3.25. MH junior-senior grades. Very
appropriate.
Use:

Clubs, J, A. Surveys with spectacularly beautiful

photography. Wisconsin's industry, agra-business, educational facilities, summer and winter recreation, beauty of its
natural resources, and the results of the program of the
State Historical Society_ and restoring and preserving its
history and traditions, a.
Visual Education Consultants, Inc.
2066 Helena Street, Madison, Wisconsin

The apple industry from orchard to you
Grades 4-12. Notevaluated.
Another of the How Americans Work Series that shows care
of the orchard, including pruning, -spraying, fertilizing and
thinning; then takes up harvesting, washing, grading, and

boxing the fruit. It is well received in Agriculture, Health,
and GUidance classes as well as Social Studies. e.

Budget ideas for youth
Grades 7-12. Not evaluated.

Created for the "Aliowance" age group, there are many
points in this ,lesson that apply to all ages which handle
money! It deals with determining the amount and source of

your income, making a plan for controlling your money,
and using the plan you have made. eBusiness methods fo: young people
Grades 7-12. Not evaluated.

Encourages accurate, up-to-date business methods for the
young earner. Discusses advantages and methods of prepa.-a-
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tion of a budget. Shows proper methods of check writing
and record keeping for checking accounts. e.

people who leave school too early and stresses the
importance of education in promotions and lifetime earnings. e.

Cotton from soil to fabric
Grades 4 -12. Not evaluated.
This is the story of cotton from planting thru various
finishing processes. Beautiful photographs show the cotton

Johnny thrift

plant, flower, and fibers bursting from the boll. Discusses
also the use of modern machinery in planting, cultivating
and harvesting cotton. Recommended for use in social

introduction to the meaning of thrift. The Teacher's Guide
contains practical Related Learning Activities for each

Grades K-12. Not evaluated.

An interesting story, in cartoon style, about Johnny's

grade level, including High School e.

science, home economics, and agriculture classes. e.

Handwriting
Grades 4-12. Not evaluated.

Illustrates why handwriting affects our progress in school,
in business, and, at home.' A brief history of writing
precedes the simple guides which will aid in developing
more legible handwriting. Produced in cooperation with the

/

Handwrit . ng Foundation. e.

This story shom:,studentsIbirie of the ways to help them
ifffirove their newspaper reading habits, one of the essential
skills of good citizenship. e.

---they--will_be_happy, successful citizens. Gives goals for a
well-planned life. Story iibaseclon_a summary of educational goals of the school. e.
The policeman's career,
Grades 7-12. Not evaluated.

How to ride a city bus
Grades K-6. Not evaluated.

Teaches safety, courtesy and knowledge of bUs procedures.e.

How to Tell Time, Part I, II, Ill
Grades K-6. Not evaluated.
Simple exercises, questions and learning activities are
included. e-

The filmstrip shows and explains the qualifications needed

to become a policeman or policewoman. It vividly illustrates the training given in the Police Academy including
classroom instruction in law and police procedures, first
aid, life-saving, and how to deal with emergencies. Students
learn why a policeman's career requifes hard work, intelligence and dedication. e.

Safety test for you and youi'home

How trucks help your community

Grades K-12. Not evaluated.
,

There are two main ways in which our communities are
helped by trucks - through their services and through the
jobs they create.. Shows that a community without trucks
would soon fail tokeep pace in ioday's world. e.
Is farming for me?
Grades 4-12. Not evaluated.

Qne out of every five men: gets his living from the soil.
Answers some of the questions asked regarding the farm as
a career. It points out the pitfalls as well as the rewards of
this work. e.
Jean's farm friends
Grades K-3. Not evaluated.
Serves as a two-fold lesson in Primary reading and the study
of farms and farm animals. It is a charming story of a little

farm girl and f.er animal friends. There are only 75 words
used in the entire story. e.

Job outlook for youth
Grades 7-12, Not evaluated.

Emphasis is placed on the poor job prospect for young
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coins and bills by describing the pictures on the currency.
Also an excellent arithmetic lesson. e.
The planned life
Grades 4-12. Not evaluated.
Makes children aware of the need for planning theirslives so

Howto read a newspaper intelligently
Grades 4-12. Not evaluated.

Grades 4-12. Not evaluated.

Money lessons for primary grades
Grades K-6. Not evaluated.
Teaches the basic concept of thrift - To save is to have. As a
money lesson, it is designed to teach recognition of various

Shows some of the reasons for the "little accidents" at
,rne that quietly kill thousands of people each year. A
tour through the yard, up the porch and into various rooms
of

the

home, illustratds and discusses danger spots.
Emphasis is placed on the need to think about, and correct,
unsafe practices. Photos supplied through courtesy of the
National Safety Council. e.

Simple machines

Grades 4-12. Not evaluated/
A visual presentation of/the basic facts regarding the six.
simple machines; and a discussion of how they help man by,
multiplying his strength. Essential for Physics Courses. Very
useful in elementary General Science classes. e.

Stay in school
Grades 7-12. Not evaluated.
Discusses the many advantages of staycng in school until a
high school diploma has been obtained. Emphasizes that
success in any field is more easily attained with as much
academic training'as it is possible to acquire. e.

Story of meat animals
Grades K-12, Not evaluated.
Shows that cattle, lambs, and hogs are really nothing mora
than grass and other feeds which human beings cannot
consume, but which, turned into meat, we can eat. e.

Why do people work?
Grades 4-12. Not evaluated.

Shows that work is not dull drudgery to be endured,- but
that it is undertaken for worthwhile purposes and can be
one of the most enjoyable aspects of life. Serves to instill
commendable attitudes towards work, especially when first
used in the Intermediate grades. e.

Supplying a city with fresh produce
Grades 4 -12, Not evaluated.

The photographs illustrate the accomplishment of this
tremendous job in a large city aid show many of the people
involved in performing this work. Students gain an understanding and appreciation of the work-a-day world and its
relation to himself and his family. e.

The working woman today and tomorrow
Grades 4-12. Not evaluated.
This story shows and explains the changing role of women
in our society. It encourages girls to prepare themselves for

lives that can, and very likely will, include employment as
well as marriage. e.

What is a game manager?

Grades 4-12. Not evaluated.

Your guidance service

Excellent for both Conservation and Vocational Guidance
classes. Shows the various phases in the daily work of a
Game Manager. Illustrates why a careful balance of Nature
must-be . maintained in order to be of best service to man
and wildlife alike. Explains needed educational background
for this vocation. e.

Color. Grades 7-12. $6.00. Not evalua*,,f

What you should know about social security
Grades 7-12. Not evaluated.
Presented as if the viewer were a worker covered under the
program, this filmstrip discu ses such points as: who can
receive

retirement, survivond disability

payments;

where the money comes from; how much a person is likely
to receive; why Social Se.curity Numbers are necessary; how
the program affects employers; and what changes have been
made in the program since its inception, e.

Offers humorous insight to student problems. The young
person cap see himself, fictionized but recognizable, in
many of the color drawings. He learns that the guidance
counselor will help him, not only with future plans but
with immediate problems which, left unsolved, might be
the basis for greater ones. The value of testing, personality
trait evaluation, and other factors is discussed. e.
YoUr school safety patrol
Grades K-12. Not evaluated.

This filmstrip shows the importance of. a school safety
patrol in eliminating many of the chances of injury Or death
which might affect your school children. Shows duties of
the Patrol and where to seek help in organizing a Patrol in
your school. e.

FOOTNOTES
a

b
c

Bureau for Audio Visual Instruction Catalog 1971, University of Wisconsin
K-12 Guide for the integration of career development into local curriculum, VVisconSin Department of Public Instruction
December 1971
Vocational guidance on wheeli, Wisconsin Mobile Guidance Career Project , June 1971

dJipson, Frederick J. Index of special education media, 1970
e Publisher's literature
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Other Audio-Visual Materials
American Book Company
35 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003
Music for young Americans song book
Come along to the cornfield 4th grade.
Find work, my daughtera and The lumberjack's song both
for 6th grade.
Very appropriate.

American Guidance Service, Inc., National Forum Foundation
Publishers' Bldg., Circle Pines, Mn. 55014

DUSO (Developing understanding of self and others) (kit)
1970. $82.00. Primary. Not evaluated.
A program of planhed experiences to develop understand-

ing of self and others. Includes a manual, story books,
posters, records or cassettes, puppets, role playing cards,
puppet props and group discussion cards. c.

B'nai B'rith Vocational Service
1640 Rhode Island Avenue NW, Washington, D.C. 20036
Guidance kit
Grades 4-6. Appropriate.

Kit contains a copy of every publication listed in current
BBVS catalog, literature in the fields of education and
vocational guidance. b.

The Brtice Publishing Company
2642 University Avenue, St. Paul, Min. 55114
Search: Discovery througn guidance
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Searchligfr on self. Students have opportunities to evaluate
their personal feelings and goals.

Silver Burdett Company, a division Of General Learning
Corp.

46 South Northwest Highway, Park Ridge, II. 60068
New music horizons song book
Down in a coal mine, Men at work and Peanut picking song
for 5th graders.
Not evaluated.
Careers Inc.

P.O. Box 135, Largo, Fla., 33540

Briefs, guides, kits, summaries
Grades 7-9. Very appropriate.
Covers a wide range of career information. b.

Children's Record Guild
100 Sixth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10013

Let's help Mommy; Daddy comes home; Listening for the
primary grades. (Record of farm and city sounds.)
Very appropriate.
John Day Company
257 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10010

Work for indepehdence. A series of special education
photo-stimuli aids. by Owen Bernstein, Ph.D. -and Bebe
Bernstein, M.S.

1971. Very appropriate.

Unit I Work is fun! The Primary child Unit I I Work is
doing! The Adolescent Unit III Work is living! The Young
adult. Photographs and teacher's guide.
Educational Reading Service Inc.
East 64 Midland Avenue, Paramus, N.J. 07652

Women of destiny
636.90 8 cassette tapes. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.
Inspiring stories of brave women who overcame enormous
personal obstacles to lead the way for others. Helen Keller,
,Clara Barton, Florence Nightingale, Maclaine Curie, Juliette

Low, Elizabeth Blackwell, Amelia Earhart, BetEy Ross. b.
Educational Record Sales
157 Chambers Street, New York, N.Y. 10007

Living with others: Citizenship
$17.50. Not evaluated.
These recordings permit a youngster to picture. himself in a
variety of situations so he can learn for himself how to cope
with them. b.
The pre-adolescent years (Family and friends)
$4.98 tapes. Grades 5-6 and older. Not evaluated.

Child is helped to' understand perceptions and points of
view of. others leading to a reduction in decision-making
based only on his egocentric point of view. b.
Teaching children values
$5.95. Not evaluated.

Utilizing problem solving techniques, this record provides
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children with an understanding cl integrity, responsibility
and love. b.

The world of work
$35.70 six 12 inch, 33 1/3 rpm records. Grades 7-9. Not
evaluated.

A series of recoRiings to stimulate thinking about career
opportunities and provide a convenient approach to the
study of occupations. b.
Educational Systems for Industry

the typical elementary classroom teacher and gives them an
understanding of the teacher's "homework" in planning the
daily lessons and classroom activities of the learner. b.

The mailman and his work
16 min. tape. Very appropriate.
Orients the learner to the essentials of U.S. mail service and

the jobs of the mailman and some of his co-workers.
Worksheet pictures and response items involve the learner
in identifying mail boxes, transportation equipment, stamps
and other components of mail service observed in daily life.b.

The world of work
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

20 tape cassettes about work environment and on-thejob
interpersonal relations, employer expectations, behavior
that will help get promotions, etc. b.
Gordon Flesch Company Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. 3M Co.
3M Center, St. Paul, Min. 55101
Careers (Series) Tapes unlimited

1970. $85.50 for set of 12: $7.50 each. Grades 7-9. Not
evaluated.

Series provides a study of 12 major industries, giving the
student a brOad outlook before committing himself to a
course of study. Includes opportunities in: construction,
distribution, health service, hotels, motels, 'restaurants,
industries, transportation. b.

My father works
14 min. tape. Very appropriate.

Builds awareness that many different .kinds of work are
necessary to keep the world we live in functioning. The
learner identifies worksheet illustrationsbf a variety of jobs
involving different levels of skill and is guided to recognize
that all work is worthwhile, b.
The policeman and his work
23 min. tape. Very appropriate.

Introduces the learner in simple terms -to the role of the
police officer in the community. In worksheet illustrations
the learner identifies the officer's uniform, badge and some
of the common equipment used in police work. The image
of the police officer as a friend is developed. b.
Guidance Associates

Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570

The.fireman and his work
18 min. tape. Very appropriate.

Understanding of the contributions of the fireman to

First things: sound filmstrip for primary years (kit)
Primary. Not evaluated.

community safety is developed through guided worksheet

activity in which the learner identifies commonly distinguished elements of the fireman's Uniform, equipment,
tools and services. Awareness of fire dangers and the need
for fire safety is created. b..

Let's meet the doctor
14 min. tape. Very appropriate.
Introduces the doctor and his work through guided

worksheet identification by the learner of some of the
common procedures and equipment a physician uses in a
physical examination. Family doctors and specialists are

differentiated and their image as a friend to the child is
stressed. b.-

Let's meet the nurse,,
10 min. tape. Very appropriate.

ThroLigh reference to worksheet illustrations, the learner
visits -a hospital nurse, a dental nurse, a physician's nurse, a

school nurse and a visiting nurse, and is oriented to the
duties of each in the community. b.
Let's meet the teacher
13 min. tape. Very appropriate.

IntroduceS primary grade children to basic concepts of their
social and physical environments. The fundamental objective of the series is to help each child growin understanding
of himself .and other persons as individuals and as members
of groups within the society. More explicitly, this filmstrip
series aims to help each child develop: acceptance of and
respect for himself ;'understanding of the differences among
individuals within a given group; understanding of, how an
individual's feelings and actions are influenced by the group
to which he belongs; identification with individuals in other
groups, on the baSis of shared feelings and desires;
recognition of various interactions that occur between
individuals and/or groups; awareness of how individual's

expectations of each other influence their interactions;
awareness of the various affects interactions have on each
individual involved; realization of the alternative possibilities for interactions with others. Each kit contains a
filmstrip, record and study guide. The kits are divided into
the following categories: Who do you think you are; Guess
who's in n group; What happens between people ?; You got
mad: are you glad?; What do you expect of others?; Listen
there are sounds; Look about you; People we know; Places
to go. c.

Acquaints the learner with the background and training of
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Vocational guidance library
Grades 7-9: Not evaluated.
A set of 40 cassette tapes: Your future - in or as an various
occupations. b.

A man's --,rk

Vocational interviews
$270.00 - set of 40; $7.50 each. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
A library of 40 interviews available in 5-inch reel tapes or in
cassettes. Persons interviewed describe nature of work they
perform, skills required, rate of advancement, etc. b.

Tests: adjustment, aptitude, attitude and interest
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
Aptitude, attitude and interest "tests" assist students in self
evaluation in relation to the world of work. b.

Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.
757 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

Ohio vocational interest survey (OVIS)
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Based on 24 interest scales. Profile chart is compared with
answers on student questicinnaire.. completed prior to
survey, concerning occupational plans, etc. b.

Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
Consists of 100 on-the-job interviews (on records) with men
talking about their jobs. b.

Merchandiser Film Productions
419 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10016

Opportunities in retailing span the centuries
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
An 11 minute tape presenting the challenges and benefits of
a career in retailing.' b
NEWIST
787 Lombardi Avenue, Green Bay, Wis. 54305

Imperial International Learning
247 W. Court Street, Kankakee, II. 60901

Learning equals earning
T.V. guidance series. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
First seven programs on self-understanding are followed by

Careers at sea

two- on school guidance services and twenty video-taped
field trips into business and industry. b.

'Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
Four tapes or cassettes or- the -job interviews which give an
insight into the major requirements for a career at.sea. b-

Occupational interview casettes
Carlton Films. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
A series of 50 on-the-job interviews provides students with

insights into the work-a-day world from which people who
actually do the work. b.
Pre-recorded tapes for Vocational guidance
Set

of 50

$249.50; each

$5.50.' Grades 7-9. Not

Occupational Awareness
P. O. Box 5098, Los Angeles, Calif. 90055

Occupational Awareness mini-briefs.
Not evaluated.

Subject oriented occupational information in outline form'
organized into 45 subject packets including special education. Packet includes teacher's guide, 30 student worksheets, 30 student summary sheets and occupational outlines. Prices range from $7.25 to $64.40.

evaluated.

A series of 50 on-the-job interviews cover working conditions, occupational demands, fringe benefits, earnings,
retirement, job qualifications, etc.!):

F,A. Owen Publishing Company
Instructor Publications Inc., Instructor Park, Dansville,
N.Y. 14437
i.

Me, myself and I filmstrip kit

OCcupational charts
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

This kit expands the maturity. concept and points out
developing socially acceptable behavior.
The kit contains filmstrips and records and are divided into
the following segments: How can I improve myself; Where

do we go from here; What about other people; Who am I;
Why do my feelings change; What can I do about. c.
McGraw-Hill-Whittlesey House
330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Career interviews /series)
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
40 taped career interviews. b.
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Children may review the education needed and the course
of study to pursue to enter a particular occupation. b.
Palmer Productions
25 West 45 Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Career development service
1970. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
Includes check lists, inventories, etc. b.

The Psychological Corporation, subsidiary of Harcourt
Brace Jonahovich

304 East 45 Street, New York, N.Y. 10017

Differential aptitude tests
Not evaluated..
Measures verbal reasoning, numerical ability, abstract reasoning; space relations, mechanical reasoning, clerical speed
and accuracy, spelling and sentences and relates aptitudes
to occupations. b.
Radio House

Magic with manners
Not evaluated.
This series is designed to help boys and girls cope
successfully with problems which they meet as they begin
to grow up (emphasis on common sense attitude of
consideration for others). b.

artistic, literary, musical, social service, and clerical. Directs
students' attention to vocational areas in keeping with their
interests. b.

Job experience kits
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
Kits are a collection of work-stimulation experiences in 2Q
representative occupations designed to give students opportunities to solve problems typical to the occupation. b.

Our working world
Very appropriate.
Our working world focuses on the family in the first grade,
In

step with the child's growing world, the program

expands" to the neighborhbod in the second grade and to
RDA's Films
1696 N. Astor St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53202

the entire metropolitan community in the third. A com-

True book community helpers (Set)
$6.00 each, set of six: Not evaluated..

Teachers Resource Unit. b.

Adopted from the famous "True. Books" for use with any
social studieS text. Captioned art work tells the story of
people we rely on every day in terms the primary pupil can
relate to his experience. Develops an understanding and
appreciation of the people of the community. b.

Pupil record of educational programs
Grade 6 and above. Not evaluated.
Test contributes an index of a student's achievement level,
intelligence and educational goals. b.

Community helpers
$8.00 a set. Very appropriate.

Each set of 8 colored picture story study prints depicting
specific jobs and various duties associated with it. Complete

lesson on reverse side: Police dept. helpers; Fire dept.
helpers; Postal helpers; Dairy helpers; Supermarket helpers;
and Hospital helpers.
Science Research, Associates-

259 East Erie Street, Chicago, II. 60611

Charting your job future by Lambert L.' G illes.
$1.95. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
Provides self-administered inventories to help students
assess their interests, abilities, and personalities and relate
them to careers. b.
Focus on self-development (kit)
Primary. Very appropriate.
A developmental program designed for use in the classroom
by teachers. Its overall objectives' are to lead the child

toward an understanding of self, understanding of others
and an understanding of the environment and its effects.

The kit' includes a. guide, five-full color filmstrips with
accompanying records, four story records, twenty photocards (one photo per side) ant.: one copy of the pupil
activity book Herel Am. c.

plete set of materials for each grade includes one Record
Set, one textbook, one activity per student and one

What could I be? (kit)
Not evaluated.

What I like to do
$8.57 (pack of 25). Grades 4-7. Not evaluated.
Easy-to-use interest inventory: Identifies preferences in art,
music, social studies, active play, quiet play, manual arts,
home arts and science. b.

Widening occupational roles kit (Work)
1968. $211.35: Grades 7 -9. Not evaluated.
Kit includes 400 junior occupational briefs (jobs), 5 junior
guidance booklets, 35 student workbooks, teachers manual,

and 5 color filmstrips. Kit helps students expand their
of the world of work, job families, self
:understanding, and educational requirements for various
knowledge

'occupations: b.

Your future in meteorology (Occupational kit) by Berry
1965. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Sextant Systems, Inc.
Milwaukee, Wis. 53210
Beginning sextant series
4th grade and younger. Very appropriate.

Attractive colored illustrations depict childrerin appropriate attire performing adult work roles. b.

Kuder Form E. general interest inventory
Grades 6-12. Very appropriate.

Come to work with us book kit.

Measures individual preference for activities in ten areas:
outdoor, mechanical, scientific, computational, persuasive,

The Beginning Sextant,Series "Come To Work With Us" i4
designed to meet the need for career development materials

Grades K-3. Very approp:.ate.
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and provide for the expanding interests and experiences of
young children. The books give the child a tool with which

People who help our community
Set, $24.95. each,$2.50. Not evaluated.

to explore, investigate and learn about different fields of
employment. He is given the opportunity to select a
particular field or specific job that interests him. At this age

Ten color transparencies show children how important

lever the selebtion may change from day to day and may be
based on the equipment'used, the clothes worn, or what his
Parents do, bUt whatever the reason forhis'choice, the child
is given a specific goal to strive for, as well as,a meaning for

live.

his life and learning. Each kit contains a filmstrip, record

and guide and the kits ere divided into the following
categories: Television station; Hospital; Home construction;

workers, such as policemen and doctors, all contribute to
make the . community a safe, clean and pleasant place to

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
41 Ninth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 20001
Looking ahead to a career
$10.00 a set. 7 . evaluated..
Set of 36 color slides that show the changing occupational

Airport; Aerospace industry; Toy factory; Department

and industrial mix and what this implies for manpower

store; Hotel; Dairy; Telephone company; School; and
Newspaper, C.

development, education, and training.

Valient I.M.C.
Sextant series
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

237 Washington' Avenue, Hackensack,.N.J. 07602

A guidance kit containing 16 illustrated volumes, 16 wall
charts, 100 personal profiling forms, 100 plastic.profile
forms, an occupational cross-index, and an instructional

Exploring the world of work

guide. b

Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.
This series of tapes or cassettes focuses on the interest areas
of the, Kuder Vocational Preference Record. b.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.
1345 Div.ersey Parkway, Chicago, IL 60614

Grades 6-12. Not evaluated.

How to find a job kit.

Community helpers

1971. $8.00 each set of 8 pictures. Grade K-4. Very

The kit is designed to provide the student with firsthand
knowledge and application of the hows and whys of job
applications, W-2 forms, as well as federal withholding

appropriate.
Policeman, Fireman, Postal workers, Dairy helpers, Hospital
helpers, Supermarket helpers. b.

forms. The kit contains transparencies and ditto masters so
as to insure maximum use in the classroom. c.

Study Prints
Not evaluated.

On-the-job interview series
Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

8 on School, friends and helpers; 4 on A Family at work

50 tapes of actual on-the-job interviews, varying in length
from 15 to 25 minutes. b.

and play; and 8 on Neighborhood friends and helpers. b.

Success Motivation Institute

Planning beyond high school
Grade 7-9. Not evaluated.

Life in the teens

This series of six records, tapes or cassettes helps the
student investigate the broad range of alternatives open to
him afterhe graduates from high school. b.

$599.00 - complete series. Grades 7-9. Very appropriate.

Ten cassette taped lessons for teenagers include aids in
self-understanding, motivation for success in school, and
selecting and planning your career. b.

Wisconsin Department of Public Iristruction
126 tangdon Street, Madison, Wis. 53702

Troll Associates
East 64 Midland Avenue, Paramus, N.J. 07652

Wisconsin Instant Infoitnation Systerit for Students and.
Counielors (WISC)

A deck of aperture

cards

containing information on

VVisConsin occupations and training schools in microfiche
form for use with readers or reader/printers. b.
FOOTNOTES
a Bureau for Audio Visual Instruction Catalog 1971, University of Wisconsin

K-I2 Guide for the integration of career development into local curriculum,,Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction December1971
c Vocational guidance on wheels, VVisconsin'Mobile Guidarice Career Project, June 1971

dJipson,

Frederick J. Index of special education media, 1970

e Publisher's literature
1
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Feedback Collection
The follOwing partial listing of tests and evaluations conies
from the Project Feedback and is cross referenced under
employability, self-evaluation, self-help, independence and
self-Concept. Project Feedback was funded under Title VI-B
EHA,

to develop

'a

viable

model and procedures for

Providing information to state, local and in-classroom
special education professionals regarding the effectiveness
of their instructional services. One aspect of Project-

Feedback consists of a collection/of tests and measures
which can be.used to index instructional and administrative

puterized incleKifig system by key words and authors
provides,aeaess to, the individual entries in the collection.
The- "Cc-41ection, is housed* in the Department of it?
4iblic
Instruction/Instructional Professional Library, 126 La gdon
Street, Madison, Wisconsin. I nquailies should be addrssed

to Project Feedback at above address. The Division for
Handicapped.Children does n t recommend any one test

objectives.

over another.

000025 Self-concept test.

living skills found in the curriculum. Age'0-13. Grade

Purpose to test student's feeling about himself in three

preschool-

general areas: self-esteem, environmentmastery, academic
ability. Age 5-12. Grade kindergarten 6.
000046 Tennessee self-concept scale.

Purpose to evaluate physical self, moral-ethical self, personal self, family self, social self, and self criticism. Age
.

At present the collection conta
over 300 entriel cc. sisting of standardized an
nstandardized tests, ehavior
rating "scales and
mmary evaluation sheets. ff. com-

12-adult. Grade 6-adult.

000174 Student opinionare.
Purpose to provide a student with a selfevaluatOn instrument concerning his personality and his role as a student.
Age 14-19. Grade 9-12.

000069 Picture interest inventor1y.

000179 Work adjustment evaluation.
Purpose to evaluate the work adjustment of an employee in
six areas: response to supervisor; response to co-workers;

Purpose to help identify occupational preferences by
non-verbal (pictorial) means in order to assist students with

emotional; attitude toward work; production;'atte-rtdaoce:,
Adult.

future educational and vocational plans. Grade 7-adult
college.

000088 Vineland social maturity scale
Purpose to
rriple various aspects of social behavior in
order to have a measure of how mature or independent a
person is. Age 0-adult. Grade preschool-college and adult:
000155 Fundamental achievement series
Purpose to measure the.verbal and numerical capabilities of

people who may have had limited educational opportunities, to serve as an employment test for, the disadvantaged.
Grade 6-12 Adult MR ancLculturally disadvantaged.,

0001,67 Student ability inventory.
Purpose to measure a child's attitude toward various aspects
of school life and his self-concept. Age 4-8. Grade preschool

-4

000172 Y.E.M.R. Performance profile for the young
moderately and rnildlyretarded.
Purpose to identify the performance level of a pupil in daily

000180 Employment information form.
Purpose to find information about an individual's employ;
ment situation and his attitudes and behavior toward
Also there is., a section applicable tcr.,a person who is.

unemployed which asks why he is nPworyng,

is

looking for work and what his future plans are. .Adult;'

000181 WEC Follow-up form.
Purpose to find out information about a retarded.Stuci,ent's
employment situation' and his attitudes and behavior
toward employment. Also there is a section applicable to
students who are unemployed which asks why they are', not

working, if they are looking for work, what their future.
plans are. Grade 9-12 and adult MR.
!.

000182 Work experience form, parent interview form.
Purpose to find through parent interview, information
relevant to a child's employability.' Included 'are his
developmental history, hjs relatiOnShip to family and
friends and his work habits;attitudes and experiences. Also

included are parent rating sheet and test observation of
parent. Grade 9-12 MR.
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000183 Employability ratings
Purpose .to find out personality characteristics relevant to a
employability. Age 14-19 MR. Grades 912.

000292 The way it looks to me,
Purpose to find o'ut about a boy's self-concept. Age 11-15.

000224 Student self-evaluation,

000294 How I see-myself a rating-scale for students.

Grade 6-9.

Pmpose to find out a student's attitudes about school, h6

Purpose to determine how a student sees himself. Age 8-12.

concept of himself, es e student, and his concepi of how his

Grade 3-6.

parents and teacher s see hen. Agr-, 6-19. Grade 1-12.

000297 Self-concept inkrument
000236 Snide:1.1 attitude scat"

PL

Purpose to find out a student's attitude toward school and

col..

use

a learner 'scale.

to determine r an elementary school child's self

nt as a student. Age 6-9. Grade 1-3.

toward lumsifif as a student. Age 14-19. Grades 9-12.

000302 Empor

al arts test.

000256 OUest;onnau e.

Purpose to pro%

PWOOSe to (fitter mine a youth's, basic attitudes toward

of essential

himself anti the world. The instrument was originally used

industrial arts course. Age 14-19. Grade 9-12.

lstrument for r-neasuring knowledge

facts and principles taught

in

a beginning

in a study of delinquents. Age 11-19. Grade 6-12.

000303 Middleton industrial arts test.

000262 Omnibus inikntory-form B.
PillOO,Se to find out how children think abbut themselves,

_Purpose to provide an objective examination covering the

basic facts, principles and knowledge of a comprehensive

other. people and school. Age 5-14t Grade i udergarten 8.

course in industrial arts.-Age 14-19. Grades 0 12.

000274'About ore
Purpose to aupraisi: five areas of self-concept in school.
children. The areas are the generalized !telt, the .self in

Other tests of interest are:

relation to others, 'the self as achieving, th:e self in school,
and the physical self. Age 10-13. Grade 5-7i
000275 About me.

California Test Bureau
Del Monte Research Park, Monterey., Calif.

Occupational interest inventory, 1956 revision.
10 scores in fields of interests, types of interests, and levels
of interests, Intermediate: 7.12 and college and adults.

PUrpose to hod out about a student's interests, hots he.
spends his, time and how he sees' himself. To prov,ide
bad.:gr ound information for individualized help for Stu

Advanced: 9.12 and college and adults.

dents. Age 5-12. Grade kindergarten 6.

Consulting Nychologist, Press

270 Town and Country Village, Palo Alto, Calif,
-000276 These tell about me questionnaire

Purpose to find Out a ch. is school interests and attitudes
:bout sublqc1, molter, dtsc,pline and recreation, to provide
background information for individualized help for a
student. Age 5.12 Grano 1.6.

Vocational interest blank fir men, Revised; vocat:onai
interest blank for women, Revised.

Men's blank: 56 occupational interest scures.'pluS 4 others.

VtioMen's blank: 30 occupational interest scores, plus
000284 S.

y

Grady, 1,2, colftw,

rd;1;cin'

,r

ft!tI!

1-,to. `1;

I;(s

;

Sci.uice Resoarer, Associates;

12. Age' 9.3durt,
00021;5

J:1,91ftty

frJiu
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Following is an opinion postcard for your evaluation of the usefulness of this
curriculum. After you have had the opportunity to look over this publication
please write your comments on this postcard and return it to the Division for
Handicapped Children, Department of Public Instruction.

Kenosha Resource Guide

Learning to Earn a Living
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Grades 4.6. Not evaluated,

So you want a summer job
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

promote friendships and fun; stresses the importance of
working with others, b.

Listen, Jimmy!
Not evaluated.

Jimmy learns the way to win the respect of his classmates
Striving for excellence
Not evaluated.

When you go to work

Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Racine Technical Institute

is

by doing instead of by talking; stresses succeeding the right
way, b.

People are like rainbows
Not evaluated,

Tells how people both similar and different
make up our
world; stresses the importance of being yourself, b.

Racine, Wis,

Strike three! You're in!
Where the action is
Not evaluated,

Slide.tape presentation,

Not evaluated.

Tim can't play baseball but is good at math,
so he becomes
the team scorekeeper;

stresses recognition of one's abili-

ties. h.

ROA's Films
Milwaukee, VVisc,

Learning to live together series

$6.50 each. Not evaluated.

The adventures of the lollipop dragon
Black and white. Not evaluated.

Six filmstrips and 3 records on social attitudes and human
values. An excellent way to develop awareness in children
about rights and needs of others. b.

Titles are: Learning to be forgiving; Learning how
to be
liked; Learning to be unselfish; Learning
to make friends,
Working together in the family. Series encourages students

to understand and respect other peoplei teaches' that
tolerance and understanding can lead to more wholesoMe

friendships and that life can be more enjoyable by learning
Gate of might have been
$6.50. Not evaluated.

to live with others; shows how family cooperation leads
to
hippier relationships, b.

On wishful thinking and accepting reality. b.
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we rely on mem.
Boring and drilling

Job opportunities now

Color, 15 minutes, BAVI 7156, $5.00. Not evaluated,

1970. 549.50, Grades 4.6, Not evaluated. Stresses skills,

Use: Indus. Arts, J, S; Clubs, A. Shows the proper use and

work attitudes and education, For mature regular 6th

selection of

graders. b.

basic boring and drilling tools for wood

projects, Presents excellent close up and cutaway views of
drilling processes. a.

What is a job? by Walter M. Lifton
Grades 4.6. Not evaluated.

Metal workhand tools: snips and shears

Characteristics and importance of a job; are stressed. b.

Color. 13 minutes. BAVI 7205. $5.00. Not evaluated.

Ind. Arts J, S. Demonstrates the proper use and cutting
Learning to live together

Each filmstrip and guide

characteristics of the straight, combination,. curved blade

$6.50, each record for two

filmstrips $3.50. Grades 4 6. Not evaluated.
Part

and aviation snips (left, right and universal styles) and tilt',

foctquaring shears, a.

Working together in the family; Learning to use

money wisely; and two others on forgiving and being

Metal workhand tools: layout tools for metal work

unselfish. Part II: Getting along with family and three

Color. 13 minutes. BAVI 7204. $5.00. Not evaluated.

others on sharing, making friends and being liked. b.

Use: Ind. Arts J, S. Describes and demonstrates measuring,.
tools (try square, dividers, calipers) and marking tools

Dairy helpers
Not evaluated.

Developing basic values (sekes)

Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

'Series includes: Acceptance of differences; Consideration of

others; and Recognition of Responsibility, b.

(scribers, punches, and calipers). Illustrates methods of
transferring designs to metal and the use of layout fluids. a.

Metal workhand tools: files'
Color. 13 minutes. BAVI 7203; $5.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Ind, Arts J, S. Shows the basic characteristics of files

(size, shape and cut) along with the types of files (flat,

half/round, round, square, mill, and jewelers). Demon
Foundations for occupational planning (series)

strates straight, draw and fine filing techniques,a.

Use at 5th grade level and ibove. 5 filmstrips in series, Not
evaluated.

Metal workmachine operation: drill press
Color. 13 minutes. BAVI 5799. $5.00, Not evaluated,

What good is school by Waiter Litton

Use: Ind. Arts J, S. Shows how lc use two types of power

Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

drills, the drill press and the electric 'land drill. Illustrates

Filmstrip relates importance of school to work, b.

and explains the major omponents, how to use in difficult
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minutes, DiM I Ma. s.to. MH juniorsenior grades. Very
appropriate.
Typing techniques

Use: Clubs, J, A. Surveys with spectacularly beautiful
Color, 14 minutes. BAVI 4589, $5,00. Not evaluated.
Use

Bus, Ed., J, 5, C; Clubs, A. Describes correcting

typographical errors on ordinary typing paper and
on
carbons; handling and insertion of carbon copies; envelopes,

and the nalignment of an interrupted letter, a.

photography Wisconsin's industry, agra-business, educa
tional facilities, summer and winter recreation, beauty of

its

natural resources, and the results of the program of the

State Historical Society and restoring and preserving its
history and traditions. a.

Typewriter techniques
Visual Education Consultants, Inc.

Color, 14 minutes, BAVI 4590, $5.00. Not evaluated,

2066 Helena Street, Madison, Wisconsin

Use: Bus. Ed,, J, S, C; Clubs, A. Demonstrates the action
of

electric typing as compared to manual typing. Describes the

manipulative parts of the manual machine. a.

The apple industry from orchard to you
Grades 4.12. Not evaluated.

Another of the How Americans Work Series that shows
Remedial typing

Color, 14 minutes. BAVI 4591.$5.00. Not evaluated.
Use: Bus. Ed., J, S, C; Clubs, A. Discusses reading, rhythm

and prepositioning. Shows that most
common typing

care

of the orchard, including pruning, 'spraying, fertilizing
and
thinning; then takes up harvesting, washing, grading, and

boxing the fruit. It is well received in Agriculture, Health,
and Guidance classes as well as Social Studies. e.

errors result from poor posture and finger positioning, bad
striking action and carriage return. a.

Budget ideas for youth
Grades 7-12. Not evaluated,

Stout State University, AudioVisual Center
Menomo .ie, Wisconsin 54751

American Industry
Color. 19 minutes, BAVI 1930. $6.75. Not evaluated,

Created for the "Allowance" age group, there are many
points in this lesson that apply to all
ages which handle
money! It deals with determining the amount and

source of

your income, making a plan for controlling your money,
anti using the plan you have made. e.

Use: Indus. Arts, J, S, Soc. Studies, I, J. Explains
that
products developed, to . meet man's needs are planned,

produced, and sold tc attain a profit for the business.

Illustrates the fAments needed to produce
automobiles,
bread, and piper, a.

Business methods fol. young people

Grades 7.12. Not evaluated.

Encourages accurate, uptodate business methods for the
young earner, Discusses advantages and methods of prepa"a.
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Grades 7-12. Not evaluated.
Grades K-6. Not evaluated,

The filmstrip shows and explains the qualifications needed
Teaches safety, courtesy and knowledge of bus proce-

to become a policeman or policewoman. It vividly illu-

dures,e.

strates the training given in the Police Academy including

classroom instruction in law and police procedures, first

How to Tell Time, Part I, II, Ill

aid, life-saving, and how to deal with emergencies. Students
Grades IC6, Not evaluated.

Simple

exercises,

learn why a policeman's career requires hard work, intelli

questions and learning activities are

gence and dedication. e.

included. e.

Safety test for :mu and your home
How trucks help your community

Grades K-12. Not evaluated.

Grades 4.12. Not evaluated.

*1-,ows some of the reasons for the "little accidents" at

There are two main ways in which our communities
helped by trucks

are

through their services and through the

jobs they create. Shows that a community without trucks
would soon fail to,keep pace in today's world. e.

me that quietly kill thousands of pet;;:le each year. A
tour i.rough the yard, up the porch and into various rooms
of

the

home,

illustrates and

discusses danger

spots.

Emphasis is placed on the need to think about, and correct,

unsafe practices. Photos supplied through courtesy of the

Is farming forme?

National Safety Council. e.
Grades 4.12. Not evaluated.

One out of every five men, gets his living from the soil,
Simple machines

Answers some of the questions asked regarding the farm

as

Grades 4.12. Not evaluated/

a career. It points out the pitfOs as well as the rewards of
this work. e.

A visual presentation of the basic facts regarding the six
simple machines, and a discussion of how they help man by,

Jean's farm friends

multiplying his strength. Essential for Physics Courses, Very
useful in elementary General Science classes. e.

Grades K-3. Not evaluated.
Serves as a wo-f old lesson in Primary reading and the study

Stay in school

rs

of farms and farm animals. It is a charming story of a little

farm girl and her animal friends. There are only 75 Words
used in the entire story. e.

Grades 7.12, Not evaluated.
Discusses the many advantages of staying in school until

a

high school diploma has been obtained. Emphasizes
that
Job outlook for youth
Grades 7.12. Not evaluated.

Emphasis is placed on the poor job prospect for young

.
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success in any field is more easily attained with as much
academic training as it is possible to acquire. e.

14. :yuLcinliLldleU.

41.0

receive retirement,

survivors

nd disability payments;

where the money comes from; how much
a person is likely

to receive; why Social Sicurity Numbers are necessary; how
the program affects employers; and what changes
have been
made in the program since its inception. e.

This filmstrip shows the importance of a school safety
patrol in eliminating many of the chances of injury
or death

which might affect your school children. Shows duties of
the Patrol and where to seek help in organizing
a Patrol in
your school. e.

FOOTNOTES
a

Bureau for Audio Visual Instruction Catalog 1971, University of Wisconsin
b

KI2 Guide for the integration of career development into local curriculual,
c Vocational guidance on wheels, Wisconsin Mobile

Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction Decembei 1971

Guidance Career Proiect June 1971
s

dJipson, Frederick J. Index of special education

media, 1970

e

Publisher's I iterature
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posters, records or cassettes, puppets, role playing
cards,
puppet props and group discussion cards, C.

1971. Very appropriate.

Unit I 'Work is fun! The Primary child Unit
II Work is
doing! The Adolescent Unit III Work is
living! The Young

hal B'rith Vocational Service
1640 Rhode Island Avenue

Der fistein,

adult. Photographs and teacher's guide.
NW, Washington, D.C. 20036
Educational Reading Service Inc,

Guidance kit

East 64 Midland Avenue, Paramus, N.J. 07652

Grades 4-6, Appropriate.

Kit contains a copy of every publication
listed in current

BBVS catalog, literature in the fields of education
and
vocational guidance. b.

Women of destiny
$36.30 8 cassette tapes. Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Inspiring stories of brave women who overcame
enormous
personal obstacles to lead the way for others, Helen Keller,

The Bruce Publishing Company

Clara Barton, Florence Nightingale,
2642 University Avenue, St. Paul, Min. 55114

Madaine Curie, Juliette

Low, Elizabeth Blackwell, Amelia Earhart, Betsy
Ross. b.

EmIMI~~.1=.
Search: Discovery through guidance
Educational Record Sales
Grades 4-6. Not evaluated,

Searchlighl on self, Students have opportunities
to evaluate

157 Chambers Street, New York, N.Y. 10007

their persondl feelings and goals.

Living with others: Citizenship
$17,50. Not evaluated.

Silver Burdett Company, a division Of General Learning
Corp.

These recordings permit a youngster to picture himself
in a

variety of situations so he can learn for hirnser, how
46 South Northwest Highway, Park Ridge, IL 60068

with them. b.

New music horizons song book

Down in a coal mine, Men at work and Peanut picking
for 5th graders.
Not evaluated,
Careers Inc,

P.O. Box 135, Largo, Fla. 33540

to cope

The pre-adolescent years (Family and friends)
song

$4.98 tapes. Grades 5-6 and older. Not

evaluated.

Child is helped to understand perceptions
and Points of
view of others leading to a reduction in decision-making
based only on his egocentric point of view. b.
TeaChing children values

$5.95. Not evaluated.

Utilizing problem solving techniques, this record
provides
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akuucilt d UlUdU UUUUUK wore committing himself to a

course of study. Includes opportunities in: construction,

midge

of the police officer as a friend is developed. b.

distribution, health service, hotels, motels, 'restaurants,
industries, transportation. b.

Guidance Associates

Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570

The fireman and his work
18 min. tape. Very appropriate,

First things; sound filmstrip for primary years (kit)

Understanding of the contributions of the fireman to

Primary. Not evaluated.

community safety is developed through guided worksheet

activity in which the learner identifies commonly distinguished elements of the fireman's uniform, equipment,
tools and services. Awareness of fire dangers and the need
for fire safety is created. b.

Introduces primary grade children to basic concepts of their

social and physical environments. The fundamental objective of the series is to help each child grokin understanding

of himself .and other persons as individuals and
as members

of groups within the society. More explicitly, this filmstrip
Let's meet the doctor
14 min. tape. Very appropriate.
Introduces the doctor and his
work through guided

worksheet identification by the learner of some of the
common procedures Lind equipment a physician uses in a

physical examination. Family doctors and specialists are

differentiated and their image as a friend to the child is

series aims to help each child develop: acceptance of and
respect for himself; understanding of the differences among

individuals within a given group; understanding of how
an
individual's feelings and actions are influenced by the group

to which he belotigs; identification with individuals in other

groups, on the

basis

of shared feelings and desires;

recognition of various interactions that
occur between

stressed, b.

individuals and/or groups; awareness of how individual's

expectations of each other influence their interactions;
Let's meet the nurse,
10 min, tape. Very appropriate,

Through reference to worksheet illustrations, the learner
visits a hospital nurse, a dental nurse, a physician's nurse, a

school nurse and a visiting nurse, and is oriented to the
duties of each in the community. b.

awareness of the various affects i lteractions have on each

individual involved; realization of the alternative possibilities

for interactions with others.

Each

kit contains

a

filmstrip, record and study guide. The kits are divided into
the following categories; Who do you think you are; Guess
who's in

group; What happens between people ?; You got

mad: are you glad?, What do you expect of others ?; Listen
Let's meet the teacher

13 min, tape, Very appropriate,

there are sounds; Look about you; People we know; Places
to go. C.

Acquaints the learner with the background and training of
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hour tapes or cassettes on-thELjob interjews which give an

insight Hto the major requirements fora career
at-sea. b.

Occupational Awareness

P. 0, Box 5098, Los Angeles, Calif, 90055
Occupational interview casettes
Carlton Films. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Occupational Awareness mini-briefs,

A series of 50 on-the-job interviews provides student;
with

Not evaluated.

insights into the work-a-day world from which people who

Subject oriented occupational information in outline form'

actually do the work. b-

organized into 45 subject packets including special educa-

tion, Packet includes teacher's guide, 30 student workPre-recorded tapes for vocational guidance
Set

of 50

5249,50, each

$5.50. Grades 7-9. Not'

sheets, 30 student summary sheets and occupational outlines. Prices range from $7,25 to $64.40,

evaluated,

1.1.0.1r/...waymPlfm..~P

A series of 50 on-the-job interviews cover working condi-

F.A. Owen Publishing Company

tions, occupational demands, fringe benefits, earnings,

retirement, job qualifications, etc. b,

Instructor Publications Inc., Instructor Park, Dansville,
N.Y. 14437

Me, myself and I filmstrip kit

Occupational charts

Grades 4-6. Not evaluated.

Grades 4-6. Not evaluated,

,

This kit expands the maturity. concept and points out

Children may review the education neetled and the course

developing socially acceptable behavior.

of study to pursue to enter a particular occupation, b.

The kit contains filmstrips and records end are divided into

armanw...m....~1.11.0*

the following segments: How can I improve myself; Where

Palmer Productions

do we go from here; What about other people; Who am I;

25 West 45 Street, New York, N.Y. 10036

Viiy do my feelings change. What can I do about, c.
Career development service

McGrawHill-Whittlesey House
330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036

Career interviews iseries1

Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

1970. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Includes check lists, inventories, etc. b.

The Psychological Corporation, subsidiary of Harcourt
Brace Jonahovich

40 taped career interviews. b.

304 East 45 Street, New York, N.Y. 10017
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What could I De,. Kit
Community helpers

Not evaluated.

$8.00 a set. Very appropriate,

Each set of 8 colored picture story study prints depicting

What I like to do

specific jobs and various duties associated vith it. Complete

$8.57 (pack of 25). Grades 4.7. Not evaluated.

lesson on reverse side: Police dept. helpers; Fire dept.

Easy-to-use interest inventory. Identifies preferences in art,

helpers; Postal helpers; Dairy helpers; Supermarket helpers;

music, social studies, active play, quiet play, manual arts,

and Hospital helpers.

home arts and science, b.

Science Research Associates

Widening occupational roles kit (Work)

259 East Erie Street, Chicago, 1 1. 60611

1968. $211.35. Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

Kit includes 400 junior occupational briefs (jobs), 5 junior
Charting your job future by Lambert L. Gilles.,

guidance booklets, 35 student workbooks, teachers manual,

$1.95. Grades 7.9, Not evaluated.

and 5 color filmstrips. Kit helps students expand their

inventories to help students

knowledge of the world of work, job families, self

assess their interests, abilities, and personalities and relate

understanding, and educational requirements for various

them to careers. b.

occupations, b.

Focus on self-development (kit)

Your future in meteorology (Occupational kit) by Berry

Primary. Very appropriate.

1965. Grades 4.6, Not evaluated,

Provides

self-administered

A developmental program designed for use in the classroom

by teachers. Its overall objectives" are to lead the child

Sextant Systems, Inc.

toward an understanding of self, understanding of otheh

Milwaukee, Wis. 53210

and an understanding of the environment and its effects.

The kit' includes a guide, five-full color filmstrips with

Beginning sextant series

accompanying records, four story records, twenty photo.

4th `grade and younger, Very appropriate.

cards Ione photo per side) anu one copy of the pupil

Attractive colored illustrations depict children in appropri-

activity book Here I Am, c.

ate attire performing adult work roles, b.

Kuder Form E. general interest inventory

Come to work with us book kit,

Grades 6-12. Very appropriate.

Grades K-3. Very appropriate.

Measures individual preference for activities in ten areas:

The Beginning Sextant Series "Come To Work With Us" is

outdoor, mechanical, scientific, computational, persuasive,

designed to meet the need for career development materials
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knowledge and application of the howl and whys of job

1971. 58.00 each set of 8 pictures. Grade K -4. Very

applications, W-2 forms, as well as federal withholding

appropriate,

forms. The kit contains transparencies and ditto masters so

Policeman, Fireman, Postal workers, Dairy helpers, Hospital

as to insure maximum use in the classroom. c.

helpers, Supermarket helps, b.

Study Prints

On- the -job interview series

Not evaluated,

Grades 7-9. Not evaluated.

8 on School, friends and helpers; 4 on A Family at work

50 tapes of actual on- the -job interviews, varying in length

and play; and 8 on Neighborhood friends and helpers, b.

from 15 to 25 minutes. b.

Success Motivation Institute

Planning beyond high school
Grade 7.9, Not evaluated.

Life in the teens

This series of six records, tapes or cassettes helps the

$599,00 complete series, Grades 7-9. Very appropriate.

student investigate the broad range of alternatives open to

Ten cassette taped lessons for teenagers include aids in

after he graduates from high school. b.

self-understanding, motivation for success in school, and
selecting and planning your career. b.

Wisconsin Department of Public lristruction
126 Langdon Street, Madison, Wis, 53702

Troll Associates
East 64 Midland Avenue, Paramus, N.J. 07652

Wisconsin Instant Information SysteM for Students and
Counselors (WISC)

A deck of aperture

containing information on

cards

Wisconsin occupations and training schools in microfiche
form for use with readers or reader/printers, b.
ow.

.

FOOTNOTES
a

Bureau for Audio Visu,11 Instruction Catalog 1971, University of Wisconsin
h

K-12 Guide for the integration of career development into local curriculum, Wisconsin Department of Public Instru6tion December 1971
C Vocational guidance on wheels, Wisconsin Mobile Guidarice Career Project, June 1971
d Jipson, Frederick J. Index of special education media, 1970
e

Publisher's literature
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ability. Age 5-12. Grade kindergarten 6.

000174 Student opinionare.

Purpose to provide a student with a self-evaluation instru
000046 Tennessee self-concept scale.

ment concerning his personality and his role as a student.

Purpose to evaluate physical self, moral-ethical self, per-

Age 14-19. Grade 9-12.

sonal self, family self, social self, and self criticism. Age
12- adult, Grade 6-adult.

000179 Work adjustment evaluation,

Purpose to evaluate the work adjustment of an employee in
six areas: response to supervisor; response to co-workers:

000069 Picture interest inventory.
Purpose

to

help identify occupational preferences by

non-verbal (pictorial) means in order to assist students with

emotional; attitude toward work; production; attendance.
Adult.

future educational and vocational plans. Grade 7-adult
000180 Employment information form.

college.

Purpose to find information about an individual's employ-

ment situation and his attitudes and behavior toward it.

000088 Vineland social maturity scale

Purpose to sample various aspects of social behavior in

Also there

is

a section applicable to a person who is

order to have a measure of how mature or independent a

unemployed which asks why he is not: working,

person is. Age 0-adult. Grade preschoolcollege and adult,

looking for work and what his future plans are. Adult;

000181 \NEC Follow-up form.

000155 Fundamental achievement series

Purpose to measure the.verbal and numerical capabilities of

people who may have had limited educational opportunities, to serve as an employment test for the disadvantaged.

Grade 612 Adult MR and,culturally disadvantaged.

is

Purpose to find out information about a retarded student's

employment situation and

his

attitudes and behavior

toward employment. Also there is a section applicable to
students who are unemployed which asks why they are not

.

working, if they are looking for work, what their future,
plans are. Grade 9.12 and adult MR.

000167 Student ability inventory.
Purpose to measure a child's attitude toward various aspects
of school life and his self-concept. Age 4.8. Grade preschool

000182 Work experience form, parent interview form.

Purpose to find through parent interview, information

4.

relevant

to

a

developmental

000172 Y.E.M.R. Peri wma 'Ice profile for the young
moderately and mildly retarded,
Purpose to identify the performance level of a pupil in daily

child's employability. Included are his

history, his relationship to family and

friends and his work habits, attitudes and experiences. Also

included are parent rating sheet and test observation of
parent. Grade 9.12 MR.
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